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1.1   MESSAGE FROM FIBA SECRETARY GENERAL
Dear Friends,

Bringing together top talents and national heroes has helped to make our 
sport one of the most popular in the world. Today, you have the unique 
chance to contribute to bring basketball to another level by organising a 
world class event.

The FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup, formerly the FIBA World 
Championship for Women, is the leading international women’s basketball 
tournament bringing together the world’s top players for an intensely 
competitive nine-day event. Every four years, the 16 best teams from 
across five continents step to the court to compete for the title.

In 2010, the FIBA World Championship for Women took place in the Czech 
Republic and was a successful event which reached a high level of media 
interest and spectator’s attendance with more than 168,000 spectators. 
The upcoming 2014 edition in Turkey will further enhance its value and 
global appeal.

Even more importantly, the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup will 
be a unique event in the history of our sport. Following the decision to 
have the FIBA Basketball World Cup moved into an odd year starting in 
2019, the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup will be now the core 
event in the 2018 FIBA calendar, bringing enhanced exclusive visibility to 
women’s basketball both in the host country and globally.

This is the beginning of a new era with incredible opportunities awaiting the FIBA family and our sport. This is your 
chance to take women’s basketball to the next stage both internationally and in your country. Don’t miss out on it!

         Patrick Baumann 

         FIBA Secretary General and IOC Member

1.2   WHAT IS FIBA (WHO WE ARE, WHAT WE DO)
FIBA (fiba.com), the world governing body for basketball, whose headquarters are just outside Geneva, Switzerland, 
is an independent association formed by 214 National Basketball Federations throughout the world. It is recognised 
as the sole competent authority in basketball by the International Olympic Committee (IOC). 

FIBA’s flagship events are the FIBA Basketball World Cup and the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup, which will 
be known until 2014 as FIBA World Championship for Women, the next editions of which will be held in 2014 in Spain 
and Turkey respectively.

In addition to these, in order to promote basketball worldwide and to ensure that elite young players gain in skill and 
experience by competing against other players from all corners of the world, FIBA organises the FIBA U19 World 
Championships and FIBA U17 World Championships, both held every two years, alternating from one year to the next. 

As a non-profit making organisation, FIBA does not pursue any objective of economic character for its own gains. 
The main roles of FIBA are (but not limited to) to establish the Official Basketball Rules, the specifications for 
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equipment and facilities as well as all internal executive regulations that must be applied to all international and 
Olympic competitions, for which FIBA also establishes the system of competition.

FIBA also controls and governs the appointment of international referees, regulates the transfer of players from one 
country to another, and controls as well as governs all international competitions.

1.3 Basketball – an amazing and popular sport
More than 450 million people play or watch basketball at competition or grassroots level, while the number of licensed 
players has also risen drastically since 1992. The second biggest team sport in the world, particularly popular with 
men and women aged 16-34, basketball is perceived as clean, cool and passionate.

The 2010 FIBA World Championship held in Turkey was broadcast in 183 different countries, attracting a total viewing 
audience that almost exceeded one billion. The 2010 FIBA World Championship for Women held in the Czech Republic 
also reached high media results. Its promotional spot received 800’000 hits on the internet the first two days and 
press from 30 countries attended the Championship.

FIBA is experiencing positive and substantial growth across a broad spectrum of digital outreach activities. Data 
from the last three years has emphasized the burgeoning success, with over 100 million clicks across a variety of 
FIBA websites. Visitors were recorded from over 230 different countries, with China leading the way, followed by the 
USA, Philippines, Lithuania and Spain.

Youtube has seen an astonishing 1,600 percent rise in subscribers to FIBA channels between 2010 and 2013, with 
over 70 million minutes of action watched. It has been a similar story on Facebook, where 239,000 fans in 2011 has 
since grown into an incredible total of over 1 million users in the beginning of 2014. Twitter has delivered 80,000 extra 
followers since 2011 and excitement is building around the potential for recently introduced initiatives – not least, the 
FIBA Game Center App. 

1.4 Key Objectives of the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball 
World Cup
In organising the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup, FIBA is aiming at the following:

To provide the very best playing conditions for the participating teams and players;

To ensure the highest possible awareness, interest and involvement within the host country;

To ensure that the Event is extensively reported and promoted throughout the host country and the world by 
key media outlets;

To maximise the number of spectators at all games in a safe and comfortable environment and to provide them 
with an unforgettable experience;

To ensure that the Event is a success from a financial point of view and that all parties are satisfied with the 
results;

To stage an Event that will globally bring prestige and credit to the host country, host cities, FIBA, the Organiser 
and to the entire basketball community;

To ensure a lasting legacy for basketball in the host country.
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1.5 Purpose of this Bid and Event Manual
This Bid and Event Manual has been prepared with two key purposes:

1. To guide the applicant National Federation through the Event bidding phase;

2. Once the Event has been awarded, to serve as a binding agreement outlining all the requirements that need 
to be put in place by the Organiser before and during the organisation of the Event for its successful delivery.

The first two chapters of this manual are dedicated to explaining the bidding phase, informing applicant National 
Federations about the bidding timeline and outlining the main requirements to be taken into consideration in order to 
be awarded the organisation of the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup.

The rest of the manual, including the Appendices, details the organisation of the Event, providing a full overview of 
the requirements and quality standards that are mandatory in the organisation of the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball 
World Cup.

By submitting its candidature to organise the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup, the applicant National 
Federation that will be awarded the Event accepts to comply to and fulfil all requirements outlined in this Bid and 
Event Manual.

1.6 How to read this Bid and Event Manual

1.6.1 Reference documents 

In bidding for the organisation of the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup, the National Federation commits to 
fully adhere to and follow the obligations and guidelines contained in this Bid and Event Manual, but also to comply 
with the general provisions contained in the referenced documents listed below.

To be found online on fiba.com: 

FIBA General Statutes;

FIBA Internal Regulations;

Official Basketball Rules;

Doping control requirements;

Internal Regulations governing anti-doping;

FIBA TV Manual;

FIBA TV Graphics Manual.

To be sent to the Organiser at a later stage:

FIBA Marketing Manual; 

FIBA Media Operations Manual;

FIBA IT Manual.

This Bid and Event Manual contains references to the above documents.
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1.6.2 Glossary

The acronyms provided below shall apply throughout the document:

ACR Accreditation

CIS Commentators Information System

FOP Field of Play

HB Host Broadcaster

IT Manual Manual with all updated IT operations for the Event

LOC Local Organising Committee

Marketing Manual Features the general principles of the marketing structure, providing guidance to 
the Organiser regarding its management and rights delivery, with the objective of 
ensuring that the Event is commercially successful.

Media Guide Features detailed information on the teams and players for media, as well as 
competition system and schedule, and historic data. 

Media Manual Features general information of the event for the media and media operations 
regulations, such as competition system and schedule, media rules, FIBA and LOC 
contacts, venues infrastructure, touristic information, etc.  

NF National Federation

NRH Non-Rights Holders

Official Programme Features general information of the event for the public such as the competition 
schedule, information on the teams, historical data and welcoming messages.

PA Public Announcer

RH Rights Holders

UPS Uninterrupted Power Supply

VIK Value in Kind
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2.1 The Bidding Process – key dates
To be eligible to bid for the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup, the bidding member National Federations 
must be in good standing with FIBA and fully compliant with the FIBA Statutes, Internal Regulations and with 
the recommended best practices for member National Federations.

The following are the milestones of the host nation bidding process for the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World 
Cup. 

1. 31st March 2014 –  Request for Expressions of Interest issued by FIBA 

2. 31st May 2014 – Deadline for return of Expressions of Interest to FIBA

All National Federations interested in bidding for the organisation of the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball 
World Cup, must have submitted the Expression of Interest form to the FIBA Secretariat by 31st May 
2014. The Expression of Interest must have been accompanied by a transfer of EUR 20,000 to FIBA’s bank 
account, as Applicant Fee. This Applicant Fee will be used to cover FIBA’s costs related to the bidding 
process and international travel expenses of the FIBA Evaluation Commission.

3. 15th June 2014 – Applicants to receive additional documentation

All National Federations who have correctly submitted the Expression of Interest form and transferred the 
Applicant Fee will receive by 15th June 2014 the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup Event Manual, 
outlining in detail all requirements and organisational aspects, and a Bid Application Questionnaire.

4. 15th July 2014 – Submission by Applicants of Bid Application Questionnaire

If the National Federation, after carefully studying the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup Event 
Manual, decides to continue with its candidature, the duly completed Bid Application Questionnaire must 
reach the FIBA Secretariat by Tuesday 15th July 2014. 

Any Applicant who has submitted the Expression of Interest but decides not to submit the Bid Application 
Questionnaire by 15th July 2014 will be considered to have withdrawn and will receive a reimbursement of 
EUR 15,000 from the Applicant Fee.

5. 15th July to 31st August 2014 – On-site Inspection Visits

FIBA will appoint an Evaluation Commission to examine all confirmed candidatures and present a report 
to the FIBA Central Board.

The FIBA Evaluation Commission will consist of a maximum of three (3) persons whose visit shall be a 
maximum four (4) days in duration (the duration depends on the number of proposed venues) and will 
visit each candidate country only once. Dates for the visit will be coordinated with the Candidate. The 
Candidate shall cover all costs related to accommodation, board and domestic travel for the members of 
the Evaluation Commission.

6. 1st November 2014 – Deadline for submission of final Candidature files

The final Candidature files, together with the necessary accompanying documents/guarantees issued by 
the authorities concerned and any other documents deemed useful, shall reach the FIBA Secretariat by 
Saturday 1st November 2014.

7. December 2014 – Final bid presentations and announcement of FIBA Central Board decision. 

Candidates are requested to officially present their candidature to the FIBA Central Board at its meeting 
in December 2014. The precise date of the Central Board meeting will be announced in due course.

Five working days prior to the Central Board meeting, all Candidates must have submitted to the FIBA 
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Secretariat the duly filled in and signed Contract of Assignment that they will have received previously. 
Each Candidate must also have given proof of submission of an irrevocable bank transfer of EUR 500,000 
as a financial guarantee to ensure the proper organisation of the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World 
Cup in addition to the appropriate bank guarantees for the payment of the hosting fee (EUR 750,000), 
which shall be completed by 31st December 2014.

After the bid presentations, the FIBA Central Board will decide on the host nation of the 2018 FIBA 
Women’s Basketball World Cup.

2.2 Assessment and evaluation criteria
FIBA is committed to ensuring the assessment and evaluation of all bids is transparent to all parties involved.

Every bid will be assessed and evaluated on its individual merits, taking into account qualitative and quantitative 
matters and all relevant aspects. The FIBA Central Board has the exclusive right and authority to decide on the 
Organiser of FIBA competitions. 

A number of assessment and evaluation criteria are taken into account by FIBA, including but not limited to: 

1. Player welfare

FIBA is committed to providing the best possible conditions for the global superstars who participate 
in the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup. FIBA will assess the proposed quality of accommodation, 
transport, playing facilities and security to ensure the successful host provides the necessary conditions 
for players to perform at their best. 

2. Facilities and infrastructure 

FIBA has developed high standards in its requirements for state-of-the-art venues, technology and 
associated event delivery that are fitting for an event of this stature. Bidders must be able to provide 
event infrastructure and service capability that meets or exceeds all of FIBA’s minimum requirements. 

3. Stakeholder experience 

As well as ensuring the best event for its host, FIBA is committed to providing the best possible event 
experience for its many stakeholders (sponsors, broadcasters and fans) and the highest quality action 
for its global media audience. FIBA will assess the ease of access to the proposed host nation, cities and 
venues, transport, public services, security and production values of the Event, both on and off court. 

4. Commercial aspects

When Candidates submit their final bid, FIBA will assess the scale and quality of the financial offer made 
including the level of Hosting Rights Fee offered and any other relevant commercial aspects. 

5. Legacy 

FIBA is committed to partnering with hosts to create events that leave a long-lasting legacy for the host 
nation and its cities. FIBA will assess any legacy plans, which may include infrastructure development, 
growth of basketball participation and wider long-term economic and social objectives. 

6. Organisational factors 

FIBA will ensure that a competition organised under its auspices will be successfully hosted and that 
FIBA is represented impartially. FIBA will assess the Organiser’s ability to stage a global sporting event 
such as the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup that will bring prestige and credit to the host nation and 
to FIBA. 
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2.3 Terms and Conditions
1. All bids and any related correspondences must be provided in English.

2. Requests for information relating to the process must be sent to the FIBA Secretariat, to the attention of 
the FIBA Secretary General. FIBA will endeavour to respond fully to any request for clarification. In the 
event that any response to any query raised by a bidder is deemed by FIBA to contain information which 
may be material to other bidders, FIBA reserves the right to circulate the information to all bidders.

3. FIBA reserves the right, in its absolute discretion, to clarify any part of this Manual to the benefit of the 
bidders and/or to modify, if needed, any terms and conditions contained in this Manual.

4.  In submitting a bid, each bidder expressly waives any right of action it may have against FIBA with regards 
to the bid process. Any and all costs incurred (directly or indirectly) by or on behalf of a bidder in preparing 
and submitting any response to this process shall be borne solely by the bidder.

5.  FIBA further reserves the right, in its absolute discretion, to reject or require bidders to resubmit any 
response to this invitation to bid in the event that such response fails to meet the requirements or 
expectations of FIBA.

6.  FIBA will not be obliged to accept the best financial offer.

7. No bid and/or arrangement shall become contractually binding until is incorporated in a formal written 
contract signed by both FIBA and the successful bidder.

8.  Bidders and FIBA shall not disclose to any third party any commercial or financial conditions related to 
the bidding documents.

2.4 Legal Provisions
By submitting its candidature, the National Federation agrees to comply with the terms of engagement 
contained in this Bid and Event Manual and the FIBA Internal Regulations. The agreement to organise the 
2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup and the agreement to take part in the said Competition constitutes 
a contract between FIBA, the Organiser and the participating teams. All parties involved must scrupulously 
respect this “sports contract”. The National Federation selected by FIBA as the Organiser of the 2018 FIBA 
Women’s Basketball World Cup will enter into a contractual relationship with FIBA by signing the “Contract of 
Assignment” at the FIBA Central Board meeting where the Organiser is selected.

Assignment 

Once the organisation has been assigned, no change to the terms of this contract shall be tolerated for any 
reason. In the Event that these terms are violated, FIBA through its FIBA Central Board shall have the right to 
revoke the assignment of the organisation while fully reserving the right to impose disciplinary and financial 
sanctions on the Organiser and to assign the Event to another National Federation who will undertake to respect 
the terms of the Contract of Assignment.

Duties of FIBA

FIBA must do all in its power to see that the Event will be successfully carried out and that FIBA is represented 
by competent persons, maintaining absolute impartiality. FIBA is obliged to assist the Organiser by all means at 
its disposal. However, FIBA may demand of the Organiser the reimbursement of expenses caused by its action.

Duties of the Organiser

The Organiser is obliged to respect the Terms of the Contract of Assignment and all provisions referred to it. In 
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particular, they must ensure that all qualified teams that are to take part in the Event can actually do so and that 
visas for entry into the country are issued in good time.

Ownership of the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup

The 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup is owned and controlled by FIBA and all marks and media (e.g. 
television, radio, video, internet, mobile, etc.), commercial and marketing rights are exclusively owned by FIBA.

2.5 Candidacy and guarantees
Any National Federation affiliated to FIBA with full rights can bid for the organisation of the 2018 FIBA Women’s 
Basketball World Cup. With the approval of the FIBA Central Board, FIBA may also decide to organise the Event 
in more than one country.

The staging of the Event requires guarantees in terms of finances as well as in terms of logistics, arenas and 
sport facilities availability; the candidate National Federation must secure them by obtaining strong support 
from the government and regional/city authorities.

Together with its candidacy, the National Federation bidding for the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup 
shall submit a declaration from the national/regional/city government or authority stating the following:

That the government welcomes the Event to the country;

That the government or regional/city authorities underwrite all event-related financial obligations and 
guarantee the fulfilment of the financial commitments made by the National Federation in its candidacy, 
as required under FIBA regulations;

That the government or regional/city authorities shall provide the minimum guarantees from an 
organisational point of view for the complete success of the Event, in line with FIBA requirements.

2.5.1 Government guarantees 

The required Government guarantees shall cover the provisions specified in the following points and shall be 
submitted to FIBA together with the bid documentation:

Entry and exit visas for all team delegation members, FIBA Officiating Team, FIBA staff, media 
representatives, FIBA Commercial and Broadcast Partners, FIBA guests and other participants, 
regardless of nationality, race and creed.

Temporary work permits for all team delegation members, FIBA Officiating Team, FIBA staff, media 
representatives, FIBA Commercial and Broadcast Partners, and others, if required. The Government 
shall guarantee that any existing labour legislation that could restrict the above groups of people from 
performing their duties (e.g. limited working hours) shall be suspended for the duration of their stay at the 
Event.

Priority treatment at immigration, customs and check-in procedures for the team delegations, the FIBA 
delegation as well as for all accredited persons and imported materials for the 2018 FIBA Women’s 
Basketball World Cup through the provision of special procedures.

Free import and export permits for all material and equipment necessary for the organisation of the Event, 
belonging to the team delegations, FIBA, FIBA Commercial Partners, FIBA Broadcast Partners, FIBA IT 
Partners, media representatives, entertainment and security personnel, and others travelling to the host 
country in conjunction with the Event.
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Other taxes, duties, levies. The Government shall be required to issue a guarantee covering the following 
tax issues:

 The host country and its tax authorities (including any governmental authority with jurisdiction 
over the assessment, determination, collection or implementation of any taxes, duties or other 
levies), shall not impose any kind of taxes, duties or levies on FIBA, FIBA’s subsidiaries, the FIBA 
Delegation and the Host Broadcaster. They are to be treated as tax-exempt persons/entities.

In particular the host country and its tax authorities recognise:

That FIBA and FIBA’s subsidiaries neither constitute a permanent establishment in the host 
country nor are they in any other way subject to taxation in the host country;

That the exploitation of the Marketing and Broadcast Rights shall not subject FIBA, FIBA’s 
subsidiaries and the HB to any kind of taxation in the host country;

That the sale of tickets or levying of any other entry fee does not subject FIBA and FIBA’s 
subsidiaries to any kind of taxation in the host country;

That the host country does not levy any kind of withholding taxes and source taxes on payments 
to and from FIBA, FIBA’s subsidiaries and/or the FIBA Delegation.

The Government shall guarantee that it will, if required by FIBA, issue, in advance, written, 
unconditional and binding tax rulings on the above or any other tax issue relating to FIBA.

Safety and security during the whole Event for team delegation members, FIBA Officiating Team, media 
representatives, FIBA Commercial and Broadcast Partners, FIBA guests, other accredited persons and 
spectators.

Local transportation of all participants.

The necessary equipment for the worldwide broadcast of the Event by television and radio, and 
telecommunication infrastructure of the highest international standard.

Any other facilities and equipment needed to ensure the complete success of the Event;

Pricing policy. Guarantees shall be given that the FIBA Delegation will be charged only for the actual 
number of hotel room nights used and that no minimum stay requirement will be imposed (except for the 
Final game, where a minimum of three nights may be required);

FIBA’s ownership of media and marketing rights: The Government shall guarantee unconditionally to 
acknowledge, in accordance with the applicable laws, particularly in the field of intellectual property, 
FIBA’s legal and beneficial ownership of all Broadcast Rights, Marketing Rights, Marks and other 
intellectual property rights. The Government shall, to the extent necessary, pass special laws designed 
to prevent ambush marketing of the Event in the Host Country and shall provide FIBA with the support and 
officers of relevant authorities, such as police and customs, to assist in the protection of the Marketing 
and Broadcast rights;

Exploitation of marketing rights: The Government shall guarantee to ensure that there are no legal 
restrictions or prohibitions on the sale, display or distribution of the Commercial Partners’ products, 
including food and beverages, in any of the venues of the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup;

Indemnity: The Government shall guarantee to indemnify FIBA and defend and hold it harmless against all 
proceedings, claims and related costs (including professional advisor’s fees), which may be incurred or 
suffered by or threatened by others against FIBA in relation to the organisation of the 2018 FIBA Women’s 
Basketball World Cup;

National anthems and flags:  The Government shall guarantee that the national anthem of each competing 
team may be played before the start of every game and that the respective flags of all participating teams 
may be flown inside the venues;
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Medical care: The Government shall guarantee the availability of a comprehensive medical service 
(including 24 hour emergency treatment) for every participant accredited for the Event in each venue. 
An emergency service shall also be on stand-by and ready for action, especially on game days to treat 
anyone inside and outside the venues.

Promotion through communication channels: The Government and municipalities shall guarantee that 
they will extensively promote the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup through their communication 
channels and by providing advertising space in the host cities, at no cost to the Organiser or FIBA.

2.6 Organiser’s duties and responsibilities
The Organiser’s duties are extensive and the successful bidder is expected to host the 2018 FIBA Women’s 
Basketball World Cup to the highest standards and to accompany the event with an extensive programme of 
supporting activities and side events aimed at promoting and strengthening women’s basketball in the host 
country and globally. 

The Organiser shall choose top basketball venues, suitable both in respect of seating capacity and facilities, 
secure full government and public support, provide the most up-to-date technical facilities for broadcasters 
and media, undertake a first-class promotion and advertising programme and provide an exciting side events 
programme during the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup.

Namely, the Organiser shall work for the following goals:

To promote the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup to the widest possible audience and to ensure 
that the competition venues are filled with spectators for every game;

To provide world-class competition venues and top class services to players;

To stage a 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup that will bring prestige and credit to the country in 
which it is staged;

To provide full government support and guarantees;

To abide by the relevant provisions of the FIBA Internal Regulations.

2.7 Finances
The organisation of the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup requires substantial financial investment. The 
support of municipalities and government is therefore essential for a successful 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball 
World Cup.

2.7.1 Income

The Organiser will keep all revenues derived by:

Government and Municipal subsidies;

Ticket sales;

 Event-related national sponsorship revenues as specified in Chapter 10 (see Note 1 below);
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1
  FIBA is the owner of all marketing rights related to the event and reserves the right to negotiate and sign marketing contracts for the 2018 FIBA Women’s 

Basketball World Cup. The terms of these event-related FIBA contracts must be respected by the Organiser, who will in turn be entitled to sell event-related 

national sponsorship revenues as specified in Chapter 10. Further details will be submitted in the Marketing Manual which will be produced and sent to the 

Organiser by the end of 2015.



 Supporting activities and side events.

2.7.2 Bid-related financial obligations

Applicant Fee of EUR 20,000;

 Accommodation, board and domestic travel costs for all members of the FIBA Evaluation Commission in 
charge of the on-site inspection visit;

 Any expense related to the Candidate’s final candidature bid files and candidature presentation;

 An optional donation to the International Basketball Foundation, which will be used to support the 
development of women’s basketball leading to the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup and after.

2.7.3 Event-related financial obligations

The financial responsibility for the organisation and promotion of the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup 
resides with the Organiser, who shall be responsible, inter alia, for the payment of:

All general organising expenses (competition and practice venues, local transportation, hospitality, 
doping control, insurance, social functions, etc.);

Accommodation and board expenses for the participating teams, FIBA Representatives, FIBA Officiating 
Team (Commissioners, Referee Supervisors, Referees), FIBA Supervisory Doctor and FIBA Staff 
according to the relevant FIBA Internal Regulations and Bid and Event Manual;

National communication/promotion campaigns (see Note 2 below);

Officiating fees and allowances for the FIBA Officials as well as the allowances for the Supervisory 
Doctor for doping control;

The complete Information Technology infrastructure;

Additional expenses related to the Event Information system and the Event Accreditation system (see 
Note 3 below);

Hosting Fee of EUR 750,000, which will be used by FIBA to cover event-related production costs (TV 
production, IT systems, etc.);

Additional expenses for the Host Broadcasting services for all games of the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball 
World Cup (see Note 4 below).
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 The Organiser shall ensure that the government and local municipalities commit in writing to fund and support an extensive programme of national promotional 

and communication campaigns. Any such campaigns shall be pre-approved by FIBA. The Organiser shall also ensure that the government and local municipalities 

commit to the programme of supporting activities and side events to promote women in sport and women’s basketball in particular, over the three years leading up 

to the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup and during the event. 

3
 FIBA shall co-ordinate and cover all of the costs related to the Event Information system as well as the Event Accreditation system for the 2018 FIBA Women’s 

Basketball World Cup to be played in a maximum of three (3) competition venues (with a maximum of two (2) competition venues used at the same time). Should the 

Organiser decide to use more venues, any resulting additional costs shall be guaranteed and covered by the Organiser.

4
 FIBA shall co-ordinate and cover all of the costs related to the Host Broadcasting services for the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup to be played in a 

maximum of three (3) competition venues (with a maximum of two (2) venues used at the same time). Should the Organiser decide to use more competition venues, 

any resulting additional costs shall be guaranteed and covered by the Organiser. Furthermore, FIBA is the owner of all television and digital rights worldwide, 

including within the host country, and reserves the right to negotiate and sign television contracts for the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup.



2.8 Insurance

2.8.1 Organiser responsibilities

1. Cancellation insurance: the Organiser shall secure and maintain at its own expense during the period 
of at least twenty-four (24) months before the event a sufficient insurance with an insurer of recognised 
international standing to cover the consequences of cancellation, abandonment, postponement or 
relocation of the Event due to force majeure or other reasons.

2. Liability Insurance: The Organiser shall secure and maintain at its own expense during the period of at 
least twenty-four (24) months before the event comprehensive general liability insurance with an insurer 
of recognised international standing with minimum insuring limits of EUR 10,000,000 per person and 
EUR 20,000,000 per occurrence for bodily injury, property damage and financial losses arising out of any 
operations associated with the staging and hosting of the event. Such insurance shall be in broad form 
and shall contain no exclusion for liability for injury to participants. FIBA shall be named as an additional 
insured party under this policy. 

3. Insurance for products provided by Commercial Partners: All value in kind which will be provided to 
the Organiser by Event Commercial Partners will have to be adequately insured by the Organiser. This 
includes but is not limited to IT, video or office equipment. FIBA shall be named as an additional insured 
party under this policy.

FIBA shall be provided with a copy of all insurance policies within 10 days of the procuring of the insurance.

Additionally, the Organiser shall contract appropriate insurance to cover the following risks:

Comprehensive medical service (including 24-hour emergency assistance) for each participant accredited 
for the tournament in each venue;

Coverage of any and all accidents which may occur during local transportation arranged by the Organiser;

Civil insurance (third party liability) for any kind of damage caused by any party and all accidents which 
may happen in the official event sites and during the Event (FIBA shall be a co-insured party on this 
insurance policy).

2.8.2 FIBA responsibilities

FIBA shall insure the following persons against accidents which may occur during their travel to and from the 
country hosting the competition:

The Officiating Team (Commissioners, Referee Supervisors and Referees, appointed by FIBA);

The official FIBA representatives and staff attending the competition. 

2.8.3 Participating National Federation responsibilities 

The National Federations whose teams will participate in the competition must insure their teams against:

Accidents which may occur during the travel to and from the country hosting the competition;

Sport-related accidents and injuries which may occur to players during the competition and for which the 
Organiser is not responsible.
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2.9 Knowledge transfer and post-event report
FIBA guarantees to place all its experience and knowledge at the service of the future Organisers and to support 
the Organiser in all possible ways.

On the other hand, it is the Organiser’s responsibility to ensure proper knowledge transfer of its experience and 
provide FIBA with a detailed and documented post-event report (including financial statements, video, photo 
and print materials, surveys, analysis etc.) within forty-five (45) days from the end of the Event.
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3.1 Language and Communication
The official language of the 2019 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup is English. 

All communication and functions related to the Event shall therefore be in English, including:

The Draw Ceremony;

Announcements during the games;

Press conferences;

Print materials;

Official communication;

Etc.

If necessary, and subject to FIBA approval, a translation into the local language can be organised by the Organiser 
for certain events and in certain areas, such as local promotion.

Communication is the key precondition to a successful organisation, not only within the Local Organising 
Committee (LOC), but also between the LOC and FIBA. Therefore, in order to ensure the best possible 
cooperation, FIBA and the LOC management shall jointly decide what methods and channels to use to establish 
the most efficient and effective communication. 

3.2 Planning
Together with communication, planning is without any doubt one of the most important conditions for success. 
Accurate planning will allow the Organiser to:

Make the best use of the available resources;

Save time and money;

Avoid most last minute problems.

For these reasons, the Organiser should develop its own master plan since the earliest stages of the organisation 
process. This master plan will be the most important document for human resources planning, budget 
management and all other activities during the preparation phase, as well as for the final stretch, the last weeks 
which will lead to the tip-off of the Event. 

At FIBA, we want to make it possible for the Organiser to avoid as many problems as possible and to provide 
extensive knowledge transfer. Based on its organisational experience, FIBA strongly encourages the Organiser 
to develop a master plan for the Event over a 24-month period and is available to assist in this process.

A quality master plan, together with a clear organisational structure, shall be vital for a successful collaboration 
between FIBA and the Organiser and key to the staging of a great Event.

3.3 Cooperation with FIBA
FIBA intends to keep on building a solid cooperation with all Organisers, with strong team spirit and the utmost 
respect, developing fruitful exchanges. FIBA genuinely believes that these values, combined with a friendly 
atmosphere, shall represent the basis for efficient and fruitful working conditions.
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An effective cooperation leading to the staging of an unforgettable Event requires that both the Organiser and 
FIBA assume specific responsibilities, which can be summarized as listed below.

3.3.1 Organiser responsibilities

The Organiser shall ensure from day one that:

The Organiser provides FIBA with a precise LOC organisational chart, where positions of all key managers 
and responsible persons are defined and listed;

Once the master plan has been approved, respecting its deadlines becomes mandatory;

Each LOC key staff member has a mobile telephone and an email address. The contact list with this data 
shall be transmitted to FIBA as soon as it is available and updated whenever changes are made;

The LOC office is set up and run efficiently, addressing each request and question from FIBA in a fast and 
efficient manner.

3.3.2 FIBA responsibilities

Similarly, FIBA shall ensure that:

After the first FIBA site visit, a report will be prepared outlining the requests that the Organiser should 
address;

FIBA provides all knowledge/experience and develops the necessary tools to assist the Organiser wherever 
necessary (website, intranet, etc.);

FIBA staff members are available for support regarding the LOC organisational structure and the preparation 
of the master plan;

FIBA staff members are available for all support and assistance in the preparation and organisation of the 
Event;

All requests and questions from the Organiser are addressed in a fast and efficient manner.

3.4 Human resources
The organisation of the Event and of sports events in general relies heavily on the work and energy of passionate 
people. Excellent team spirit, proper communication and coordination within the LOC staff must be a priority to 
ensure a smooth organisation and a successful event. 

3.4.1 LOC Staff 

The LOC shall designate the key persons involved in the organisation of the Event and shall submit a draft 
organisational chart to FIBA. The LOC Managers shall be top professionals in their field and be fluent in English (both 
spoken and written).

All venues in which the Event will be staged shall have approximately the same staff requirements for the second 
phase. It is of the highest importance that the LOC appoints one person for each work area to oversee the coordination 
of the work across all venues.
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In principle, the Event management/staff will grow from the moment of the event assignment to the time of the event 
delivery and in the final phase the LOC should be composed of:

Final decision-maker and legally empowered to take decisions and sign contracts on behalf of the LOC;

Fulfils all requirements in accordance with the FIBA Bid and Event Manual;

Establishes a financial plan and monitors its application;

Works closely with FIBA to ensure the success of the Event;

Coordinates and attends meetings with FIBA;

Supervises and coordinates the LOC team and structure;

Sends regular progress reports to FIBA;

Sends the final report to FIBA;

Participates actively in the transfer of knowledge and experience to future Organisers (observers).

Reports to the Event Director;

Organises the Event office;

Recruits volunteers and is responsible for creating the volunteer manual;

Organises the meetings with FIBA;

Acts as contact person for the local customs authorities;

Ensures that customs are cleared in the required timeframe;

Is responsible for receiving and keeping all customs documents until the end of the Event;

Organises the transportation of goods from customs to the venues and hotels;

Collects the temporary import permits from the authorities for all material and Equipment.

Reports to the Event Director;

Prepares the Event budget;

Monitors all expenses and income and ensures that the budget is adhered to;

Prepares the final financial report and sends it to FIBA.

 Is the highest authority at the venues after the Event Director;

 Coordinates all operational issues including: 

 Competition, 
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Accreditation, 

Information,

Technology, 

Venues and venue infrastructure, 

Local transportation;

 Ensures that all operational aspects are in accordance with the FIBA Bid and Event Manual.

Reports to the Operations Manager

Coordinates the installation and set-up of all technology infrastructure (networks, hardware, software, 
etc.) for:

Venue offices,

Accreditation Centre,

Results and Statistics Systems,

Commentator Information System,

Media Area,

Internet infrastructure,

Interfaces with FIBA systems;

Manages IT contractors.

Reports to the Operations Manager;

Supervises the installation, setup and compliance of all competition-related areas and equipment 
(flooring, backstop units, scoreboards, 24-second units, Scorer’s Table, benches, substitute cubes, 
changing rooms) at all competition and training venues;

Trains and instructs his staff and volunteers;

Organises the Technical Meetings together with FIBA;

Appoints table officials and statisticians;

Ensures the execution and timely delivery of the competition programme;

Acts as the contact person for the team delegations for all technical questions.

Reports directly to the Event Director;

Is responsible for the preparation of the security plan;

Ensures the execution of the security plan;
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Acts as the contact person for all local security authorities;

Coordinates private security staff at all venues, hotels, training halls, etc.

Reports to the Operations Manager;

Defines the venue zoning and accreditation strategy together with FIBA;

Works with FIBA and its service providers in organising the accreditation programme and its delivery; 

Works with the Security Manager to ensure that the venue zoning is respected;

Trains and instructs accreditation staff and volunteers;

Ensures the smooth operation of the on-site accreditation process.

Reports to the Event Director;

Trains and instructs his staff and volunteers;

Works closely with the FIBA Commercial Department to maximise local/national sponsorship sales;

Is responsible for the establishment of the local marketing/promotion strategy and the development of all 
necessary tools for sponsorship sales and client servicing/implementation;

Liaises with the relevant FIBA Marketing personnel in order to ensure that all strategies and actions are 
aligned;

Works closely with the Promotion Manager to ensure that the promotional plan is in line with the overall 
marketing strategy;

Is responsible for delivering 100% of the Event Commercial Partners’ rights

Responsible for the servicing of local/national sponsors.

Reports to the Marketing Manager;

Works with the FIBA Commercial Department to maximise the reach of the Event and ticket sales locally 
and globally;

Is responsible for the development of the local promotion plan and budget (media campaign) for 
advertising the Event;

Is responsible for the production and distribution of all promotion materials and supports;

Promotes ticket pre-sales campaign;

Is responsible for the development of Event entertainment concepts and budget including:

Court entertainment before and between games and during breaks;

Peripheral Events;

Opening Ceremony;

Closing Ceremony;
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Ensures implementation of the above;

Is responsible for the selection of Venue Announcers (speakers);

Monitors the installation of audio-visual equipment at the various locations;

Responsible for post-Event report detailing the impact of the promotional activities, including 
recommendations for future organisers.

Reports to the Event Director (or to the Marketing Manager);

Trains and manages the Team Attaches;

Ensures that all participants receive outstanding services;

Coordinates hotel reservations, ground transportation and translation services;

Acts as the contact person for all guests for non-technical matters;

Is responsible for the organisation of VIP services at the venues and in the hotels, in close collaboration 
with the Marketing Manager.

Reports to the Event Director;

Prepares a media plan;

Ensures top quality services to the media before and during the Event;

Trains and instructs his staff and volunteers;

Ensures that all media facilities (Media Working Room, Mixed Zone, Media Tribune, Press Conference 
Room, etc.) are set up in accordance with FIBA requirements;

Works with the FIBA Communications Department in: 

Managing the media accreditation process, particularly in regards to local media outlets;

Preparing press kits, the Official Programme, Media Guide and Media Manual as well as any other 
event-related print material;

Distributing the photographer bibs and monitoring the photographers;

Organising press conferences and coordinating interviews;

Translating all content from the official Event website in the local language as well as producing 
local content in the local language and English;

Monitoring and collecting local press clippings and web content, 

Finalises the media report and sends it to FIBA.

Reports to the Media Officer;

Ensures top quality service to the Rights-Holders before and during the Event;

Liaises with FIBA for the approval of local broadcasters that shall receive accreditation;
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Ensures that all TV facilities and infrastructure are set up in accordance with FIBA requirements;

Ensures that the commentary positions are set up in accordance with FIBA requirements;

Works with the FIBA TV Deparment in the distribution and collection of TV bibs and any other 
accreditation device;

Trains and instructs his staff and volunteers.

Reports to the Competition Manager;

Coordinates all of the activities and services in the venue including but not limited to:

Opening of the gates,

Temperature control and lighting,

Power supply,

Cleaning;

Ensures that any problem in the venue is immediately solved.

Reports to the Competition Manager;

Represents the Competition Manager in his/her absence;

Checks the technical and competition equipment each day;

Coordinates with the PA the entrance of the teams on to the court;

Is responsible for the management and coordination of the ball boys and floor sweepers.

Reports to the Promotion Manager and Court Manager;

Controls audio, video and lighting elements;

Monitors entertainment activities on the court according to the rundown, in close cooperation with 
the Court Manager.

3.4.2 Volunteers

It is a known fact that the support of volunteers is a key factor in the success of all major sports events and 
raises the quality of the services in all areas.

Based on its experience, FIBA developed a table that should serve as an example for the recruitment of the 
volunteers for the Event. This table is available in appendix 1. To avoid any problems caused by last minute 
cancellations, it is recommended that the Organiser recruits a higher number of volunteers than what is 
mentioned in this table.

Volunteers shall be uniformly dressed. The volunteer wear will be provided by FIBA Global Partners in the 
respective product category (if appointed). If no partner is appointed, FIBA might release this right at its sole 
discretion.
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In any case, FIBA encourages the Organiser to show its appreciation and thank volunteers by providing them 
with promotional materials and give-aways (if produced) such as t-shirts, towels, key rings, caps, etc. and a 
certificate after the Event.

3.4.3 Professional Staff 

Certain areas of the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup organisation are very specific and require professional 
competences. This is the case, for example, for: 

Table officials;

Statisticians;

Public announcer (PA);

Entertainment team (DJ, MC, etc.).

The LOC shall bear this in mind while recruiting.

3.4.4 Venue staff

At the venues, sufficient personnel shall be available on-site and responsible for regular cleaning, maintenance, 
technical assistance, etc.
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4.1 Neutrality of the organiser
FIBA expects the Organiser to be absolutely and strictly neutral in the organisation of the Event in all areas that are 
under its responsibility (including branding, promotion, print materials etc.) and particularly in all competition-related 
matters. As a host, FIBA requires that the Organiser offers its warmest welcome and guarantees superior conditions 
to all participating teams, on an equal basis and with no exceptions.

4.2 ParticipaTING TEAMS
Sixteen (16) teams are entitled to participate:

Organiser

2016 Olympic Champion

Africa: 2 teams

Americas: 3 teams

Asia: 3 teams

Europe: 5 teams

Oceania: 1 team

4.3 System of Competition

4.3.1 Group Phase

The sixteen (16) participating teams will be divided into four (4) groups (A, B, C, D) of four (4) teams each. Each team 
will play all the other teams in its own group (total of 3 games for each team).

The final standing of each group will be established after the end of the Group Phase as follows:

Group A: A1, A2, A3, A4

Group B: B1, B2, B3, B4

Group C: C1, C2, C3, C4

Group D: D1, D2, D3, D4

A total of 24 games will be played in the Group Phase.

The teams placed 1st in each group will qualify directly for the Quarter-Finals.

The teams placed 2nd and 3rd in each group will play the Qualifications for Quarter-Finals.

4.3.2 Qualifications for Quarter-Finals

The eight (8) teams placed 2nd and 3rd in each group at the end of the Group Phase will play direct elimination games 
as follows:
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Game 25: A2 vs. B3

Game 26: B2 vs. A3

Game 27: C2 vs. D3

Game 28: D2 vs. C3

The winners qualify for the Quarter-Finals, the losers are eliminated.

4.3.3 Quarter-Finals

The eight (8) teams qualified either directly from the Group Phase or from the Qualifications for Quarter-Finals will 
play as follows:

Game 29: A1 vs. Winner 27 (Quarter-Final)

Game 30: B1 vs. Winner 28 (Quarter-Final)

Game 31: C1 vs. Winner 25 (Quarter-Final)

Game 32: D1 vs. Winner 26 (Quarter-Final)

The four (4) winners advance to the Semi-Finals. The four (4) losers play Classification Games for places 5-8.

4.3.4 Semi-Finals and Classification Games 5-8

Game 33: Loser 29 vs. Loser 30 (Classification 5-8)

Game 34: Loser 31 vs. Loser 32 (Classification 5-8)

Game 35: Winner 29 vs. Winner 30 (Semi-Final)

Game 36: Winner 31 vs. Winner 32 (Semi-Final)

4.3.5 Final, Third Place Game and Classification Games 

Game 37: Loser 33 vs. Loser 34 (Classification 7-8)

Game 38: Winner 33 vs. Winner 34 (Classification 5-6)

Game 39: Loser 35 vs. Loser 36 (Third Place Game)

Game 40: Winner 35 vs. Winner 36 (Final)

4.4 COMPETITION Venues
All games of the Event shall be played within the territory of the host country. A minimum of three (3) competition 
venues shall be used for the event. The Group Phase and Qualifications for Quarter-Finals shall be played in two (2) 
different venues. Quarter-Finals, Semi-Finals, Third-Place Game and Final shall be played in a third venue.

For all information on Venues, please see CHAPTER 7 “Venue Infrastructure”. 
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4.5 Draw Ceremony
The Draw Ceremony shall be held in the host country, no later than six (6) months before the beginning of the 
competition. The exact date shall be decided jointly by FIBA and the Organiser. The Draw Ceremony must also 
coincide with the following key goals: 

Promotion: The ceremony shall be used as the milestone of the promotional campaign (see chapter 12 
“PROMOTION”).

: As FIBA will invite representatives of the participating National Federations to the Draw Ceremony 
(at their own expenses), the draw represents an excellent opportunity for the Organiser to offer a site visit to 
the team delegations.

Generally speaking, the Draw Ceremony must be organised in accordance with the FIBA Internal Regulations. All 
expenses shall be covered by the Organiser, including:

Travel and accommodation expenses of twelve (12) FIBA representatives and staff;

The rent of a prestigious venue with sufficient capacity for at least 150 persons, equipped with high-quality AV 
equipment and facilities and all necessary infrastructure;

The provision of transportation for the participants between their hotel and the place where the Draw will be 
held;

The provision of a buffet style cocktail after the completion of the Draw for all participants and an official 
dinner for all Delegations the night before the Draw;

The provision of the necessary room(s) to host media interviews after the end of the Draw.

The FIBA Central Board will decide on the principles for the Draw (i.e. the division of 16 teams into 4 groups) at its last 
meeting before the draw takes place, in autumn 2017, taking into account:

The official FIBA ranking of the participating teams;

The standings of the participating teams at the last major FIBA Competitions (2016 Olympic Games, 2017 FIBA 
Zone Championships);

The division of the teams from the same Zone into different groups;

The need of having groups of similar quality;

Any other aspects which may lead to the sporting and commercial success of the Event.

In regards to venue allocation – which groups will play in which venue – the decision is to be taken by FIBA and the 
Organiser as a result of the draw.

4.5.1 Invitations to attend the Draw Ceremony

FIBA is responsible for all communication with the participating National Federations prior to the draw.

No later than two (2) months before the Draw is to take place, FIBA shall send an invitation to attend the Draw to all 
of the participating teams. The invitation letter will contain the following information:

The names of all of the participating teams;

The exact date and time of the Draw;

The exact venue (city, place) where the Draw will be held;
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The deadline for the registration of the participants in the Draw;

The financial conditions under which the representatives of the participating teams may register for the Draw;

The contact details of the Organiser.

At the same time, a similar invitation letter shall be sent to media outlets (except for the media of the host country) by 
the FIBA Communications Department. The Organiser will send a similar letter to the national media.

4.5.2 Draw Ceremony Run-down

The Draw Ceremony should reflect the spirit of the Event, with local appeal, and should be as entertaining and lively as 
possible. Therefore, it is strongly recommended to include in the Draw Ceremony performances by local groups and 
other entertainment activities. The draw itself will be performed by the FIBA Sports Director or his representative.

FIBA and the Organiser will decide on the promotional plan for the Draw including for example the presence of global 
and local celebrities to make the Draw as high profile as possible.

Traditionally, the ceremony is divided into two phases:

1. One or two introductory speeches (national/local authorities, National Federation; FIBA official speech);

2. Video(s) presenting the host country(ies), host cities and participating teams;

3. Performances / entertainment show;

1. International celebrities should be invited to assist in the draw procedure.

After the Draw, a cocktail reception will take place together with the distribution of the printouts of the draw results 
to the media and public. 

4.6 Schedules
The 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup will be played over nine (9) days in September 2018. The exact dates 
of the Event will be decided at the moment of the assignment of the Event.

4.6.1 Competition Schedule

The Competition schedule shall be prepared jointly by FIBA and the Organiser after the Draw, taking into account the 
aspects below. The final decision will be made by FIBA. 

Balanced allocation (the same teams should not play each day at the same time);

The teams playing the last game should play neither the first nor the second game on the following day;

The games should be scheduled at least 2,5 hours apart;

Thirty (30) minutes warm-up time on the main court should be granted to the teams before the start of each 
game;

Preferred game time of local team (right of the Organiser);
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TV Broadcasters requests;

Commercial aspects.

The following is a sample schedule of the event based on it taking place from Saturday 1 to Sunday 9 September 2018:

1 September 2018: Group Phase Day 1

2 September 2018: Group Phase Day 2

3 September 2018: Rest Day

4 September 2018: Group Phase Day 3

5 September 2018: Qualifications for Quarter-Finals

6 September 2018: Rest Day and Travel

7 September 2018: Quarter-Finals

8 September 2018: Semi-Finals and Classification Games 5-8

9 September 2018: Final, Third Place Game and Classification Games 5-8

4.6.2 Training Schedule

After the approval of the game schedule, FIBA will prepare the training schedule considering the following:

Before the competition starts and upon arriving in a new city/venue, each team shall be given the opportunity 
to practice at least once (and for a total time of at least 90 minutes) on the court where the games will be 
played;

The training schedule shall reflect the game schedule as closely as possible (play first, practice first / team A 
first, team B second);

All teams shall be allocated the same amount of practice time with the same conditions;

In principle, all teams should be offered two practice sessions on non-competition days and one practice 
session on competition days. Allocated training time should be a minimum of 45 minutes on competition days 
and a minimum of 75 minutes on non-competition days.

The Organiser needs to provide the possibility of using a fitness/weight lifting facility for a maximum of one (1) hour 
per day free of charge (upon request). Additional time request shall be billed to the respective team delegation. The 
fitness facilities shall be located in proximity to teams’ hotel and/or competition venue. 

4.7 Communication with the teams
Immediately after the Draw, the Organiser will be responsible for all communication with the teams, but all official 
communication whatsoever must be FIBA approved, not only in regards to content, but also for its “look and feel”. 
This includes:

This letter shall be sent to the participating National Federations no later than one (1) month after the 
Draw Ceremony. The purpose of this letter is to introduce the Organiser, while also providing the following 
information: 
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Information about the host country; 

Visa policies;

Team hotel(s);

Competition system;

Results of the draw and division of the teams into groups; 

Game schedule (general times of the game – if available); 

Any other useful information at this first stage. 

The Organiser shall also use this opportunity to ask NFs to provide, by the given deadline, their full team 
delegation list for hotel reservations and accreditation purposes.

The Team Handbook shall be sent to the participating National Federations not later than one (1) month before 
the Event starts. It shall include comprehensive information about the Event, and the arrangements for teams. 
A sample summary of contents will be provided in due time. 

Aside from this, the Organiser shall be available to assist the NFs in any matter related to their participation in the 
Event.

4.8 FIBA Officiating Team
The following people that are directly involved with the competition will be designated by FIBA by 28th February 2018 
at the latest. The final FIBA Officiating Team will depend on the total number of venues and number of games per 
venue. The list below is planned for an event with three (3) Venues and four games per day in each of the two venues 
in the Group Phase:

Two (2) FIBA representatives

Four (4) FIBA Commissioners

Two (2) FIBA Referee Supervisors/Coaches

Two (2) FIBA Video Coordinators

Two (2) FIBA Referee Department Experts:

FIBA Referees’ Fitness Coordinator 

FIBA Referees’ Programme Coordinator

Twenty-six (26) FIBA Referees

4.8.1 FIBA Commissioners, Referee Supervisors and Referees

FIBA shall organise the travel arrangements of the designated FIBA Commissioners, Referee Supervisors and 
Referees so that they arrive at their city (venue) no later than four (4) evenings before the day when the first games 
are scheduled to be played and that they depart in the morning after the last day of the Event, unless special 
circumstances make this impossible.
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4.8.2 Working Conditions

The Organiser must provide the following working conditions for the FIBA Officiating Team:

: Conference Room for three days before the competition begins and the presence of 
a LOC representative;

: Meeting room for twenty (20) persons (times TBD). 

: Meeting room for fifty (50) persons for each day (times TBD).

4.9 Water, Ice & towel Provision

4.9.1 Drinking water supply

The Organiser shall provide the teams with industrially sealed bottled drinking water (not tap water) for both training 
sessions and games, during the entire duration of the Event. If some teams arrive before the official competition 
period and wish to have practice, water shall be provided free of charge as well.

The following minimum amounts of water shall be supplied:

For training sessions:

Twelve (12) 1.5 litre water bottles for players;

Seven (7) 0.5 litre water bottles for team staff members.

For the games: 

At least eighteen (18) 1.5 litre water bottles for players;

At least seven (7) 0.5 litre water bottles for team staff members.

Changing rooms:

At least thirty (30) litres of industrially bottled water for the players;

Sufficient supply of industrially bottled water for the referees.

Naturally, the above amounts may need to be increased in virtue of particular climate conditions. 

Appropriate waste management plans for a sustainable disposal of all water bottles shall be put in place.

No branded water bottles shall be used during games by the participating teams. In the event that an Event partner 
acquires the right to the water bottles, teams have the obligation of using these water bottles during the games. 

4.9.2 Ice Supply

The provision of ice for the teams and Officiating Team shall be free of charge (only in the venue) and organised both 
at the Teams’ Hotel(s) and at the venue(s), by means of ice machines.

The ice shall be crushed (ice obtained by freezing water in bottles cannot be used for this purpose). 

A non-branded ice box with at least two kg of ice should be at the players’ disposal in their changing rooms. 
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4.9.3 Towel Provision

The Organiser has the obligation to provide the participating teams with towels for the games of the Event, unless 
FIBA offers this right to one of its partners. If FIBA doesn’t wish to do so, the Organiser can request FIBA the possibility 
to offer the right to brand the towels, which represents a powerful exposure opportunity, to one of its sponsors. If 
branded towels are provided, teams have the obligation of using them during the competition.

If no sponsor is interested in providing the towels, the Organiser shall arrange white and unbranded towels for 
all games. A minimum of thirty (30) towels per team and per game must be provided. The Organiser shall also be 
responsible for the laundry of the towels, which are to be collected at the end of each game. Teams have the obligation 
of using the towels provided during the competition and cannot use their own on the team benches.

The Organiser shall also provide towels for the Officiating Team in their changing room.

4.10 Game Recording Service
The Organiser has the obligation of filming each game with a fixed camera for game analysis purposes. Game footage 
shall then be converted to high quality digital files, in order to be distributed to the participating teams and FIBA. 

4.10.1 Games to be provided free of charge

Within one (1) hour after each game, the Organiser has to distribute free of charge the full game footage to the 
following three (3) parties:

The two (2) teams that played the game;

The Referee Supervisor.

Additionally, FIBA shall receive a hard disk with the footage of all games at the end of the Event or whenever required.

Game footage shall be distributed in the latest technology format or as a high quality digital file, subject to the specific 
request of each party.

Because all television and new media rights belong exclusively to FIBA, all teams receiving game footage produced 
by the Organiser will be required to sign the FIBA Video Policy disclaimer form (provided by FIBA). Failure to sign or 
comply with the FIBA Video Policy may lead to not receiving the game footage, as well as possible financial penalties.

4.10.2 Games provided for a fee

The Organiser has the right to sell the full game footage to the other teams as well, subject to the condition that the 
cost of this service does not exceed EUR 15 per game. The price of the game footage, as well as payment terms and 
order procedure, shall be announced to the teams at the latest in the Team Handbook.

Game footage provided for a fee shall be distributed in the latest technology format or as a high quality digital file, 
subject to the specific request of each party.

The footage shall be delivered to the teams before the end of the day.

4.11 Technical Meeting with team delegations
In matters of competition, the Technical Meeting is the last chance for the Organiser and FIBA to meet with the 
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participants before the Event gets underway, in order to brief them on all organisational aspects and related 
procedures as well as to outline the expectations in regards to their own participation.

In order to ensure everyone’s presence, these meetings are organised the day before the Event starts, in the 
respective Teams’ Hotel in each city hosting the Group Phase, unless decided otherwise by FIBA. Each Head of 
Delegation must receive a written invitation to the Technical Meeting at the latest two (2) weeks before the Event.

It is important that the following elements are mentioned in the invitation document:

Date, time and location of the meeting;

Number and role of the members of the team delegation required to attend the meeting (ideally, the Head of 
Delegation and the Team Manager);

Agenda of the meeting;

A request to bring to the meeting the following:

List of FIBA approved players;

Filled-in list of the 12 players forming the final roster, with uniform numbers and personal details;

FIBA licences and passports of the 12 players;

One FIBA pre-approved sample of the players’ uniforms (light and dark) and of the warm-up uniform.

For this meeting, the Organiser shall provide the following:

One (1) meeting room equipped with tables and chairs for a minimum of thirty (30) persons;

Podium with table and chairs for eight (8) persons;

Internet access via Wi-Fi (and 2 cabled connections for FIBA staff);

Refreshments during the meeting (soft drinks, coffee/tea);

Transportation to the meeting and back for the individuals mentioned below who are not staying at the Teams’ 
Hotel.

The following individuals must attend the meeting:

Two representatives of each team delegation (ideally, the Head of Delegation and the Team Manager);

The FIBA Sports Director (if present or his/her delegate);

The FIBA Commissioner(s);

The FIBA Media Operations Officer (or his/her delegate);

The FIBA Supervisory Doctor (if present);

Additional FIBA staff with relevant specific responsibilities; 

Additional LOC staff with relevant specific responsibilities.

The Technical Meeting will be chaired by the highest FIBA representative. The goal of the meeting is to provide teams 
with key information about the competition and their stay in the host city. The following matters will be discussed:

List of members of the Technical Committee of the given group (FIBA);

List of members of the Jury of Appeal of the given group (FIBA);
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General review of the competition schedule, including confirmation of the colour of the uniforms of each team 
for all games of the given group (FIBA);

Game protocol and obligations (FIBA);

Doping control procedure (FIBA);

Use of equipment supplied by FIBA and/or LOC (FIBA);

Accreditation terms and conditions, and badge distribution (FIBA and LOC);

Media protocols (FIBA);

Game footage distribution (LOC);

Opening Ceremony and other events (LOC);

Logistics (LOC).

The first part of the meeting will formally be declared closed and will be followed by the second part of the meeting 
which will have the following agenda:

Submission of the final team roster and of the players’ uniform numbers (FIBA);

Verification of the players’ passports and FIBA licenses (FIBA);

Verification of the players’ uniforms (light and dark) and warm-up uniform (colour and advertisements) (FIBA).

During the Technical Meeting, FIBA Commissioner(s) will verify the players’ passports and FIBA licenses. Each team 
will provide the FIBA Commissioner with the “FIBA Official List of Approved Players” which may contain up to 24 
players as submitted to FIBA previously. At the time of the verification of the players’ passports and licenses, each 
team must provide the FIBA Commissioner with the final list of 12 players with uniform numbers.

Once the second part of the Technical Meeting is declared closed, no changes to the composition of the teams (12 
players) can be made at any time during the Event. The players cannot internally (within the team) exchange their 
uniform numbers during the Event. Once the Technical Meeting is declared closed, the confirmed composition of 
teams will be made officially known to the public.

4.12 Ceremonies
Although the opening and closing ceremonies are a very important part of the competition, information on them shall 
be found in chapter 17 “SPORT PRESENTATION & SIDE EVENTS”.

4.13 Awards, medals and prizes

4.13.1 The Ivan Raposo Trophy 

FIBA will provide the Ivan Raposo Trophy to be given to the winner of the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup.

During the Closing Ceremony, the trophy will be handed over to the team captain by the FIBA President (or his/her 
delegate).
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4.13.2 Medals

The production of bronze, silver and gold medals falls under the responsibilities of the Organiser. The medals shall 
reflect the “look and feel” of the Event and must be approved by FIBA.

The design of the medals is left to the Organiser’s creativity. However, in order to be approved by FIBA, the medals 
shall:

Contain the official name of the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup;

Contain the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup logo;

Be consistent with the branding concept of the Event.

The Organiser shall produce a minimum of nineteen (19) medals for each team (in line with the number of persons 
within each team delegation who are entitled to have accreditation with court access). 

One additional copy of each medal shall be produced for FIBA.

4.13.3 MVP and All-Tournament Team

FIBA Partners may provide additional awards for the MVP (Most Valuable Player) and the All-Tournament Team.

The distribution of these prizes shall be an integral part of the Closing Ceremony agenda with the awards for the MVP 
and All-Tournament Team presented before the medals. Voting procedures will be defined at a later stage, as well as 
roles and responsibilities in supervising the process. 

4.13.4 Additional “awards”

The Organiser may decide to produce additional awards, such as:

A diploma for each team, mentioning the final position of the team in the competition;

A souvenir plaque or medal for each participant;

A souvenir for volunteers/staff.

If the Organiser wishes to produce one or more of the above prizes, it shall obtain prior approval by FIBA, while the 
design of all prizes shall be also approved by FIBA before production.

The Organiser shall also produce a set of the above diplomas, plaques, etc. for FIBA archives. These additional 
“awards” shall not be part of the Closing Ceremony. 

4.14 Test Events
As the Event approaches, the Organiser shall organise a certain number of full test events. These test events shall see 
the presence and participation of all event operation staff, volunteers and IT systems operators and statisticians, so 
that they can become accustomed to the tools and systems they will have to use during the FIBA Women’s Basketball 
World Cup. A test event should be held in each venue at the latest one (1) month before the Event. 
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4.15 Test Game
A final and main test game shall be organised in each venue at the latest the day before the first game will be played 
in it. It is important to point out that the earlier the Organiser is able to organise the test game, the more time is left to 
fix/settle possible problems which may arise.

For this final test game, the Organiser must ensure the presence of the following people/groups:

Two (2) teams wearing uniforms with numbers (with no number being attributed twice), each team with a 
clearly identifiable uniform colour;

Three (3) Referees officiating according to the FIBA Official Basketball Rules (signals to the Scorer’s Table);

Scorer’s Table staff and FIBA Officiating Team operating the systems which will be used during the FIBA 
Women’s Basketball World Cup (scoreboard, game clock, 24-seconds clock, etc.);

Statistics table staff operating the statistics system which will be used during the FIBA Women’s Basketball 
World Cup; 

Sport presentation team (Public Announcer, DJ, MC, advertising board / video screen technicians);

Basketball equipment technicians (for scoreboards, shot clock, backstop units, flooring, etc.), who will remain 
available on-site during the whole competition;

The host-broadcaster operating as planned for the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup games (to test the TV 
graphics system);

Runners to simulate the distribution of paper reports to the benches and media.
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5.1 Obligations OF the Organiser 
The Organiser is responsible for organising accommodation in all host cities for all parties and stakeholders involved 
in the event, namely the following groups of participants:

Team Delegations;

FIBA Officiating Team (including Referees, Commissioners and Referee Supervisors);

FIBA staff, external personnel contracted for the event and FIBA Supervisory Doctors;

FIBA representatives, guests and Commercial Partners;

Media and broadcasters representatives; 

This includes booking the necessary rooms, arranging an easy check-in of the guests, coordinating daily meals (and 
particularly late meals), reserving meeting rooms and any other matter related to the FIBA Women’s Basketball 
World Cup participants’ accommodation needs.

Furthermore, the Organiser is responsible for covering all accommodation costs for the following number of people:

Sixteen (16) participating teams, with 6 double and 6 single rooms per team, full board;

The Officiating Team, composed of: 

Two (2) FIBA Representatives, 1 single room per person, full board; 

Four (4) FIBA Commissioners, 1 single room per person, full board;

Two (2) FIBA Referee Supervisors/Coaches, 1 single room per person, full board;

Two (2) FIBA Referee Video Coordinators,1 single room per person, full board;

Two (2) FIBA Referee Department Experts:

FIBA Referees’ Fitness Coordinator, 1 single room per person, full board;

FIBA Referees’ Programme Coordinator, 1 single room per person, full board;

Twenty-six (26) FIBA Referees, 1 single room per person, full board;

Twenty (20) FIBA Event Staff, 1 single room per person, full board, per Group Phase venue; 

Thirty (30) FIBA Event Staff, 1 single room per person, full board, for the Final Phase venue;

Two (2) FIBA Supervisory Doctors, 1 single room per person, full board, for the entire Event.

NOTE: In the event that the overall number of room nights exceeds the numbers defined above – due to early arrivals, 
late departures, extra persons in the team delegations or amongst FIBA Officiating Team, staff, etc. – the additional 
costs are not to be borne by the Organiser but by the respective party.

5.2 Minimum requirements for official hotels and timeline
The Hotels required in each host city are:

Teams’ Hotel (minimum 4*);

FIBA Officiating Team Hotel (minimum 4*);
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FIBA Hotel for FIBA staff and external personnel (minimum 4*);

VIP Hotel for FIBA representatives, guests and Commercial Partners (minimum 4*);

Media Hotels (selection of different category hotels); 

Additionally, the Organiser should make sure a sufficient number of hotels for the participating teams’ supporters is 
available in each city and immediate surroundings.

The Organiser shall make preliminary contacts with hotels regarding costs. FIBA makes it a condition that rooms 
will only be charged for the actual number of hotel room nights used and that no minimum length of stay is required 
except for the Final game where a minimum stay of three nights may be required. A hotel will not be eligible as an 
official hotel if guests are required to stay a minimum occupancy period, if the hotel does not undertake to provide a 
clean site or it does not allow the installation of Commercial Partner recognition signage and other signs and boards 
relating to the branding of the Event.

FIBA shall take the final decision on the entire pricing policy presented by the Organiser or a third party. The final 
approval and confirmation of all hotels will be made no later than eighteen (18) months before the start of the 
Event. The FIBA Delegation (i.e. FIBA Representatives and members of the FIBA Family) shall have priority for hotel 
reservations over all tourist organisations.

In order to be approved, the hotels must fulfil minimum requirements (in some cases, not all requirements are 
mandatory for the Media Hotels; please refer to the Media Manual). 

No guaranteed number of room nights required except for Final game (max. 3 nights);

Total flexibility on bookings and cancellations for LOC and FIBA personnel;

Sufficient rooms reserved;

No deposit required;

Free Internet access;

Fitness/gym facilities available free of charge;

Laundry service;

Flexible meal times.

Information on all hotels proposed must be enclosed in the Bid Documentation. The information for each hotel must 
include:

Location (distance to city centre, airport, railway station, motorway, etc.);

Distance to the Venue(s);

Type and number of rooms available;

Type and number of catering facilities;

Type and number of conference/meeting rooms;

Leisure facilities;

Current standard rates for the various categories of rooms and corporate rates to be offered to FIBA;

Contact persons at the hotel (phone/fax numbers and e-mail addresses);

Colour brochures, official web-site addresses, etc.
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5.3 Info Desks
In the main lobby of all hotels mentioned above the Organiser shall set up an Info Desk, with appropriate Event 
branding that will be developed in close collaboration with FIBA (as will be described in the Marketing Manual).

Info Desk staff shall provide participants and guests with all necessary information and assistance in regards to 
their stay, the event and all services offered. At least one person speaking good English, knowledgeable enough to 
answer any question and solve problems, shall be on duty from 8:00 to 24:00. 

The information board next to the Info Desk shall display at all times the following updated information:

Competition schedule and results;

Training programme (for Teams Hotel);

Transportation schedule, with shuttle bus service timetable;

Important phone numbers;

Any other information useful for the concerned category.

In regards to printed information, Info Desk staff is encouraged to print-on-demand thus limiting the printing of 
unnecessary materials/reports. 

5.4 Teams’ Hotels

5.4.1 Obligations OF the Organiser

All teams competing in the same city shall be accommodated in the same hotel. If this is not feasible, for any specific 
reason, the Organiser shall ensure that all teams are provided with the same general conditions and services (hotel 
standards and facilities, distance to the gym, etc.).

All costs related to the accommodation and full board of each official team delegation shall be borne by the Organiser 
from 48 hours prior to the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup start until 24 hours after their last game.

The Organiser’s obligation to provide a total of six (6) double rooms and six (6) single rooms for each team delegation, 
in full board, to be used at their discretion. 

Additionally, one (1) single or double room should be provided for each Team Attaché that will assist the team 
throughout its stay.

In the event that some team delegations request additional rooms or plan to arrive earlier or leave later, the 
Organiser shall make its best efforts to provide the requested additional rooms, which will be paid for by the team 
delegation in question. To this goal, it is recommended to pre-book an average number of three (3) additional single 
rooms per delegation. These additional rooms shall be either cancelled or confirmed by the Organiser once all team 
delegations will have submitted their final request. 

5.4.2 Requirements for the Teams’ Hotels

The Organiser shall ensure the following: 

Distance: Travel time from the Teams’ Hotel(s) to the competition and the training venues shall not exceed 20 
minutes;
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Services and facilities: The hotel(s) shall offer services and facilities (workout rooms, pool, sauna, etc.) free 
of charge;

Laundry service: A full laundry service shall be provided during nights and weekends as well. Laundry 
expenses are to be borne by the teams;

Meeting rooms: A minimum of two (2) meeting rooms shall be provided free of charge for teams to hold meetings 
and shall be equipped with a large screen connected to HDMI source (projector or LED), all necessary cables, 
Wi-Fi network and Internet Connection.

5.4.3 Food and Beverage

All the expenses related to food and beverages, as outlined below, are to be borne by the Organiser. All required 
extra meals and extra services shall be provided and charged to the team in question.

In addition to breakfast, lunch and dinner, meal provision shall include a snack prior to each game.

Due to the specific requirements linked to the athletes’ food habits and to religious/cultural customs, the organisation 
of the teams’ meals should be the object of particular attention, and the Organiser shall ensure that the following 
requirements are fulfilled:

The hotel should provide a large dining room to be used exclusively by the teams (ideally set up with one table 
per team) ;

All meals must be served in buffet style;

Emphasis should be placed on providing food that is suitable for basketball players;

National eating customs shall be taken into account;

A sufficient supply of mineral water (one litre per person), soft drinks and coffee and/or tea shall be made 
available;

The timing of meals must be flexible and should be coordinated with each Team representative to ensure that 
the players eat at the correct time in relation to their training and games;

Meal times must be very flexible. The hotel must be aware and accept that teams may need to eat late in the 
evening, after the last game;

Meals should include:

Breakfast: Cereals, bread, yoghurt, honey, fruit and fruit juices, marmalade, jam, butter, eggs, ham, skim milk, 
coffee, tea etc.

Lunch and Dinner: Soups, pasta, rice, potatoes, vegetables, salads, fish, white meat, red meat, cheese, cakes, 
fruit and fruit juices etc.
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5.5 FIBA Officiating Team Hotels

5.5.1 Obligations OF the Organiser

The FIBA Officiating Team cannot, at any time and under any circumstances, be accommodated in the same hotel 
than teams and media or in the close surroundings.

The Organiser shall provide accommodation and full board and cover the related costs for the FIBA Officiating Team 
from at least 96 hours prior to the Event start until 24 hours after the last game.

Accommodation for the FIBA Officiating Team shall include one single room per person for:

Two (2) FIBA Representatives; 

Four (4) FIBA Commissioners; 

Two (2) FIBA Referee Supervisors/Coaches; 

Two (2) FIBA Referee Video Coordinators; 

Two (2) FIBA Referee Department Experts: 

FIBA Referees’ Fitness Coordinator; 

FIBA Referees’ Programme Coordinator; 

Twenty-six (26) FIBA Referees.

5.5.2 Requirements for the FIBA Officiating Team Hotels

The Organiser shall ensure the following: 

Distance: Travel time between the FIBA Officiating Team Hotel and the competition venues shall not exceed 
twenty (20) minutes.

Services and facilities: Usage of the hotel services and facilities (workout rooms, pool, sauna, tennis court, 
etc.) shall be offered free of charge.

Laundry service: Should be available at a preferential rate. Laundry expenses are to be borne by the individual.

One (1) meeting room: Free of charge, for a minimum of twenty (20) people, equipped with a large screen 
connected to HDMI source (projector or LED), all necessary cables and Wi-Fi network and Internet Connection 
as well as a board with markers or a flipchart. This room will be used for the Referee Supervisors’ meetings 
with the referees (game debrief and analysis).

5.5.3 Food and Beverage

All the expenses related to food and beverages, as outlined below, are to be borne by the Organiser. Extra meals and 
services required shall be provided and charged to the concerned persons directly.

The Organiser shall ensure the following:

Meals: Three (3) meals per day must be provided for the entire FIBA Officiating Team based on the game 
schedules.
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Drinks: A sufficient supply of mineral water (one litre per person), soft drinks and coffee and/or tea should be 
made available at each meal.

Meal times: The hotel must be fully aware and accept that many of the FIBA Officiating Team members will 
come back to the hotel very late in the evening (even after midnight). The hotel must guarantee that dinner can 
be served upon their arrival and allow the necessary flexibility.

5.6 FIBA Staff Hotels

5.6.1 Obligations OF the Organiser

The Organiser shall provide accommodation in single rooms and full board cover the related costs for the following 
number of people:

Each Group Phase city:

Twenty (20) FIBA Event Staff, from at least 96 hours prior to the Event start until 24 hours after the last 
game played in the venue;

One (1) FIBA Supervisory Doctor, 1 single room per person;

Final Phase city: 

Thirty (30) FIBA Event Staff, from 48 hours before the first game played in the venue until 24 hours after 
the last game;

Two (2) FIBA Supervisory Doctors, 1 single room per person.

5.6.2 Requirements for the FIBA Staff Hotels

The Organiser shall ensure the following: 

Distance: Travel time between the FIBA Staff Hotel and the competition venues shall not exceed twenty (20) 
minutes.

Services and facilities: Usage of the hotel services and facilities (workout rooms, pool, sauna, tennis court, 
etc.) shall be offered free of charge.

Laundry service: Should be available at a preferential rate. Laundry expenses are to be borne by the individual.

Conference room: equipped with a large screen connected to HDMI source (projector or LED), all necessary 
cables and Wifi network and internet connection. 

Meeting room:

Group Phase cities: Meeting room for twenty (20) persons; 

Final Phase city: Meeting room for fifty (50) persons.

The meeting rooms shall be free of charge, equipped with a large screen connected to HDMI source (projector 
or LED), all necessary cables and Wi-Fi network and Internet Connection.
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5.6.3 Food and Beverage

All the expenses related to food and beverages, as outlined below, are to be borne by the Organiser. Extra meals and 
services required shall be provided and charged to the persons directly.

The Organiser shall ensure the following:

Meals: Three (3) meals per day must be provided, at flexible times.

Drinks: A sufficient supply of mineral water (one litre per person), soft drinks and coffee and/or tea should be 
made available at each meal.

Meal times: The hotel must be fully aware and accept that most of the FIBA staff will come back to the hotel 
very late in the evening (even after midnight). The hotel must guarantee that dinner can be served upon their 
arrival and allow the necessary flexibility.

5.7 VIP Hotels

5.7.1 Obligations OF the Organiser

A first-class hotel (minimum of four stars) shall be reserved in each city for FIBA Representatives, guests as well 
as Commercial Partners. Additionally, the VIP Hotel in the city where the Final Phase will be held will act as FIBA 
Headquarters for the event.

The exact number of people accommodated in each VIP Hotel will vary throughout the Event.

The Organiser shall also have a VIP Guest Coordination Desk operational from 8:00 to 24:00.

5.7.2 Requirements for the VIP Hotel

The Organiser shall ensure the following: 

Distance: Travel time between the VIP Hotels to the competition venues shall not exceed twenty (20) minutes.

Services and facilities: Usage of the hotel services and facilities (workout rooms, pool, sauna, tennis court, 
etc.) shall be offered free of charge.

Laundry service: Should be available at a preferential rate. Laundry expenses are to be borne by the individual.

VIP Guest Coordination desk: Located in the hotel lobby, providing the same assistance and information as 
the Information Desk in the Teams’ Hotels (see section 5.3). 

5.7.3 Food and Beverage

The Organiser shall ensure the following:

Meals: Three (3) meals per day must be provided.

Drinks: A sufficient supply of mineral water, together with one soft drink or beer/wine and coffee and/or tea 
per person should be made available at each meal.

Meal times: The hotel must be fully aware and accept that most of the FIBA Delegation will come back to the 
hotel very late in the evening (even after midnight). The hotel must guarantee that dinner can be served upon 
their arrival and allow the necessary flexibility.
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5.7.4 FIBA Offices 

The following offices shall be set up in each VIP Hotel.

Final Phase city: one (1) office large enough to host a minimum of 10 persons.

The offices shall be equipped with the following:

One (1) high-speed, high quality multifunctional printer/fax (with automatic document feeding and sorting and 
stapling functions);

A large screen connected to HDMI source (projector or LED) with all necessary cables;

Direct international telephone lines (one assigned to each telephone, fax,);

Fast cable and Wi-Fi internet connections.

Each machine provided in the FIBA Offices shall be set-up in English and have an English instruction manual.

FIBA will inform the Organiser in regards to the number of desks and telephones lines to be installed in each office 
and any other specific needs in a separate document at a later date.

5.8 Media Hotels
The Organiser shall work with FIBA to ensure that adequate hotels are available for the accredited media, by 
identifying a selection of suitable hotels in different price categories in all venues and securing preferential rates. 
The hotel booking procedure must have a cancellation policy aligned to the media accreditation deadlines and will 
have to be approved by FIBA.

The Organiser shall set up a Media Info Desk and transportation to the competition and training venues shall also 
be provided via minivans and/or a dedicated shuttle service. The travel time between the Media Hotels and the 
competition and training venues shall not be more than 30 minutes.

As for all other hotels, it is mandatory that all Media Hotels offer free of charge internet connection. 

5.9 Other requirements

5.9.1 Commercial Partners’ Products 

The FIBA and Teams’ Hotels in each city should give exclusivity to those Commercial Partners in relevant product 
categories (e.g. food and drink) and best efforts should be made to achieve the same exclusivity in the Media 
Hotels.

For example, a Commercial Partner in the soft drink, beer, wine or chocolate product categories should have its 
products available in the hotel bars and the hotel room minibars.

Such products should be used exclusively at any official FIBA or Event functions during the Event. The hotel shall 
not charge corkage on those products supplied free of charge for such functions.

5.9.2 Hotel staff Clothing

The reception staff at all Official Hotels should wear an Event pin supplied by FIBA or the Organiser.
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5.9.3 Website Links 

The websites of each of the Official Hotels should promote the Event and display links to the official event website.

5.9.4 Parking

The Organiser shall ensure that there is sufficient parking at the Official Hotels for all those who have dedicated 
transportation assigned to them.
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6.1 OBLIGATIONS OF THE ORGANISER
For the entire duration of the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup, the Organiser is responsible for the provision 
of local transportation for the following groups and for all related costs:

Team Delegations;

FIBA Officiating Team;

FIBA staff, external personnel contracted for the event and FIBA Supervisory Doctors;

FIBA Representatives, guests and Commercial Partners.

In order to ensure efficient service, the Organiser shall set up a Transportation Centre, which will centralise and 
coordinate daily requests and needs.

In general, transportation shall be provided by means of buses and minivans (unless agreed differently with FIBA) 
and services shall cover the following journeys of all participants:

Travel to/from the airport;

Travel to/from the hotels;

Travel to/from the competition and training venues;

Travel between the various hotels and the competition venues (shuttle service).

Additionally, the Organiser shall be responsible for the provision of local transportation for Media to/from the 
competition and training venues.   

The transportation plan as well as the shuttle buses timetables shall be the result of discussions and agreements 
between the Organiser and FIBA. The shuttle buses timetables should be clearly displayed at the information desks 
at each official hotel (for more details on the information desks, see chapter 5 “ACCOMMODATION”). 

All drivers must be experienced and English speaking, and shall wear an event-branded uniform. 

Buses and minivans shall be:

Event-branded;

Clean and equipped with air-conditioning system.

The following sections outline the transportation requirements for each group of participants.

6.2 Transportation Centre 
A Transportation Centre shall be established to coordinate all transportation. The Transportation Centre shall 
maintain a consolidated computerised list and update it in real time.

The information shall be maintained in a database which can be accessed from various locations, by the Organiser 
and FIBA. The Transportation Centre must have a twenty-four hour telephone number which is staffed at all times.

This number must be given to all persons involved in the Event (LOC, Team Delegations, Team Attachés, Officiating 
Team, VVIP guests, FIBA, etc.). The Organiser shall have fully staffed transportation desks at each hotel and venue 
so that persons requiring transport can easily find assistance.

Each transportation desk shall be equipped with a PC on which the current status of the transportation schedule can 
be consulted at any time.
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The Officiating Team shall be informed individually of their transport schedule. For the other participants to be 
transported by shuttle (Media, VIPs, etc.) the transportation schedule shall be clearly displayed in the relevant 
official hotels and venues.

6.3 Airport Transfers  
In order to prepare the transportation schedules the Organiser needs to know, well in advance, all arrival and 
departure dates of all of the participants.

This should be done through registration forms (either written or electronic). The information must then be maintained 
in the transportation database. The date of departure for any participant shall be checked on arrival at the airport, 
and reconfirmed three days before departure.

6.4 Teams Transportation
The Organiser shall ensure the provision of a dedicated bus with driver for each team delegation. The delegation will 
be allowed to use this vehicle during the whole event for all its official needs from the date of their arrival (48 hours 
before the first game of the Event) until the day of their departure (max. 24 hours after their final game).

In addition to the requirements outlined previously, team vehicles shall fulfil the following conditions:

Have a minimum of thirty (30) seats;

Being air-conditioned;

Display in a very visible position the name of the country using the vehicle;

Have no one travelling on the vehicles without the team delegation’s permission, aside from security personnel.

The organisation of the teams’ transportation will be managed by the team attachés and the Transportation Centre 
as follows:

1. On a daily basis, the team attaché shall define the precise transportation schedule with the Head of the team 
delegation;

2. The team attaché shall then communicate the schedule to the Transportation Centre;

3. The Transportation Centre shall organise transportation accordingly and deliver to the team attaché a daily 
printed transportation schedule detailing all the transportation needs of each team for the day.

Team delegations transportation includes, but is not limited to: 

Pick-up at the place of arrival (e.g. train station, airport) and transfer to the hotel (it is advisable to organise 
carriers at the airport for the transportation of the teams’ luggage);

Transfer between the hotel and the training venue(s);

Transfer between the hotel and the competition venue(s), with arrival at the competition venue(s) at least one 
hour before tip-off;

City tours or short-distance trips during rest days;

Transfer from one host city to another during the Event (by bus only if driving time is less than four (4) hours, 
otherwise by plane);

Transfer to the airport / train station for departure.
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The Organiser will ensure transportation to/from the arena according to the game and training schedule, and adapt it 
to all teams’ activities for the duration of the Event. Carpooling may be used to bring players back to the Teams Hotel 
after doping control, upon request of the FIBA Supervisory Doctor. 

6.5 FIBA Transportation

6.5.1 FIBA Officiating Team 

Transportation of FIBA Officiating Team shall be ensured from their arrival until the day of their departure and requires 
the following provision per each host city:

One (1) car;

Two (2) minivans.

Transportation of the Officiating Team shall include, but is not limited to: 

Pick-up at the place of arrival (e.g. station, airport) and transfer to the hotel;

Transfer between the hotel and the competition venue(s), with arrival at the competition venue(s) at least one 
and a half hour before tip-off;

Transfer from one host city to another (by bus only if driving time is less than four (4) hours, otherwise by 
plane);

Transfer to the airport / train station for departure.

The group nominated for a specific game composed of one (1) Commissioner, three (3) Referees and one (1) stand-by 
Referee shall be transported to the venue together.

The timetable of the shuttle to the competition venue(s) shall be displayed at the information desk in the lobby and 
the referee attachés shall coordinate the transportation requirements of the Officiating Team together with the 
Transportation Centre.

6.5.2 FIBA Staff

The Organiser shall provide three (3) dedicated minivans with driver per venue for the Group Phase and five (5) 
dedicated minivans with drivers for the Final Phase of the Event for FIBA staff transportation. 

The minivans shall be available upon the arrival of FIBA staff and remain at their disposal until their departure.

Transportation services shall include, but are not limited to:

Pick-up at the place of arrival (e.g. station, airport) and transfer to the hotel;

Transfer between the hotel and the competition venue(s) upon staff request;

Transfer from one host city to another (by bus only if driving time is less than four (4) hours, otherwise by 
plane);

Transfer to the airport / train station for departure.
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6.5.3 FIBA Representatives – FIBA President and Secretary General

The Organiser shall provide a dedicated car, each with driver, for the FIBA President and the FIBA Secretary General. 
The cars shall be available at the airport upon their arrival and remain at their disposal until their departure.

6.6 Media Transportation
A minimum of two (2) shuttle buses to and from the Group Phase venues and a minimum of four (4) shuttle buses to 
and from the Final Phase venue must be ensured at all Official Media Hotels.

Media representatives are responsible for their own travel arrangements to the host country and between the 
various organising cities. The Organiser should provide information to the media on the various possibilities, with 
recommendations on the different options of travelling.

Final number of required shuttle buses will be confirmed upon decision on the media hotels. 

6.7 Shuttle bus service
In order to allow participants to go see the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup games, a minimum of one (1) shuttle 
bus to and from the Group Phase venues and a minimum of two (2) shuttle buses to and from the Final Phase venues 
shall be provided at the FIBA VIP Hotel, Officiating Team’s Hotel, Staff Hotel and Teams’ Hotel.

6.8 Other transportation arrangements

6.8.1 Contract with car/bus rental company

The Organiser shall approach different companies for proposals to rent the required numbers of cars and buses. In 
the event that none of the companies is interested in becoming an Official Supplier of the Event, the Organiser shall 
inform FIBA who will then, together with the Organiser, propose an Official Supplier package to the relevant company.

6.8.2 Insurance

The Organiser shall ensure that all of the various types of transportation have the necessary insurance.

6.8.3 Petrol

An agreement with a petrol company to obtain special conditions and/or a centralised billing system that avoids 
the drivers having to pay at the time they re-fill their cars / buses may be beneficial. If this is not possible then the 
Organiser shall ensure that the drivers have the appropriate means (cash, credit card, vouchers, etc.) to pay for the 
required petrol.

6.8.4 Time Schedule for the Drivers 

All drivers should receive an exact time schedule showing their place of departure and destination (all with complete 
address) as well as the names of the people who have to be collected.
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6.8.5 Telecommunications Equipment 

All drivers shall require a mobile telephone or a walkie-talkie so that they are always reachable. The mobile telephone 
numbers of all drivers shall be on the LOC contact list where all important telephone numbers must be listed.

6.8.6 Access/Parking

The Organiser shall ensure that at each hotel there is:

Access to the pick-up area for cars and buses;

Parking/waiting spaces at, or immediately next to the Hotels.

Additionally, the cars/buses require dedicated parking areas very close to the venue. If required, passes should be 
distributed for the cars and buses.

6.8.7 Police Escort

Depending on the local traffic conditions and potential security issues, the Organiser may need to organise police 
escorts for the Team Delegations, the Officiating Team, FIBA staff and the FIBA President and Secretary General 
in order to ensure that they arrive at their destinations (i.e. training halls, game venues, hotels, airports, etc.) at the 
appropriate time.
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7.1 introduction
Competition venues are naturally the most important element that the Organiser needs to secure in the organisation 
of a FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup.

The arenas are the main stage of the Event. This is where the show will take place, where the excitement will grow, 
where people will come to live amazing experiences. The joint objective of FIBA and the Organiser shall be to 
provide high quality venues, which will eventually go behind the expectations of spectators, players, teams, media 
and all other participants.

In this chapter we will outline the most important structural elements and equipment required in all competition 
venues, providing a clear overview and understanding of the general requirements and average standards that are 
expected from the Organiser, while the specific details for each area will be developed further on in this manual in 
the related chapters. Because many issues treated in this chapter will relate to other sections dealing with another 
aspect of the same topic, regular reference to other parts of the Manual will be made.

Moreover, this chapter will form the basis for the venue plans of all facilities chosen for 2018 FIBA Women’s 
Basketball World Cup that the Organiser will need to produce. All functional areas mentioned in this chapter shall 
be mentioned on the venue plans (including technical facilities – such as lighting, audio systems, power and water 
supplies, etc. – and external areas – parking areas, locations for side events, entrance, etc.). The Organiser shall 
provide venue maps in both hard and electronic formats. During the first site visit, FIBA will advise the Organiser in 
regards to the venue(s) space organisation, while the final venue(s) setup will be developed in cooperation between 
FIBA and the Organiser.

All of the Event venues shall be available at least twelve (12) months prior to the Event. Additionally, the construction 
of any new facilities must have started a minimum of thirty-six (36) months prior to the Event.

7.2 General Venue requirements
As per FIBA Internal Regulations, Book 2, point 39, the minimum capacity of the venues must be:

All venues must be air-conditioned, with the inside temperature set between 18°C and 22°C. Also, all rooms and 
areas in the venues must be clearly marked at the latest 72 hours before the competition is set to start; signage shall 
be produced in English and correspond to the areas explained in this chapter.

All venues and the area outside the venues related to the Event (e.g. parking areas adjacent to venue(s), practice 
halls, social function sites, etc.) must be clear of any advertising at least seven (7) days before the start of the Event, 
unless approved in writing by FIBA. All existing advertising must be covered and/or taken down for the duration of 
the Event. Second tier advertising is not permitted. All commercial rights within the venue for the duration of the 
Event are reserved by FIBA and the Commercial Partners.

All basketball sports equipment must be supplied by companies whose products have been approved by the FIBA 
Equipment & Venue Centre. The games must be played using the highest possible standard of technical equipment, 
and the FIBA Equipment & Venue Centre was created by FIBA in order to provide the basketball world with the best 
possible basketball facilities and equipment.

The updated list of the FIBA Equipment & Venue Centre Partners can be found on the website fiba.com.
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7.3 Court Area

7.3.1 Playing Court

The playing court equipment must be fully in line with the FIBA Official Basketball Rules and its requirements. 
Equipment can be divided into three main categories:

Flooring;

Backstop units;

Scoreboards.

All three must be produced by FIBA approved manufacturers, a list of which is available on the FIBA Equipment & 
Venue approved partners section of fiba.com. FIBA has the sole right to determine what is placed on the playing 
court (e.g. in the centre circle and free throw circles) during the Event. 

The main specifications to be considered are outlined in this chapter, starting with the flooring. FIBA shall provide 
the design of the court in both hard and electronic format. 

For all details regarding the scoreboards please refer to the FIBA Internal Regulations.

7.3.1.1 Flooring

The flooring must be:

A minimum of 32 metres in length and 19 metres in width (court size 28 x 15 metres, plus a 2 meter boundary 
line on all sides);

Made of wood;

Marked with lines, all in white colour, 5 cm in width and clearly visible (only basketball lines are allowed on 
the court);

Marked with a further boundary line drawn in a sharply contrasting colour (preferably black) and at least two 
metres in width.

FIBA has all rights related to court branding and is currently reviewing the on-court branding concept, with the aim 
to offer both the host nation and the host cities a unique platform through which to engage the broadcast audience 
and spectators. More information will be provided in due course.

FIBA also reserves the right to supply the flooring.

7.3.1.2 Backstop units

As per FIBA Official Basketball Rules, Basketball Equipment, sections 1 to 6, the two (2) backstop units must be 
equipped with: 

Tempered safety glass backboards and backboard supports, including baskets with pressure-release rings;

A three (3) or four (4) sided shot clock, produced by the same manufacturer as the scoreboard, with a duplicate 
game clock and a synchronised bright red lighting backboard located both above and behind each backboard (FIBA 
Official Basketball Rules, Basketball Equipment, section 10).
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Furthermore, for the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup FIBA expects the Organiser to plan a backup backstop 
unit, in order to have a replacement immediately ready should any damage occur during a game.

7.3.1.3 Scoreboards

As per FIBA Official Basketball Rules, Basketball Equipment, section 9, in each competition arena, two (2) large 
scoreboards shall be placed at each end of the court, clearly visible to everyone, including the spectators.

The minimum requirements regarding the size of the information displayed on the scoreboards is specified in the 
latest version of the FIBA Official Basketball Rules, available on fiba.com.

In addition to the digital countdown game clock, the points scored by each team and by each individual player, the 
scoreboards shall display, amongst other:

The names of the teams;

The number and surname of each individual player;

The number of fouls committed by each player on the team from 1 to 5 (the fifth foul shall be in red);

The number of team fouls from 1 to 5, stopping at 5;

The number of the period from 1 to 4, and E for extra period;

The number of charged time-outs per half, from 0 to 3.

The scoreboards must be connected to a UPS (see section 7.23.1).

Detailed information on IT requirements regarding the scoreboards can be found in chapter 14 “INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY”.

7.3.2 Basketballs

Basketballs and ball carriers for the Event will be provided by FIBA’s Global Partner in this category. These basketballs 
and carriers must be used for all games and training sessions of all the teams participating and at any exhibitions/
demonstrations around the Event.

A minimum of twelve (12) basketballs shall be available at each game.

7.3.3 Scorer’s Table

The Scorer’s Table shall be placed along the side-line, between the two team benches, and must be large enough to 
accommodate at least five (5) people as follows:

The Scorer’s Table shall be equipped with the following material:

Player foul markers: numbered from 1 to 5 (1 to 4 in black and number 5 in red);

Instant replay;

Technical equipment to record the game data and to show the critical moments on request of the Referee;

Team foul markers: indicating the number of team fouls up to five (5) and to show that the team reached team 
foul situation, preferably electronic device;
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Official FIBA scoresheets, provided by the FIBA Secretariat;

Alternating possession arrow;

Hand/table type chronometer (2 pieces);

Whistle.

All information regarding the branding of the Scorer’s and Statistics Table will be provided in the Marketing Manual.

7.3.4 Statistics Table

The Statistics Table shall be placed directly behind the Scorer’s Table.

For a detailed setup and technical requirements of the statistics’ table, please refer to chapter 14 “INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY”.

7.3.5 Team Benches

The team benches shall be on the same side of the Scorer’s Table, and each bench shall be equipped with fourteen 
(14) chairs.

A large trash bin shall be placed close to the end-line. The team benches area must be cleared and cleaned 
immediately after each game.

7.3.6 FIBA Substitute Cubes

Two (2) FIBA-branded substitute cubes shall be placed on each side of the Scorer’s Table (four (4) cubes in total). 

All information regarding the branding of the Substitute Cubes will be provided in the Marketing Manual.

7.3.7 FIBA Table

Upon FIBA request, a table for the FIBA Sports Director, FIBA representative(s) and/or FIBA Referee Supervisors, 
accommodating three (3) persons, shall be placed across from the Scorer’s Table, preferably at the corner of the 
opposite side-line and end-line.

This table shall be protected from disturbances and bear the sign “FIBA”.

7.3.8 First Aid Table

The first aid table, large enough for at least two (2) persons, shall be placed as close as possible to the court, while 
not preventing the stretcher from being carried on and off the court.

7.3.9 Courtside Signage (Advertising Boards)

The advertising boards must be placed outside the two (2) metre boundary lines which surround the court, and shall 
be padded to ensure the necessary protection of the players.

For all regulations and detailed information on the layout and positioning of courtside signage, please refer to 
chapter 10 “MARKETING & LICENSING PROGRAMME”.
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7.3.10 Flags

The Organiser is responsible for the production of the following flags:

The flags of the sixteen(16) participating countries;

The FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup flag;

The FIBA flag.

As outlined in the FIBA Flag Manual, it is mandatory that the flags are hung in each venue above the field of play, in 
alphabetical order as per the language of the organising country. The Organiser shall provide flagpoles in front of 
the Venues and adequate place inside the Arena for the flags related to the Event. 

In addition to this, the Organiser shall foresee the production of additional sets of flags, to be displayed at the 
competition venue(s) and the surroundings, as well as back-up flags, and shall arrange a method to raise the flags 
of the first three placed teams above the field of play in the Final Phase venue.

7.3.11 Technical equipment installation

The Organiser shall appoint a person to be responsible for the coordination and installation of all of the required 
technical equipment.

This person shall report to the responsible person from FIBA during the last site visit that will take place at least eight 
(8) weeks before the start of the Event.

After this site visit, a last check will be made and FIBA will give written confirmation that all of the technical 
equipment fulfils all of the technical requirements.

The Organiser shall ensure that there are technicians at the venue who can assist in the installation of the equipment, 
or if necessary, will be available to replace any units.

These technicians shall be available on-site on the clearly designated places throughout the whole duration of the 
Event. When ordering the products from the relevant approved suppliers, the Organiser shall also plan for the need 
to acquire additional spare parts.

7.4 Training Venue(s)/Court(s)
There shall be a minimum of one (1) FIBA-approved practice court for each competition venue hosting the FIBA 
Women’s Basketball World Cup, available at least 72 hours before the Event.

The training court must be produced by FIBA approved manufacturers, a list of which is available on the FIBA 
Equipment & Venue approved partners section of fiba.com.

The requirements for the training venues are the following:

Court made of wood;

Playing court of 28 m in length and 15 m in width, marked with clearly visible white lines of 5 cm in width;

The height of the ceiling or of the lowest obstruction shall be of at least 7 m;

Uniformly and adequately lit;

Equipped with FIBA approved tempered safety glass backboards and backboard supports, including baskets 
with pressure-release rings;
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One scoreboard;

A shot clock located above each backboard.

Moreover, each training venue must provide the following facilities and services:

Adequate changing rooms with showers and toilets;

Availability of medical services;

Sufficient drinking water for the teams during their training sessions (see chapter 4 “COMPETITION”).

7.5 Tribunes
The venue tribunes shall be divided into the following distinct areas:

Spectators’ tribune(s);

VIP tribune(s);

Team Delegations and FIBA Officiating Team Tribune;

Media tribune;

TV commentary positions.

The Organiser shall ensure that all of these areas are clearly separated and strictly secured with appropriate 
accreditation/security check points.

7.5.1 Spectators’ Tribune(s)

Around the playing court, all spectators must be seated at a distance of at least five metres from the side and end 
lines of the playing court, with the exception of the FIBA approved courtside seats.

7.5.2 VIP Tribune(s)

The VIP tribune(s) shall be located on the same side as the Scorer’s Table and the main wide shot TV camera (see 
chapter 9 “TV”).

As for all other tribune areas, the VIP tribune shall be completely separated from the spectators’ tribune and access 
shall be accurately controlled. The location of the tribune should allow for easy and exclusive access to the VIP 
Hospitality area (information regarding the set-up of the VIP Hospitality area will be found in the Marketing Manual).

FIBA and the Organiser will jointly discuss and agree the exact location and size of this area and the required 
standard/level of servicing. 

The Organiser must provide FIBA with the following number of complimentary (i.e. free of charge) VIP and first-
category seats for each session in each venue of the Event:

150 VIP seats (Tribune of Honour);

350 First-Category seats.
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7.5.3 Team Delegations and FIBA Officiating Team Tribune

Depending on the number of teams playing in each venue, a sufficient number of seats must be reserved in a 
dedicated tribune for the team delegations and FIBA Officiating Team (100 seats). 

The area shall be fully separate from the spectators’ tribune, and shall be located as close as possible to the 
entrance of the teams to the playing court.

7.5.4 Media Tribune(s)

The media section of the tribunes must be located around the court and have an unobstructed view on the court, 
either on the side-line or end-line. The capacity of the Media Tribune shall be a minimum of 5% of the overall venue 
capacity and should accommodate a minimum of 100 media representatives in the Group Phase and a minimum of 
300 media representatives in the Final Phase.

The tribune should provide easy and direct access to all other media areas (Media Working Room, Mixed Zone and 
Press Conference Room) and each seat shall be equipped with:

A table allowing sufficient space to work with a minimum surface size of 80 cm x 40 cm per working position 
and a height of 75cm ;

An electricity outlet;

Free of charge broadband Internet access via cable or Wi-Fi connection;

Reasonable access space (for journalists as well as for volunteers/runners).

7.5.5 TV Commentary Positions

The TV commentary positions shall be on the same side as the main wide shot TV camera, with a perfect view over 
the playing court.

Commentators need to have easy and direct access to:

The Mixed Zone;

The Press Conference Room;

The courtside area (pre and post-game interviews).

For detailed information on the TV commentary positions, see Chapter 9 “TV”.

7.6 Changing Rooms
A minimum of seven (7) changing rooms are mandatory in each competition venue:

Four (4) changing rooms for teams;

Two (2) changing rooms for referees;

One (1) entertainment changing room.

Between the games, after the last person has left, the changing rooms must be completely cleaned. During games, 
a security person must be present and always in the vicinities. 
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7.6.1 Teams Changing Rooms

In each competition venue, the Organiser shall arrange a minimum of four (4) fully equipped changing rooms for the 
teams, all with the same standards.

There shall be an easy, short and secure access route between the changing rooms and the playing court.

Each changing room shall meet the following requirements:

Minimum size of fifty (50) square metres;

Shower area of twenty-five (25) square metres, including six (6) showers and showerheads that are 2.5 m 
above the ground;

Synthetic or tiled floor;

Benches or chairs for twenty (20) persons;

One (1) tactics board with marker and eraser;

Hangers or lockers for twelve (12) people;

Two (2) garbage bins; 

Internet connection via local area network (see chapter 14 “INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY”);

Working door locks.

The temperature inside the changing rooms shall be between 20°C and 24ºC.

7.6.2 Referees Changing Rooms

There shall be a minimum of two (2) changing rooms for FIBA Referees in each competition venue, with an easy, 
short and secured access route to the playing court. 

Each changing room shall meet the following requirements: 

Minimum of twenty (20) square metres; 

Shower area of ten (10) square metres with two (2) showers and showerheads;

Benches or chairs for five (5) persons and one (1) table;

Hangers or lockers for four (4) persons;

One (1) office-style refrigerator;

One (1) garbage bin;

Internet connection via local area network (see chapter 14 “INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY”);

Working door locks.

7.6.3 Entertainment Changing Room(s)

There shall be a minimum of one (1) changing room for entertainment staff in each competition venue. The changing 
room shall meet the following requirements:
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Minimum size of 1.5 square metres per person; 

Benches or chairs;

Table;

Hangers or lockers;

Garbage bin;

Shower area with two (2) showers and showerheads.

7.7 First Aid Room / Ambulance Area
The First Aid room shall have a minimum size of 30 m2 and enable first aid as well as normal preventive medical 
consultation to be administered. It shall be easily accessible by the emergency services outside the hall as well as 
from the field of play. 

Access shall be possible from the ground floor, free of any obstacles or obstructions, in order for any injured player 
to be taken there quickly. Trolley stretchers should be available and the room should be adequately equipped, with 
the following minimum requirements:

A bed for medical examinations, approximately 2.40 m long and 0.60 m wide;

A desk;

A wardrobe and a coat rack;

An oxygen cylinder with the relevant equipment for manual resuscitation and a defibrillator.

An ambulance with qualified staff must be available during all training sessions and games. The ambulance stand-
by area must be located close to the field of play, the training court and the First Aid room. 

7.8 Doping Control Station
The Organiser will need to set up a Doping Control Station, located as close as possible to the teams’ area. 

As displayed in the image below, the following requirements and materials shall be provided for: 

Clear “Doping Control Station” signs must be displayed in the corridors leading to the room as well as on the 
door.

A waiting area with comfortable chairs and a refrigerator (containing drinks in cans or industrially sealed 
glass bottles – mineral water, sodas, fruit juices, etc.). The room must be able to accommodate at least ten 
(10) people (players, team doctors, FIBA Supervisory Doctor, Doping Control Officers, possibly an interpreter).

A sample-taking area with: 

A desk;

Seats for the Doping Control Officers, the assistant, the selected player and his escort;

A refrigerator to contain the sample bottles;

A cupboard or drawer, preferably lockable;
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A table upon which to place the sample containers and the samples marked A and B;

A large garbage bin;

A sanitary area with a shower with hot and cold running water;

WCs with a front-facing mirror or a ¾ reflection at seat-level.

The diagram below outlines the ideal Doping Control Station. In the event that the arena set-up doesn’t allow such 
arrangements, the Organiser needs to ensure that the Doping Control Station is separated into at least two areas: 
one shall serve as waiting room, while the other one, located next to the WC, will serve as sample-taking area.

In any case, the Doping Control Station shall at no point be used for any other purpose.

All requirements related to material and procedures are defined in the applicable FIBA Internal Regulations 
governing Anti-Doping and WADA International Standard for Testing.

Note: the above minimum requirements may be subject to change according to applicable FIBA Internal Regulations 
governing Anti-Doping (including its Annexes).
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7.9 Offices
The Organiser shall integrate at least the following offices in the venue set-up:

FIBA VIP Office;

FIBA Offices; 

FIBA Technical Delegate’s Office; 

FIBA Commissioners and Referee Supervisors’ Office;

FIBA Services Office;

FIBA Communications Office;

LOC Offices (as needed);

LOC Communications Office

7.9.1 FIBA VIP Office

The Organiser shall provide a luxury room for the FIBA President, Secretary General and Secretary General Emeritus. 
This office, suitable for ten persons, shall be equipped with:

Four (4) armchairs; 

One (1) table; 

One (1) international telephone line; 

Internet connection; 

A television set with HDMI inputs/outputs (showing the game action);

One (1) refrigerator;

Air conditioning;

Working door locks.

7.9.2 FIBA Offices

The Organiser shall provide three (3) offices to FIBA which shall be located in close proximity to the LOC Office as 
well as to the court. They shall be equipped with the following infrastructure and equipment:

Office tables with chairs and a sufficient number of guest chairs;

Two (2) phone lines (open for international calls);

Internet connection (cable and Wi-Fi);

Two (2) laptop computers;

One (1) multifunctional machine (fax, scanner, copier, printer);

A television set with HDMI inputs/outputs;
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Sufficient stationery supplies;

Air conditioning;

A garbage bin;

An office-type refrigerator, a water kettle and a coffee machine;

Working door locks.

For all IT requirements for the FIBA Office (Internet connection, personal computers, printers, cables, etc.), please 
refer to chapter 14 “INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY”.

7.9.3 FIBA Technical Delegate Office

The FIBA Technical Delegate’s Office shall be equipped with: 

Five (5) chairs; 

One (1) table; 

Internet connection; 

One (1) laptop computer; 

A television set with HDMI inputs/outputs;

One (1) refrigerator;

Air conditioning;

Working door locks.

7.9.4 FIBA Commissioners and Referee Supervisors Office

The FIBA Commissioners and Referee Supervisors’ Office shall be equipped with: 

One (1) meeting table with at least four (4) chairs;

Internet connection;

A screen size of min 32” with HDMI connection;

HDMI cable (min 2m);

Air conditioning;

Working door locks.

7.9.5 FIBA Services Office

A separate office shall be available for the external services staff that assist FIBA with IT system, advertising signage 
etc. This office shall be large enough to accommodate at least five (5) persons and shall be equipped with tables, 
chairs, a telephone and an internet connection.
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7.9.6 FIBA Communications Office

The FIBA Communications Office shall be equipped with:

Office tables with chairs and a sufficient number of guest chairs;

Two (2) phone lines (open for international calls);

Internet connection (cable and Wi-Fi);

Two (2) laptop computers;

One (1) multifunctional machine (fax, scanner, copier, printer);

A television set with HDMI inputs/outputs;

Sufficient stationery supplies;

A garbage bin;

An office-type refrigerator, a water kettle and a coffee machine;

Air conditioning;

A working door lock.

7.9.7 LOC Offices

At each venue, the Organiser will prepare a number of offices according to its needs. The minimum infrastructure 
and equipment shall be comprised of:

A sufficient number of tables with chairs and a sufficient number of guest chairs;

One (1) multifunctional machine (fax, scanner, copier, printer);

Internet connection (cable and Wi-Fi);

An office-type refrigerator, a water kettle and a coffee machine;

A garbage bin;

Sufficient stationery supplies;

Air conditioning;

Working door locks.

7.9.8 LOC Communications Office

The Organiser must ensure that there is sufficient office space available in each of the venues for its communications 
department members. This room should be located in close proximity to the Media entrance and to the other Media 
areas.

The LOC Communications Office in the venues should be equipped with normal office furniture. 
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7.10 VIP Hospitality Area
The VIP Hospitality area shall be located close to the VIP tribune(s), ideally with daylight. This space shall be large 
enough (2 m2 per VIP Guest) and access shall be strictly controlled (accreditation/ticket).

Additionally, there should be as well a kitchen area within the VIP Hospitality area with a ventilation system. Further 
information regarding the set-up of the VIP Hospitality area is to be found in the Marketing Manual.

7.11 Media Area
For the set-up of the arena(s), the Organiser shall bear in mind that each venue will need to provide a clearly defined 
Media Area, separated from all other areas, located ideally in close vicinity to the accreditation centre, media 
entrance and Media Tribune. The “Media area”includes:

1 Mixed Zone;

1 Press Conference Room;

1 Media Working Room with catering area.

Whereas the purpose activities within these areas are explained in chapters 8 “MEDIA” and 9 “TV” for the space 
requirements, in chapter 10 “MARKETING & LICENSING PROGRAMME” for the sponsors’ appearances on the 
backdrops, we intend to explain here – and will provide more details in the Media Manual and in the Marketing 

Manual – the purposes and functionality of each of these areas, as well as their minimum requirements.

7.11.1 Mixed Zone 

The Mixed Zone is an area in the arena specifically designed to offer accredited media the opportunity to conduct 
interviews with players and coaches. Located along the route used by the players to return to the changing rooms 
from the court, this area must be fully secured and large enough for players and media to circulate freely.

Its set-up shall consist of (see layout on following page): 

Minimum area to accommodate at least 200 Non-Rights Holders journalists in a quiet location (no crowd noise);

Sufficient lighting for TV and photo purposes (minimum 1500 lux); 

A backdrop wall of minimum 10 m in length.

Mixed Zone protocols and procedures will be outlined in the Media Manual. 

The specifications linked to TV Rights Holders access to the Mixed Zone are to be found in chapter 9 “TV”.

For the logos on the backdrops, please refer to chapter 10 “MARKETING & LICENSING PROGRAMME”.

Regarding the branding of the backdrops and front panel of the stage, information will be provided in the Marketing 
Manual.
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7.11.2 Press Conference Room

With access required for players/coaches and media, the Press Conference Room shall be a soundproof room (no 
crowd noise), located within the Media Area while providing easy and safe access for the players. The Organiser 
should provide the necessary infrastructure and services for a televised high standard press conference.

Its set-up shall consist of:

Minimum area to accommodate 100 media representatives for the Group Phase games and 200 media 
representatives for the Final Phase, excluding television camera crews and photographers;

A stage and a platform for the camera positions;

An interview table with chairs;

Event-branded backdrop and table panel; 

Uniform lighting (minimum 1500 lux).

Information and protocols regarding press conferences will be detailed in the Media Manual. 

7.11.3 Media Working Room

The Media Working Room must be located inside the Media Area near the LOC Communications Office and its 
access must be restricted to members of the media only. The size and capacity of the Media Working Room should 
be related to the total number of accredited Media. For the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup the capacity 
should be at least 100 working positions for the Group Phase venues and 200 for the Final Phase venue .

Its set-up shall consist of:

Tables and chairs for at least 50% of total amount of accredited media. All working tables should be supplied 
with a power outlet indicating the voltage;

Sufficient space to circulate freely and access tables and chairs without disturbing those working;

Sufficient power sockets and supply;

Internet connection (cable and Wi-Fi) free of charge;

An information desk with three (3) chairs for LOC staff. This information desk should also be able to provide 
some basic technical assistance, by having available such articles as adaptors for power plugs, for computer 
cables and for modem and telephone cables;

If required, game statistics, schedules, and press releases might be printed on demand;

Lockers; 

Catering area.

For all IT requirements at the Media Working Room, please refer to chapter 14 “INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY”.

The operational aspects of the Media Working Room will be detailed in the Media Manual.
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7.12 Accreditation Centre
The Accreditation Centre is the location in each venue where all accredited individuals shall go pick up their 
personal accreditation card. Because media representatives represent one of the most important groups that will 
need to collect accreditation at the venue, the Accreditation Centre will often be located in close proximity to (if not 
inside) the media area. If this will not be the case, then a Media Welcome Desk should be set-up close to the media 
entrance.

The Accreditation Centre shall ideally be divided into two distinct zones:

A waiting area (with sufficient seats and refreshments);

An accreditation production and printing area.

Specific information on the accreditation procedure and its technical requirements is to be found in chapter 15 
“ACCREDITATION”.

7.13 Volunteers Centre
Each competition venue shall have a room reserved for the volunteers, for them to collect their uniforms, register 
each day, receive all the necessary information regarding their work and relax during their work/meal breaks.

The room shall be equipped with tables, chairs and possibly some couches. Refreshments and some snacks should 
be provided.

7.14 LOC Service Room and storage
The Organiser shall equip one service room with at least two big refrigerators for cooling bottled drinking water, an 
ice machine big enough for the teams’ needs and enough shelving to store supplies.

Sufficient storage space shall also be provided to store all equipment, materials and infrastructure which will be 
used in the venue throughout the Event.

7.15 FIBA Commercial Partners and Providers Storage
The following storage facilities are needed within the arena for FIBA Commercial Partners:

Storage room for any sponsors who are having a display stand in the arena with at least four (4) tables and five 
(5) chairs (minimum size 100 m2 or depending on the need);

Storage room for the official merchandise shop (if any);

Storage room for the IT equipment provided by FIBA and FIBA IT partners (approx. 10m2 in each venue).

The storage rooms should be located in close vicinity to the shop and the display stands, to allow short transportation 
routes and need to be lockable. They will also be used for the distribution of the volunteer equipment.
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7.16 Commercial Partners Display Stands 
Some of the Commercial Partners are entitled to have a display stand in the public corridors of each venue and/
or outside the venue. The Organiser shall provide, free of charge, a sufficient surface for each of the Commercial 
Partners. FIBA will inform the Organiser of the Commercial Partners’ requirements, including square metres needed, 
at least four (4) months before the beginning of the Event. For more details please refer to Chapter 10 “MARKETING 
AND LICENSING PROGRAMME”.

7.17 IT Room 
The Organiser shall provide a room to install and operate the IT equipment and services required for the local 
operations (local servers, routers, switches, etc.). This room shall fulfil the following requirements:

Have restricted access;

Be clean;

Be air-conditioned;

Have the necessary power supply and network access, as specified in Chapter 14 “INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY”.

7.18 Catering Room
The Organiser shall provide a room as close as possible to the VIP Hospitality area, where the catering can be 
prepared and then served in the hospitality areas.

7.19 Loading/Unloading Area
The location of the loading/unloading areas where the trucks can load and unload any material shall be clearly 
indicated. The area needs to be as close as possible to the storage rooms area. 

7.20 Food & Beverage concessions
In each venue there shall be food & beverage concessions for the public. None of the products may be of a dangerous 
nature and all must satisfy the relevant safety rules (e.g. prohibiting the sale of products in glass bottles, etc.). If any 
of the Commercial Partners have products that are normally sold in concessions then these products must be sold 
on an exclusive basis. Full details will be given during the site visits.

7.21 Security Centre
A separate room with chairs and tables and appropriate technical equipment shall be provided for the Safety & 
Security Manager and his/her staff.
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7.22 Arena Accesses

7.22.1 General Public Entrance

The general public entrance must have sufficient space to ensure safe and stress-free entrance/exit procedures 
while also allowing for information, sales and service areas. The precise location of the various areas shall be 
agreed between FIBA and the Organiser during the site visits. The public entrance shall be open at least one hour 
before the beginning of the first game of the day.

7.22.2 Ticket Booth

In order to avoid potentially long queues to buy tickets, the number of open ticket booths shall correspond to the 
number of tickets remaining for a specific game. Where there are tickets available, on game days, the booths should 
be open from 09:00 in the morning.

7.22.3 Dedicated Entrances

The Organiser shall provide safe and dedicated access for the following groups:

Teams and FIBA Officiating Team;

LOC and FIBA staff, volunteers, entertainment staff;

VIPs;

Accredited media.

Ideally, each of the abovementioned groups should have a dedicated entrance. In the event that the structure of the 
arena doesn’t allow this, the Organiser must ensure that:

The media entrance is fully separate from the teams’ entrance;

The VIP entrance is unique and separate from other group entrances.

Access shall be strictly controlled by security at the accreditation check points. The different directions/areas 
shall be clearly indicated for each group. Full details about the accreditation areas are to be found in chapter 15 
“ACCREDITATION”.

Moreover, there shall be clear and visible signposting for each dedicated entrance and access routes.

The Media entrance should be located in close proximity to the other Media areas such as the Media Tribune, the 
Media Working Room, and the Press Conference Room. It should be clearly indicated with signs and should be 
specified in the information packages distributed to the accredited Media.

Non-right holders should not be authorised, by any means, to bring their ENG cameras to the playing court area. 
Non-right holders ENG crews shall only be allowed access with the cameras to the Post-Game Press Conference 
and the Mixed Zone.

7.23 Parking
The venue must have sufficient space for parking for both individual and group transportation vehicles (bicycles, 
motorcycles, cars and buses). 
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All accredited individuals involved in the games, such as teams, FIBA Officiating Team, accredited media and 
photographers, shall use completely separate parking and access from the general public.

7.23.1 Parking for people with disabilities

Parking areas reserved for persons with disability must also be provided, as well as special access paths. The 
requirements for such people with a disability should be as per the national guidelines for the host country but, as 
a general rule, the recommended number of parking spaces for persons with a disability is one parking space for 
every 1,200 spectators.

7.23.2 Participants and FIBA guests parking

The Organiser shall ensure that adequate parking places are provided for the participants and FIBA guests. A 
maximum of 50 places shall be provided free of charge for the Commercial Partners.

The location shall be agreed at the site visit but shall be as close as possible to the VIP entrance. In order to gain 
access to these parking areas, FIBA will allocate to the relevant people the appropriate parking pass which will be 
clearly displayed on the vehicle’s windscreen.

The Organiser shall provide adequate parking for the buses transporting the teams. This facility shall be as close as 
possible to the teams’ entrance and away from any general public parking areas.

7.23.3 Accredited Media parking

The Organiser shall provide parking passes for the accredited media. If parking places are limited, then preference 
shall be given to media representatives with heavy equipment, such as television camera crews and photographers. 
It is recommended that the media parking area is located as close as possible to the media entrance.

7.23.4 Technical Parking for HB & TV Rights Holders (TV Compound)

The Organiser must provide sufficient space at each venue for a TV Compound. It must be fully secured, with no 
access for the general public. The security of this area is the responsibility of the Organiser. 

Note: If the line of sight for the earth stations is obscured then an additional area may be required for parking the 
satellite uplink vehicles.

Further information on the TV Compound can be found in chapter 9 “TV”.

7.24 Technical Facilities
The Organiser shall provide, free of charge, certain technical services and facilities that are required for the 
organisation and running of the Event. 

7.24.1 Power, Lighting & Utilities

All power, lighting, water and other utilities necessary in each venue for the organisation and broadcast of the 
games and of the Event as a whole shall be provided free of charge by the Organiser. 

Furthermore, the Organiser shall provide:
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An alternative stand-by energy source, allowing the game to be continued in case of a power outage;

An Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) for the scoreboard, in order to prevent losing the time and score in case 
of a power outage during a game.

For rotating courtside signage and/or LED/LCD boards, the power supply required is a 3 phase 380 VAC.

The average illumination shall be of minimum 2000 lux (with an adequate back-up) in the vertical plane (towards the 
camera lens) and spread evenly on the court floor arena, without any shadows or patches. The rest of the arena 
should have sufficient illumination (maximum of 1000 lux). Please refer to Chapter 9 “TV” for more details on lighting 
requirements. 

After the games, the Organiser shall ensure that the broadcast working areas and other working areas are adequately 
lit until all work is completed. Other areas where power, lighting and utilities will be required include:

FIBA and Host Broadcaster Offices;

Hospitality Areas;

Commercial Partner/Licensing Partners’ sales and display;

Stands.

The Organiser shall also provide power and back-up power for all HB activities and commentary positions, by 
means of an UPS and on a different phase from the rest of the arena. 

For detailed information on power requirements for the Host Broadcaster and TV production, please refer to chapter 
9 “TV”.

Emergency lighting of minimum 1000 lux should be available. 

7.24.2 Sound System

The public announcement and audio system shall be of such a quality as to enable sharp and clear sound reproduction 
above the noise of the crowd for both PA and entertainment music, even in large sport halls. Loudspeakers shall 
be positioned in such a way as to give uniform sound reproduction throughout the hall with no distortion or “echo” 
effects. In addition to its normal functions as per the FIBA Internal Regulations (e.g. presentation of the players, 
general announcements to the spectators, etc.), the sound system should also be used as an information tool for 
the Media.

All announcements on the sound system must be made in English, followed by the local language when appropriate.

The sound system should also be used in case of an emergency.

7.24.3 Public info system

In each venue there shall be at least two (2) large video screens or one media cube. Video screens should provide 
video content and games results as per FIBA specification/approval and sport presentation programme.
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8.1 general principles
The Organiser will work in close collaboration with the FIBA Communications Department on all media matters, 
prior to the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup (preparation and translation of the website content as described in 
chapter 13 “EVENT WEBSITE & SOCIAL NETWORKS”, media accreditation, press releases, etc.) as well as during 
the Event, in order to communicate with the media in a coordinated fashion.

FIBA reserves the right to have the final say for all media-related decisions.

In order to guarantee a functional and efficient working environment, the Organiser is requested to provide state-of-
the-art venue facilities and equipment for the media.

8.2 LOC Media Officer
The Organiser must appoint a reliable, professional and experienced Media Officer at the latest twelve (12) months 
before the Event, as an on-site equivalent to the FIBA Media Operations Manager who will coordinate all media 
related matters both ahead of and during the Event.

Prior to the Event, his/her activities will include:

Communicating all Event-related information specifically targeted at the media of the host country and 
keeping FIBA informed, providing information and photographs of the preparation of the event / host country;

Translating all event-related content in coordination with the FIBA Chief Editor;

Together with the Local Web Content Manager (see chapter 13), verifying that all information appears on the 
official website;

Coordinating promotional activities from a media perspective with the Marketing Manager and Promotion 
Manager;

Screening host-country media applicants for media accreditation;

Maintaining regular contact with the team delegations’ press officers.

During the Event, his/her activities will include:

In coordination with the FIBA Media Operations Manager, managing all media areas as well as the official 
Media Hotels ensuring the smooth running of media operations;

Managing the team of media volunteers;

Answering enquiries and questions regarding the Event;

Acting as the main point of contact for media of the host country;

Together with the FIBA Media Operations Manager, acting as the point of contact for international media.

A detailed LOC Communications Office organisation chart, including address and contact details, should be provided 
to FIBA well ahead of time and should be regularly updated. It is absolutely essential that the LOC Media Officer is 
capable of communicating in fluent English and in the language(s) of the Host Country.
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8.3 Media Volunteers
In view of the skills required and the diversity of tasks, media volunteers have a crucial role to play in the Event. Media 
volunteers should:

Be highly fluent in English, both spoken and written;

Have a good understanding of basketball;

Have experience and/or an understanding of working with/as media (journalism students make perfect media 
volunteers);

Be confident and comfortable dealing with stressful situations and possibly some conflict.

8.4 Media Accreditation
The media accreditation strategy will be agreed upon by the Organiser and FIBA. 

FIBA and the Organiser will agree upon the exact timeline for the accreditation process as well as media area 
capacities no later than twelve (12) months before the Event. The media accreditation procedure and deadlines will 
be defined by FIBA. 

As a matter of principle, in order to ensure exposure of the Event – both quantitatively and qualitatively – FIBA is 
responsible for the decision process for international applicants (i.e. all countries except the host country), while the 
Organiser shall be in charge for domestic applicants. However, FIBA reserves the right to have the final say for all 
media accreditation decisions.

Detailed information on the accreditation system procedure and its technical requirements can be found in chapter 
15 “ACCREDITATION”. 

8.5 Media Tribune
A detailed description of the Media Tribune requirements can be found in Chapter 7 “VENUE INFRASTRUCTURE”.

FIBA and the Organiser will determine the exact number of necessary Media Tribune seats in due time for each of the 
venue(s). All Media Tribune seats must have an unobstructed view of the playing court.

As a matter of principle, seats in this Media Tribune shall not be reserved and seating shall be made on a “first 
come, first served” basis. However, seats shall be reserved for the FIBA Communications team. Additionally, for 
high-demand games for which there is a risk of insufficient space, FIBA reserves the right to reserve a small number 
of seats for major media outlets and for media of the countries participating in the specific game.

FIBA reserves the right to create, whenever necessary, a seating chart for a portion of the Media Tribune that will be 
reserved for priority media (for example news agencies and main daily or sports newspapers). 

In case of high demand games, the access to the Media Tribune may be limited by a Supplementary Access Device 
(SAD).

Further information regarding media regulations will be outlined in the Media Manual.

Full details on the IT requirements in the Media Tribune(s) can be found in chapter 7 “VENUE INFRASTRUCTURE” 
and in chapter 14 “INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY”.
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8.6 Media Working Room
The Media Working Room, catering for 50% of the total number of accredited media in the venue, shall be made 
available for all accredited journalists, allowing them to work in a comfortable and productive environment, with 
access to all necessary resources and information throughout the Event, whether before, during or after games.

Available services should include Media Manuals, information about transportation between the Official Media 
hotel(s) and the venue, statistics and figures, as well as a catering area. 

A minimum of one (1) media volunteer shall be on hand at all times to manage the Media Working Room and to cater 
to the questions/needs of the media.

For the set-up of the Media Working Room, refer to chapter 7 “VENUE INFRASTRUCTURE”.

8.7 Mixed Zone
Following the conclusion of games, all players and coaches shall always leave the court via the Mixed Zone corridor, 
with media approaching the barrier in order to conduct interviews. Media in the Mixed Zone should access media 
facilities without needing to cross the players’ corridor.

While encouraged to give interviews, neither players nor coaches are under any obligation to do so. 

FIBA/LOC staff and media volunteers will be on hand to coordinate Mixed Zone activity. The teams’ press officers 
should also provide Mixed Zone coordination according to specific needs defined with the FIBA Media Operations 
Manager.

For the set-up of the Mixed Zone, refer to chapter 7 “VENUE INFRASTRUCTURE”.

8.8 Press Conference Room 
Postgame press conferences usually begin 15 minutes after the end of each game and take place in the Press 
Conference Room, which is set up as detailed in the chapter 7 “VENUE INFRASTRUCTURE”.

All Final Phase games should be followed by an official press conference; each press conference must be conducted 
by a moderator officially appointed by FIBA or the Organiser and attended by the head coach of each team as well as 
one player from each team (top scorer or any outstanding players from the game in question). 

Exact procedures for press conferences and media availability will be communicated in the Team Handbook and 
Media Manual.

8.9 Distribution of information
Accredited media shall receive a regular flow of information throughout the Event, including all competition-related 
data. 

FIBA will provide accredited media with all information in digital form, via e-mail and/or for download in the fiba.
com media centre. Accordingly all media areas should provide information for media on how to access all the above 
information online.

As an example, information for print-out may include:

Team rosters;

Game statistics;
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Standings and results;

Accumulated statistics;

Spare copies of all media-related documents such as the Media Manual.

All details regarding online information/statistics and the printing of statistics sheets will be provided by FIBA in the 
lead-up to the Event.

All details regarding statistics and information services are outlined in chapter 14 “INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY”.

8.10 Photography

8.10.1 Accredited photographers

For the Group Phase, the precise number of photographers positions behind the end-lines of the court venue shall 
depend on the availability of space, but shall never be less than fifty (50). 

For the Final Phase of the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup, there should be space for minimum 110 positions. The 
ideal situation for a Final Phase is that there are two rows of photographer benches placed on two different levels/
heights. FIBA will provide the Organiser with all of the necessary details with regards to the photographer positions.

8.10.2 Official Event Photographers

At the Event, FIBA will provide and cover the costs for official photographers, while the Organiser will cover the cost 
for their accommodation and baord (from 48 hours before the start of the Event). 

In the Group Phase, there shall be a minimum of two (2) photographers per venue, while there shall be a minimum of 
four (4) photographers for the Final Phase.

These photographers are responsible for providing the FIBA Communications department as well as the Organiser 
with pictures of each game by publishing them online. A precise brief will be prepared by the FIBA Communications 
department. 

Contrary to other accredited photographers, the official photographers have access to all areas including, for 
example, the field of play during the Closing Ceremony. Accordingly, it is important that the arena security be made 
aware of the specific nature of the official photographers.

8.10.3 Photographer Bibs

In order to simplify security procedures and clearly identify the accredited professional photographers, FIBA will 
provide photographer bibs. 

An appropriate number of bibs will be shipped to the Organiser, who shall be responsible for distributing them to 
accredited photographers. Photographers shall wear their bibs at all times during games, while the appropriate 
measures must be in place to ensure that only accredited photographers wearing a bib access the photographer 
benches.

The distribution and collection of the bibs shall be coordinated by the LOC Media Officer, who will implement a 
convenient distribution and collection system. After the last game of the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup, the 
Organiser is responsible for collecting all bibs and handing them back to the FIBA Media Operations Manager.
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8.10.4 Photographer Benches

The Organiser shall provide benches (not chairs) with a recommended height of approximately 40 cm and a length of 
7 m, placed at each of the end-lines behind the courtside advertising signage. If there are two rows of benches, it is 
important that those on the second row are slightly higher than the first row.

Particular attention should be paid to avoid that the photographers’ positions obstruct any of the Host Broadcasters 
(HB) television cameras or hinder in any way the work of the HB.

The photographer benches shall be equipped with sufficient power sockets and cabled Internet connection (due to 
the large quantity of uploaded data).

For safety reasons, there should be a space of 1.5 m on each side between the photographer benches and the 
backstop unit, as shown in diagrams throughout this Manual.

8.10.5 Remote Camera Positions

Remote cameras, placed on the backboards or on the catwalk / arena roof, and operated by remote control, are 
available to photographers upon request and according to availability. Authorisation shall be delivered upon specific 
request to the FIBA Media Operations Manager, while cameras may only be mounted under FIBA’s supervision. A 
maximum of three (3) cameras can be mounted behind each backboard. In cases where demand exceeds available 
positions, a so-called pool position will be implemented. However, the installation may not, under any circumstances, 
have any effect on the performance of the relevant game equipment or on the security of the players

In all cases, photographers are responsible for ensuring that remote control equipment complies with local radio 
frequency laws.

8.10.6 Photographer Area for Ceremonies

For the Closing Ceremony and the distribution of the medals, a special area, which will be located in the two (2) 
meter boundary line in front of the Scorer’s Table, shall be assigned to photographers. Excluding the Official Event 
Photographer(s), photographers are not allowed at any time to enter onto the field of play during the ceremony.

8.10.7 Player Headshots and Team photos/videos

As with each FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup, a headshot photograph and also possibly a video are to be taken 
of each participating player as well as of each team’s coaching staff. These photographs are extremely important as 
they will be used, among other purposes, for player profile pages on the website and TV graphics purposes, and will 
also be made available to all media covering the Event.

Headshots of all twelve (12) players of each team’s roster and team coaching staff will be taken before the Event, as 
well as a team photo, generally on the day before the Event begins. It is vital that all parties concerned (team attaché, 
team press officer, head of delegation, coach, players) are aware of the procedure and are given a precise time and 
location, which will be communicated at a later stage.

Player headshots and a team photo will be taken by the Official Photographers and coordinated by the FIBA Media 
Operations Manager. A short video message with each player could be produced at the same time. 

The Organiser is responsible for providing and covering the costs for the set-up for taking player headshots and team 
photo at the agreed location(s). The room /location for the photo/video session is to be defined by the FIBA Media 
Operations Manager.
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8.10.8 Team Photographs before the first game

A photograph of each team will be taken on the court prior to its first game of the Event. This photograph will be used 
for web, TV and archive purposes.

Team photographs will be taken 10 minutes before tip-off as per the FIBA game run-down.

Photographs will be taken from the centre circle, with each team standing in their official game uniforms (no warm-
up t-shirts, etc.) on their respective free-throw line, with numbers clearly visible. This set-up allows the photograph 
to be taken quickly, with the basket and spectators falling within the field of view.

During the team photo session, all accredited photographers may enter the FOP to take photos, under the instructions 
of a member of the FIBA Communications team. 

The entire procedure should never last longer than one minute and the teams shall be informed about this via the 
Team Handbook and during the Technical Meeting. 

For information about the Technical Meetings, please refer to chapter 4 “COMPETITION”. 

8.11 Videos
The FIBA Communications department may decide to bring a video crew on site, to enhance the coverage of the 
Event.

Aside from the activities of the Host Broadcaster, any additional filming / video coverage plans by the Organiser shall 
be presented to FIBA for approval well in advance.

8.12 FIBA Media regulations
By submitting an online application for a media accreditation at the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup, the party 
accepts the General Terms and Conditions for media accredited to the Event.

Upon collection of their accreditation badges, accredited media will be provided with additional specifications in 
regards to the FIBA Media Regulations (which will be outlined in the Media Manual), including basic behaviour and 
the limited use of rights-restricted material such as live data, video and audio content.

8.13 Media Services 
The content and design of the following documents will be defined by FIBA, while their production (printing) and 
related costs will be covered by the Organiser:

Official programme 

Media guide

Media Manual

Press kit

Media bags

Other Print Material 
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9.1 Transmission of the Games
In terms of transmission, as the rights holder, FIBA TV is responsible for the negotiation and conclusion of all 
contracts relating to the worldwide transmission of all games of the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup.

The term “Transmission” includes all coverage by terrestrial, satellite, cable and closed circuit television, Internet, 
video, radio and film on a live or delayed basis, whether broadcast complete or in highlights. All new technical 
broadcast innovations come under these terms including IP, broadband, mobile, digital, high definition, wide screen, 
compressed vision, 3-D, 4K, virtual animated graphics and video, computer or other multimedia formats.

FIBA alone can authorise broadcasts of all or any games of the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup, including 
arrangements for provision of the basic coverage and for all live and delayed broadcasts (highlights, news or 
otherwise) into all countries.

In addition, the provision to monitor and control photographic stills and/or computer digital recorded/transmitted 
stills rests solely with FIBA.

The FIBA Broadcast Partners appointed by FIBA will have the right to broadcast games and highlights in their 
territories to the exclusion of any other broadcasters other than those broadcasters appointed by FIBA. No television 
broadcasters, radio stations, video or film companies will be allowed access to the games without the prior approval 
of FIBA. No broadcasters are permitted to broadcast in whole or in part any of the games without FIBA’s prior 
consent. 

The details of the following items and the specific requirements in the Event venues will be discussed by FIBA, the 
Host Broadcaster and the Organiser at the site visits. Such site visits must take place and all decisions confirmed 
before the start of the ticket sales. In this context the decision of FIBA shall be final and binding. The support for 
television includes the provision of certain space and facilities in the venues for the Host Broadcaster and FIBA 
Broadcast Partners, as well as the observation of certain practices and procedures to ensure consistency across 
all games of the Event.

In general, the Broadcasters’ requirements include, but are not limited to, space for camera positions, commentary 
positions, venue TV studios, presentation and interview positions, television briefing room and space for several 
television technical and production vehicles.

9.2 Basic Principles
The Organiser shall provide the necessary space as is reasonably required for the installation of cameras by the Host 
Broadcasters and FIBA Broadcast Partners according to the “Broadcast Plan” developed by FIBA in consultation 
with the FIBA Broadcast Partners. The exact details of the location of all cameras, studios, presentations and 
interviews will be discussed and agreed between the Organiser, the Host Broadcaster, FIBA Broadcast Partners 
and FIBA on the site visits and re-confirmed at the meeting between these parties on the days before the technical 
rigging and set-up begins. The movement of any camera positions on the day before the start of the FIBA Women’s 
Basketball World Cup will be subject to there being no “seat kills” for the Organiser. To ensure uniformity of 
coverage and the high quality production of basketball which is vital for the sport, FIBA will co-operate with the FIBA 
Broadcast Partners to ensure their understanding of the principles. There will be a FIBA approved “FIBA Women’s 
Basketball World Cup Broadcast Plan” for the Event venues providing guidelines to optimise the conditions for the 
FIBA Broadcast Partners, while respecting the game itself.

9.2.1 The Court

Broadcast equipment and personnel shall not be placed in a way that can endanger players and officials. All 
cameras shall be a minimum of two metres from the side lines and end lines of the court and, where advertising 
signage is in position, they must be located behind this signage. 
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Movable, handheld cameras working for the Host Broadcaster will be allowed around the court and team benches 
but will only be permitted on the court during time-outs and at half-time. Broadcast representatives should make no 
approaches to players or coaches for interviews or comments during play unless previously agreed with FIBA. Such 
approval shall only be granted in exceptional circumstances.

9.2.2 The Officials 

Broadcast equipment and personnel shall not cause any confusion or unreasonable obstruction to the view or 
movement of the game officials, players and coaches.

9.2.3 The Spectators

Camera equipment and personnel shall not unreasonably obstruct the spectator view of the court. Cameras shall not 
record the crowd in a manner which would cause any dangerous activity.

9.2.4 The Players and Coaches

FIBA Broadcast Partners shall respect the needs of the players and coaches. All arrangements for interviews should 
be made via the relevant FIBA representative and interviews may only take place outside of the “technical zone” in 
areas that are judged to be safe for all participants.

Reporters shall not approach players or coaches for interviews or comments during play. Microphones must not be 
placed in any position which may cause a danger to a player. 

9.2.5 Other Media

FIBA Broadcast Partners shall respect the needs of other media, the written press, radio and photographers. For 
example, adequate positions for photographers shall be made available alongside the TV cameras on the end 
lines, behind the advertising boards. The media working areas shall not be disturbed during the game by broadcast 
commentators or cameras. Strobe/flash photography will be organised by the LOC Press Officer and positioned 
(out of camera shot) to reduce interference (maximum of 4 sets per game). In adopting these principles FIBA is 
allowing more flexibility and opportunities for the FIBA Broadcast Partners in order for them to produce top quality 
programmes. FIBA expects the Broadcast Partners to reciprocate by respectfully accepting these arrangements so 
that all may benefit in the future.

Any FIBA Broadcast Partner or individual not respecting the above principles at any game will have their access 
privileges for the current FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup, and possibly for future FIBA Women’s Basketball 
World Cups, withdrawn. The allocation of any limited space, access or facilities for the Host Broadcaster and other 
parties shall be determined by FIBA following discussion at the main site visits between FIBA, the Host Broadcaster 
and the Organiser prior to the start of the Event. The decision of FIBA at the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup 
shall be final and binding in this respect.

9.3 Production Philosophy of the International Feed
The Organiser shall be responsible for providing all of the necessary conditions and support to ensure uniformity 
of coverage and a high quality TV production. This includes the provision of certain space and facilities in the 
competition venues for the Host Broadcaster and Television Broadcast Partners, as well as the observation of 
certain practices and procedures to ensure consistency across all games of the FIBA Women’s Basketball World 
Cup, as defined in the FIBA TV Manual. 
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9.3.1 Production Plan

The Host Broadcaster shall produce the International Feed of all of the games of the Competition.  

In order to guarantee a consistently high standard of TV coverage across all the FIBA Women’s Basketball World 
Cup venues, there will be a minimum number of camera positions to be used by the Host Broadcaster, plus additional 
positions that shall be available to the Host Broadcaster and FIBA Broadcast Partners to supplement their coverage.

The cameras must be set up on the same side of the arena as the team benches and the Scorer’s Table. Camera 
platforms need to be provided for the necessary number of cameras. These platforms must be erected independently 
from any public stands and must be fully secured, and access to them must be strictly limited and controlled.

All camera positions are subject to the space available. However, the Organiser shall ensure that the minimum 
number of camera positions described below can be accommodated (before tickets are sold or allocated) unless 
they present any safety or security risks. The Organiser shall be responsible for both the construction and the cost 
related to the provision of any camera platforms required for the minimum number of cameras. Where camera 
platforms are required they must be completely stable, cordoned off from the public seating and must be fully 
secured with limited and controlled access.

All cameras must respect the distances and charges placed upon them. 

The following basic plan is relevant for the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup:

Camera 1 – Wide Shot

Located high up in the stands, exactly on the centre court, to follow the game action. 

Camera 2 – Close Up

Located next to or below Camera 1. 

Camera 3 – Dedicated Close Up

Located on the Main Camera platform, next to Cameras 1 and 2.

Camera 4 – Hand-Held Camera

Located just in front of the Scorer’s Table, at court level, to shoot the team benches and to follow the game 
action. Needs to be on the court level on the same side as Cameras 1 and 2.

Cameras 5 & 6 – Hand-Held Cameras

Located under or beside the basket at each end of the court to shoot the game action but also able to view 
the team benches. 

Cameras 7 & 8 – Reverse Angle Cameras

Located on the opposite side from both team benches and the Scorer’s Table, facing head-on for reactions, 
replay angle action. At the same level of the main camera or a little bit lower.

Camera 9 – Beauty Shot Camera

Located at a high position (e.g. somewhere up in the roof), on the same side as the main cameras, facing 
diagonally in the corner of the arena, to shoot an attractive general view of the stadium. 

Cameras 10 & 11 – Super Slow Motion Cameras

Located at the court level (or at a mid-level position), on the same side as Cameras 1 and 2, on the left and/
or right corner.
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Cameras 12 & 13 – Camera or Lipstick

Remote controlled looking through or over the backboard and able to move with the action. 

Camera 14 – Spidercam

Camera attached by wires above the court and able to move over the complete court to capture the full action

Camera 15 – Ultra Super Slo Mo

Located on the centre court line, opposite the Scorer’s Table, and positioned immediately behind the courtside 
advertising signage.

All camera positions shall be pre-booked with the Organiser, the HB and FIBA TV during the site visit.

In addition to the minimum positions stated above, the Host Broadcaster may expand its coverage with additional 
positions, giving new innovation and insight subject to approval during the site visit. 

Additional cameras may be positioned unobtrusively in the team changing rooms. 

9.3.2 FIBA Broadcast Partners’ Unilateral Camera Positions

ENG Crews – Rights Holders 

Accredited ENG crews from FIBA Broadcast Partners are permitted to work in the following areas:

Pre-game presentation:

Outside the technical zone and according to the guidelines.

During the game:

Behind the advertising boards located at the end-lines according to available space. ENG crews may 
change ends only at half-time and not during the game.

After the game:

Post-game unilateral interview positions, press conferences and the Mixed Zone.

An ENG crew should normally consist of a maximum of two (2) persons. Reporters will be allowed access to the 
court area for pre-game presentations and for the flash interviews, but are not permitted to be on the court or at the 
players’ entry area during the game.

ENG Crews – Non-Rights Holders

TV Non-Rights Holders ENG cameras are ONLY permitted to be used (i.e. turned on) in the Mixed Zone (according to 
space availability) to record post-game interviews and in the press conferences. TV Non-Rights Holders are never 
authorised to shoot game action and should not receive any access to the venue for game coverage. They must 
deposit their ENG cameras in the LOC Media Office upon entry to the venue and may only collect their equipment 
after the final signal (e.g. buzzer). For the game they may be granted, space permitting, normal media accreditation 
by applying directly to FIBA. The cabling of cameras and the installation of telephone or ISDN lines is also not 
allowed for Non-Rights Holders.

Team Scouting 

The Organiser shall receive from the Host Broadcaster a USB drive with low-quality digital files of the isolated feed 
of the CAMERA 1 (with the score and the clock inserted on a permanent basis) of each game of the competition 
which shall be copied and provided to the participating teams as per competition requirements.
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9.4 Coordination of International Rights Holders Require-
ments

9.4.1 Commentary Positions - Tribunes

The commentary positions shall:

Be on the same side of the court as the main cameras, with an uninterrupted view of the entire court of play 
and the surrounding adjacent areas;

Be as close as possible to the centre line;

Be in an elevated area just behind the Scorer’s Table, normally in line with the centre circle; 

Provide an easy access to the Mixed Zone;

Have separated access from the general public and the Non-Rights Holders and be fully secured and controlled.

There should be enough space behind the seats to allow other commentators to reach their position and the 
technical crew to go back and forth for any reason without disturbing their colleagues.

The number of commentary positions required for the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup will vary from venue to 
venue depending on the popularity of the teams playing there. However, it is important that the Organiser makes 
available sufficient space for up to twenty-five (25) positions for the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup Group 
Phase games and for up to fifty-five (55) positions for the Final Phase.

Each position shall: 

Accommodate three (3) people, with the table being a minimum of 1.80 m in length, approximately 75 cm 
in height and a minimum of 60 cm in depth. In a normal tribune this would mean nine spectator seats per 
commentary position (three for a desk, three for seats and three for access);

Provide at least four (4) free electrical plugs (16A/position, redundant and on the same phase as the technical 
facilities);

Be equipped with the necessary chairs and tables large enough to be able to set up two (2) TV monitors, two 
(2) laptops, one (1) commentary unit, one (1) telephone and working papers;

Not be enclosed in order to allow access to the crowd atmosphere. 

The TV monitors shall ideally be housed in a recess in the table top with a sitting position enabling the commentators 
to see the entire area of the venue floor and monitor at the same time. 

It is preferable that Perspex dividers are installed between the commentary positions. Lighting in the commentary 
positions shall be sufficient to read by but not glaring in order to avoid reflections on the TV monitor screen. 

The final required number of commentary positions shall be confirmed as according to the Rights Holders’ bookings.

If the commentary positions have to be built, please refer to the FIBA TV Manual for useful information and illustrations 
showing the optimum set-up.

Commentary positions should be available at least two (2) hours before the start of the game for commentators’ 
orientation and system testing.

Any cabling for the commentary positions must be completely covered so that nothing is visible when the commentary 
positions are in camera view.
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The Commentary Control Unit (if necessary) should be set up next to the commentary positions (in a “Commentary 
Control Room”).

Following the site visit, some commentary positions may be designated to allow a camera and backdrop to be added 
for use for commentator presentations. 

For more detailed information concerning the commentary positions, please refer to the FIBA TV Manual.

No charges are to be made by the Organiser for commentary positions unless a very special construction for a 
particular FIBA Broadcast Partner is required and any such charge is agreed in advance. 

9.4.2 Mixed Zone 

As previously outlined, the Mixed Zone is an area specifically set up to offer opportunities for the accredited media 
and players/coaching staff to come face to face at the end of each game for interview purposes.

The Mixed Zone shall be divided into two areas: one for the FIBA Broadcast Partners and one for the TV Non-Rights 
Holders. 

The Mixed Zone area shall be organised so that the Rights Holders (whether TV, radio or new media) can interview 
players and coaches in the very best (i.e. first) positions and before any Non-Rights Holders (whether TV, radio or 
written press).

After the game, all players and coaches must pass through the Mixed Zone but they are under no obligation to give 
interviews. Failure to follow this procedure could lead to FIBA imposing fines on the relevant persons/teams. The 
Organiser shall provide, six (6) months before the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup, a map showing how the 
teams will proceed from the court to the changing room via the Mixed Zone.

TV Non-Rights Holders cameras are ONLY permitted to be used (i.e. turned on) in the Mixed Zone (according to 
space availability) to record post-game interviews and in the press conferences. 

TV Non-Rights Holders are NEVER authorised to shoot game action and should not receive any access to the arena 
for game coverage.

For the set-up of the Mixed Zone, refer to chapter 7 “VENUE INFRASTRUCTURE”.

9.4.3 TV Rights Holders ENG Cameras (or live cameras) 

Some Rights Holders may wish to shoot game action with their own cameras. The location for such ENG (or live) 
cameras shall be next to the photographers, behind the advertising boards, at the authorised TV positions behind 
the baskets, on each side of the court of play (never in front of the main cameras). Cameramen and photographers 
shall only be authorised to change positions from one end to the other at half-time and not during the game.

9.4.4 Other Unilateral Services

In addition to the Mixed Zone, Flash Interview positions should be set up between the court and the Mixed Zone for 
live unilateral interviews to be conducted by the Rights Holders. These interviews are the first conducted after the 
game and are the first priority.

The Organiser must also be able to provide the space, if available and requested, for Television Studios that will 
each have minimum dimensions of 6 m x 4 m x 2.5 m. These areas need to have a good view of the court and be 
correctly located in the venue in order to allow the FIBA Broadcast Partners to personalise the International Feed 
with their own unilateral production facilities. 
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Specific care should be taken in the planning of additional facilities including but not limited to space availability in 
the TV Compound, unilateral live camera positions for enhancing the game coverage or unilateral live interviews 
and so on.

Power and standard lighting shall be provided by the Organiser while technical equipment and additional lighting 
shall be the responsibility of the FIBA Broadcast Partners.

9.4.5 Technical Parking for HB & TV Rights Holders (TV Compound)

Sufficient space to form a TV Compound must be provided at each FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup venue by 
the Organiser for the parking of all production vehicles, OB Vans, transportable earth stations and other technology 
vehicles that may be required by the HB, FIBA Broadcast Partners and the TV Graphics provider for their transmission 
of the Event. 

There shall be space adjacent or in close proximity to the TV compound for authorised private cars and/or personnel 
carriers.

This space shall be:

Set up as close as possible to each venue and on the same side of the arena as the main camera positions;

Available three (3) days before the start of the Event; 

Accessible for semi-trailers;

Fully secured from two (2) days before the start of the Event to one (1) day after the end of the Event, with 
no access for general public and Non-Rights Holders. The security of the area is the responsibility of the 
Organiser;

Positioned so that the line of sight for the earth stations is not obstructed. If the line of sight for the earth 
stations is obstructed then an additional area may be required for parking the satellite uplink vehicles.

9.4.6 Lighting & Power

Power, lighting, water and other utilities used within the respective venues for the broadcast and organisation of the 
FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup games shall be provided free of charge by the Organiser. 

The lighting must ensure that any camera receives sufficient light at any position on the court, while avoiding 
unwanted reflected images especially towards the main camera. Reflections of bright sources on the court can 
cause bright spots which will affect the camera picture and this must be avoided.

The playing court shall be uniformly and adequately lit. The lighting of the venue must be designed for television 
broadcasting while minimizing glare for players and officials.

The average illumination shall be of minimum 2000 lux (with an adequate back-up) in the vertical plane (towards the 
camera lens) and spread evenly on the court floor arena, without any shadows or patches.

The rest of the venue shall have sufficient illumination (a maximum of 1000 lux). Please refer to the TV Manual. In 
case a venue has large windows, specific action must be taken at the Organiser’s cost in order to block out any 
direct sunlight so that it does not disturb the TV production, e.g. by covering the windows with curtains or blinds.

Emergency lighting of minimum 1000 lux shall be available. 

Power and back-up power for the Host Broadcaster OB vans, graphics company and commentary area shall be 
provided by the Organiser. All power and back-up power for the Host Broadcaster and Broadcast Partners needs 
shall be from an uninterrupted power source (UPS) and on a different phase from the rest of the venue. 
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Each arena should have a sufficient power supply and be prepared to provide TV with a technical uninterrupted 
power source separate from the rest of the arena requirements (i.e. lighting or any other use) and with a fully 
redundant back-up power source or a twin synchronised power generator (minimum of 150KVA 220 Amp/Phase with 
automatic changeover) for the HB (and possibly an additional generator in the event of there being many unilateral 
productions on-site).

Power and lighting in all broadcast working areas (e.g. TV studios, commentary positions, etc.) is the responsibility 
of the Organiser and shall be available without interruption starting at least two (2) hours before the start of the first 
game and until all work is finished, which shall be a minimum of two (2) hours after the end of the final game of the 
day.

The Organiser shall also identify the relevant Telecommunication Operator contact who will be responsible to 
receive and coordinate all of the international telephone, ISDN and dedicated internet lines broadcasters will book 
in the arenas. The Organiser must also ensure that a service engineer from the Telecommunication Operator is 
always on site throughout the duration of the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup for any last minute requests or 
problems.

9.4.7 Security

The arena and the technical parking must be under full 24-hour security. Security shall be fully operational from a 
minimum of two (2) days before the first game of the Event to the day after the last game of the Event.

9.4.8 Cable Ways

Audio and video cable ways between the technical parking and the arena must be clearly identified in order to allow 
for efficient and secure cable set-up for both the HB and the unilateral broadcasters.

9.4.9 Office & Space for Resting and Storage

An office (with working locks) as well as a space for resting and storing technical equipment shall be made available 
in the arena, if possible close to the technical parking.

9.4.10 HB & TV Rights Holders Accreditations and TV Bibs

Specific care must be given to the accreditation system.

In addition to the Media area (i.e. Media Working Room, Press Conference Room, Media Tribune), Host Broadcaster 
and TV Rights Holders’ accreditations shall grant access to all the specific TV areas where other personnel (such as 
Non-Rights Holders and other media) will not be authorised (i.e. commentary positions, TV Compound, etc.).

The access to those TV areas (and also to the Media Working Room and Media Tribune) shall be studied carefully 
so that the routes from one area to another (TV Compound, commentary positions, Mixed Zone) are as quick and 
efficient as possible.

In order to better control the cameras, and to allow them access to specific restricted zones (i.e. court area) 
additional accreditation devices shall be distributed (e.g. camera stickers, TV bibs).
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10.1 General principles
The FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup is the flagship competition of FIBA alongside with the FIBA Basketball 
World Cup. The public acceptance and the desire by commercial and institutional organisations to associate with the 
Event has been constantly increasing during the past eight years.

Sponsorship, licensing, tickets and hospitality are not only revenue streams for an event, but some of the most 
powerful promotional channels as well.

Therefore, in order to grow the good name and image of the event as well as to increase the revenues for the sport, 
FIBA and the Organiser must coordinate and manage the sales and delivery of the commercial rights effectively.

This Manual provides a first overview of the main marketing aspects and specifically outlines the global sponsorship 
structure and packages that are available for the Organiser to commercialise. At a later stage in the process, FIBA 
will provide a more extensive Marketing Manual addressing all aspects of the programme in detail.

IMPORTANT: Since the host of the Event is awarded several years in advance, this manual and all additional 
documents, manuals, rules and guidelines may be subject to changes in different areas. FIBA reserves the right to 
make such changes at its own discretion and will ensure to inform the host accordingly as early as possible.

10.2 Marketing matters

10.2.1 Ownership of commercial rights

FIBA is the rights holder (owner) of the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup, and as such all marks, media and 
commercial rights of the Event are exclusively owned by FIBA. This also includes all related side events (e.g. 
ceremonies, basket squares, public viewing etc.)

FIBA is the rights holder/owner of the following properties:

1. FIBA logo and name;

2. Event logo and name;

3. Event word mark, tournament mark and tagline/slogan; 

4. Host city logos;

5. Event mascot and its name;

6. Event song and music;

7. Image of the Event;

8. Image and name of the Event trophy;

9. All TV footage from any games of the event produced by the host broadcaster;

10. Any historical archive, including TV footage and photography;

11. Video footage of the event for commercial purposes;

12. Any data related to the Event;

13. Any graphic secondary elements developed for the event in association with Event logo and marks.
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In order to protect the above-mentioned rights, the name and image of the Event, FIBA needs to control the 
development and implementation as well as all matters that are related to promotion, communication and marketing 
of the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup.

NOTE: Only FIBA may approve any usage of any of the rights and properties mentioned above. 

Any kind of public messages (audio and visual) inside and outside the venues (on a public sound system, video walls 
or public screens, advertising boards and spaces, etc.) as well as any kind of signage inside the venue and outside of 
the venue must be approved by FIBA.

FIBA shall decide and organise all that relates to trademark registrations of the Event logo(s) and the event mascot(s) 
plus any other Event marks as relevant, depending on the Host Country IP legislation and FIBA commercial programme 
needs.

10.2.2 Main objectives and key principles

The key principles of the marketing programme are the following:

1. Availability of rights

As set out above, all commercial and intellectual property rights belong to FIBA.

In order to promote the event and also allow the hosts to generate revenues to deliver the event, FIBA will 
make certain of these rights available to the Organiser. These packages and rights are outlined under section 
10.4 “LOC Sponsors’ rights packages”.

All rights not specifically mentioned as allocated to the Organiser will remain with FIBA.

2. International vs. National

It is FIBA’s role to promote the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup globally, while the Organiser shall be 
focused on promoting the event in the host territory.

This concretely means that the majority of the LOC partners (e.g. sponsors) will be granted rights which 
allow them to promote its association within the host territory and these shall not be extended beyond these 
boundaries. 

3. Product Category Exclusivity

Product category exclusivity is a cornerstone of the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup sponsorship 
programme. There shall be no partners who are allowed to activate the event sponsorship within the same 
product category. This principle and right applies to all partners, on an international level as well as national 
level. 

This concretely means that packages cannot be sold which are conflicting with the product category of any of 
the other partner (international and national). 

4. Coordination and partnership 

In order to achieve the common objectives, the Organiser shall work in close cooperation with FIBA. The 
international sponsorship rights will be marketed as part of FIBA’s international sponsorship programme. 

The Organiser shall not enter into any agreements without the prior written consent of FIBA.

A local intermediary may be used to sell these packages. In this case, FIBA must be informed of any agency 
appointed, as the agency would then work in coordination with FIBA directly.
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10.3 Sponsorship structure
The Sponsorship Structure defines the hierarchy of sponsorship packages available for sale by FIBA and the 
Organiser. This structure is defined by FIBA and may be subject to change.

In terms of hierarchy, the existing sponsorship levels are currently the following:

The Organiser will have the following sponsorship packages available to market:

1. Up to four (4) Event Sponsor packages;

2. Up to eight (8) National Supporter packages.

Further details and elements of these packages are described below.

For the avoidance of doubt, FIBA will retain the right to sell the remaining inventory of rights. This includes, but is 
not limited to the Presenting and Global Partner packages as well as Global Supplier and Licensee rights packages. 
Rights will be sold “top-down” and priority will be given to the highest category in the above pyramid. FIBA will 
gradually release product categories for sale by the Organiser throughout the process.

10.4 available local sponsors rights packages
The following packages reflect the maximum number of individual agreements that the Organiser may make:

1. Up to four (4) Event Sponsor packages;

2. Up to eight (8) National Supporter packages.
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10.4.1 Event Sponsor package 

Status & exclusivity:

Product category exclusivity: 

Two of these packages are expected to be allocated as follows:

One for “tourism destination”, i.e. to the host country or host city as a tourist destination;

One for a host country energy related company.

The other two packages can be allocated freely or as agreed with FIBA (as long as they do not conflict with 
the international partners of FIBA).

Territory: International as agreed with FIBA.

Event Sponsor status: The right to use this status and designation in association with the event, in advertising, 
sales promotion, packaging and corporate publications. 

Event Marks: The right to use the event marks in promotion and communications – the right to use the event 
logo and mascot with respect to the advertising and promotion of products and/or services in the allocated 
product category. FIBA will develop the artwork for the composite logo.

Value-in-Kind (VIK): If applicable, the sponsor may supply their products and/or services to the LOC and the 
event as part of their contract. Exact terms and conditions are to be agreed with FIBA

Further details regarding specific rights of each package will be defined in the Marketing Manual. 

10.4.2 National Supporter package 

Status & exclusivity:

Product category exclusivity: 

Territory: Host country.

National Supporter Status: The right to use the status “National Supporter of the FIBA Women’s Basketball 
World Cup” and designation in association with the event, in advertising, sales promotion, packaging and 
company literature;

Event marks: The right to use event marks in advertising, sales promotion, packaging and communications. 
FIBA to develop the artwork for the composite logo;

Value-in-Kind (VIK): If applicable, the sponsor may supply their products and/or services to the LOC and the 
event as part of their contract. Exact terms and conditions are to be agreed with FIBA.

Further details regarding specific rights of each package will be defined in the Marketing Manual. 

10.5 Process of sales and rights delivery 
FIBA and the Organiser will work together closely throughout the process of sales and rights delivery by having 
regular meetings in the preparation of the Event. In principle, these meetings will take place on a quarterly basis, but 
the frequency will increase as the Event approaches and as defined by FIBA.
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The following categories are explicitly reserved for international sales by FIBA:

Sportswear and apparel;

Basketballs;

Sports retailing;

Basketball equipment;

Timekeeping devices, watches and clocks;

Domestic appliances;

Mobile devices;

Mobile and computer software;

Automotive;

Beer;

Soft drinks;

Telecommunications;

Financial services (including banking, credit cards and money transfer).

There will be a common standard for rights delivery to all partners, and joint workshops and site visits will be 
organised. The additional costs for these initiatives will be equally shared between the Organiser and FIBA.

10.6 Licensing & Retail
Licensing & Retail is the sale of rights for the creation, development and sale of exclusive official products which use 
the marks, mascots and images of the event, and are thus called Official Licensed Products (OLP).

The success of branded products is that it connects with the audience in a very personal way – the audience actually 
consumes the product or service. Commercial opportunities for goods and services with sports content have been 
enlarged by a growing number of distribution channels and the web has become a key channel for the distribution 
and retail of sports licensed merchandise.

All rights related to the commercial use of the event logo and event mascot (licensing, merchandising, 
marketing, etc.) belong to FIBA. 

FIBA shall have the exclusive right to develop and introduce an event licensing programme which includes 
FIBA rights to commercially exploit the event logo, mascot and all events marks, including the Event trophy, 
in connection with the following:

Licensed products, including services;

Electronic commerce (on fiba.com);

Development of new products and services.

The Organiser shall guarantee shelf space for such licensed products and services at the venues.
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The FIBA licensing strategy shall concentrate on a number of product categories that will promote both the 
event and the event’s intellectual property rights. Should the Organiser have a particular interest in specific 
items, it shall present a proposal to FIBA for its consideration.

All licensing and retail concession rights in all of the official event sites belong to FIBA. The Organiser 
shall provide details of the facilities for the necessary space of such sales programme. The Organiser shall 
provide the necessary space free of charge.

10.7 On-site sales, sampling and display
FIBA has the exclusive right to grant to the partners and sponsors the exclusive opportunity for them to distribute 
and/or sample their products and/or services in all areas of the venues (i.e. public, Media Area and Hospitality Areas).

In the case of categories such as water, soft drinks and beer, “concession rights” also includes exclusive “pouring” 
rights at the venues. If there is no FIBA sponsor present in one of the categories that traditionally has “pouring 
rights”, then the Organiser will be permitted to have local companies providing this service. However, such local 
companies will not be permitted to have any commercial or promotional association to the event unless they become 
sponsors. FIBA must approve all such activities and products together with any POS materials.
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11.1 Brand Identity
The Brand identity of the event is composed of the following marks/items:

1. Event name;

2. Event logo;

3.  Event word mark and/or tournament mark;

4.  Event secondary graphic elements;

5.  Event tagline;

6.  Event mascot(s) and its name.

FIBA will be responsible and will define the terms of the development of all event marks including logo, word 
mark, tournament mark plus its secondary elements and mascots; this includes briefings, appointment of 
agencies and coordination of all brand identity development.

The project will be subject to a tender process, conducted as follows: 

A briefing will be developed by FIBA in coordination with the Organiser, following FIBA main identity guidelines;

Several agencies will be invited to develop the full set of marks. The selection of agencies invited shall cover 
a mix of international and Host Country agencies elected by FIBA and the Organiser. 

Invited agencies to make proposals, and one to be chosen by FIBA and the Organiser. 

The Organiser must appoint one (1) senior member of staff dedicated to this specific programme to act as the 
counterpart of FIBA in its development.

11.2 Event Brand Identity Intellectual Property Rights
FIBA will be the exclusive owner of all the above marks, which will be registered by FIBA in its name. FIBA will 
manage all the IP programme registration and assume all related costs.

The following marks are also part of FIBA’s exclusive IP portfolio:

FIBA logo and name;

The Event Trophy, its imagery and name;

Event song and music;

All TV footage from any games of the event, and any historical archive, including TV footage and photography;

Video footage of the event for commercial purposes;

Any data related to the event.

Any usage of the above-mentioned properties is subject to FIBA prior approval at all times. FIBA reserves the 
right to authorise the usage of any such data and assets.

Any kind of public messages (audio and visual) inside and outside the venue (on a public sound system, video 
walls or public screens, advertising boards and spaces, etc.) as well as any kind of signage inside the venue and 
exterior signage on the outside of the venue must be approved by FIBA.
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Shall there be any marketing or social (or any other) type of surveys, analyses, researches done at the venues 
of the Event, based on the Event or related to the Event by any third parties, FIBA shall be granted access to the 
results as well as to the collected raw data free of charge. 

11.3 Event Branding

11.3.1 Event Branding Design

The event branding is composed by all graphic and design solutions that will be developed using the identity that 
will represent the image / “look and feel” of the event. These designs will then be applied in different supports 
during different time phases (prior and during the event), such as city dressing and arena dressing.

The development of event branding design will be centralised at FIBA with its own agency, or with an agency 
selected by FIBA to develop and deliver all design solutions, in close coordination with the Organiser.

All design costs will be borne by FIBA.

Additional information on the Event branding concept and programme will be provided in the Marketing Manual.

11.3.2 Event Branding Production and Set Up

Through the agency, and in coordination with the Organiser, FIBA will prepare all the final designs for all identified 
supports and will then provide those to a production company elected by FIBA and the Organiser to produce and 
install them.

It is highly recommended that a professional and experienced sport events branding agency be appointed to 
manage all that relates to the identification of all necessary supports and their exact specifications as well as 
the production, installation and dismantling of the supports. These costs shall be borne by the Organiser.
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12.1 General principles and responsibilities
Promotion is crucial to the success of an event. It is promotion that drives awareness, media and public interest and, 
ultimately, ticket sales. The 2018 FIBA Women’s World Cup is the premier women’s basketball event; its new position 
as FIBA’s centrepiece event in 2018 highly increases its potential under all aspects and demands that it is promoted 
in the right way in the host country and across the world.

The main objective for promotion is to create awareness of and interest in the Event. There are various elements 
involved in promotion, which can be global/international, national or local and can be initiated up to two (2) years in 
advance right up to, during, and even after the Event.

Although it is understood that the Organiser will focus largely on national promotion, while FIBA will take responsibility 
of generating awareness on the international level, it is important that the Organiser and FIBA work closely together 
in order to ensure that all promotion activities, whether national or international, are coherent, coordinated and 
consistent.

The Organiser shall nominate as soon as possible, and at the latest eighteen (18) months before the beginning 
of the Event, a person with previous experience in the area who shall act as Promotion Manager, responsible of 
developing a promotional plan and coordinating all related activities together with FIBA.

Working with an external promotion agency/partner is a recommended option in order to scale the impact of the 
programme and activities.

All promotion activities shall be consistent with the Corporate Identity Guidelines and the Event branding guidelines 
that will be developed and outlined in due course in the Marketing Manual, and the Event logo should be part of all 
visual promotion campaigns since its launch.

12.2 Promotional Plan
The Organiser shall develop a first Promotional Plan draft and present it to FIBA no later than 15 (15 months) before 
the Event, in order to include in it the FIBA Zone Championships taking place in summer 2017.

This Promotional Plan shall include, but not be limited to:

Event positioning and message (i.e. what is to be said about the Event);

Target audience;

Tactics including print and digital, TV and radio, advertising;

Ticket sales strategy;

Ticket promotions, including details of sales promotions and special incentives;

Involvement of National Team and other celebrities for media interviews in the lead-up to the Event;

Promotions through the national basketball leagues and at all basketball events;

Community and school activities;

Trophy Tour;

Production of materials.
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The Promotional Plan should be built around and cover all key milestones in the lead-up to the Event, such as:

Launch of the Event and/or Event logo;

Launch of the Event mascot;

Selection, confirmation and announcement of the host cities;

“Road to” the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup;

Key milestones such as “2 years to go”, “1 year to go”, “100 days to go”;

Launch of volunteers selection programme;

Official Event Draw;

Launch of the Event website;

Launch of the Licensing & Retail Programme (if any, managed by FIBA in collaboration with the Organiser);

Launch of ticketing, with prices and sales process;

Final selection of the host country’s national team coach and players for the Event;

Finally, the Promotional Plan should also include ideas and activities aimed at cooperating effectively with the Event 
partners – from sponsors to media partners – to reach a broader target audience.
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12.2.1 Digital promotion

Social networks have become the main channel for promotion activities, reaching millions of people in just a few 
seconds and with much lower expenditure compared to traditional promotion activities. As outlined in chapter 
13, all digital activities related to the event (i.e. official website and official social networks) will be led by FIBA, 
however they shall be an integral part of the Promotional Plan and shall require full cooperation between FIBA and 
the Organiser.

12.2.2 Media partnerships and advertising 

Whenever possible, the Organiser shall establish media partnerships on a national level and in the host cities with 
national media partners such as local newspapers, magazines or outlets, provided that they do not interfere with 
granted television and radio rights. 

The Organiser shall extend these partnerships to develop cross-promotional opportunities: media partners could 
provide advertising space for the Event in exchange for tickets, give-aways and/or other benefits. These activities 
should be part of the Promotional Plan of the Event.

12.2.3 Cooperation with FIBA Zones and participating National Federations

The 2017 FIBA Zone Championships, which will serve as qualifying tournaments for the 2018 FIBA Women’s 
Basketball World Cup, can set the grounds and provide opportunities for the start of a “Road to” campaign. FIBA 
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will work with the FIBA Zones and on its own digital channels to guarantee the promotion of the 2018 FIBA Women’s 
Basketball World Cup at the Zone Championships and the successful delivery of any promotional activities that the 
Organiser and FIBA decide to implement there.

Following the qualification of the participating teams, efforts will move to qualified National Federations, with their 
involvement and a continuous flow of information in order to push cross-promotion on all relevant channels.

12.2.4 Host city advertising/dressing before/during the Event

At least two (2) weeks before the start of the Event and until its conclusion, the Organiser shall display a range of 
Event materials (i.e. flags, banners, billboards) in the host cities and around all the official sites of the Event (i.e. 
hotels, venues, airports, city centres, etc.). As described in chapter 2, advertising space should be provided by local/
national government authorities at no cost to the Organiser or FIBA.

The layout and appearance of all these official materials shall be developed or approved by FIBA.
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13.1 general principles 
The FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup website is one of the most powerful promotional tools of the Event: it is the 
flag-bearer of the Event worldwide and acts as the Event’s shop window. In order to optimize its impact, the website 
shall be launched no later than the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup Draw Ceremony. The event website 
is developed by FIBA in line with the “look and feel” of the Event branding (please refer to the Marketing Manual). 

Its content is developed by FIBA and will be at least bilingual (English and the language of the host country).

The website is set up by FIBA solely and the Organiser is not entitled to set up any other Event or Event-related 
website. The Event website will be part of the fiba.com domain name and fully identified as an official website. 

From a content point of view, because the website is a key source of Event information for most of the participants, 
media and fans around the world, FIBA and the Organiser will put their efforts into building an appealing and 
dynamic website, which ensures a good balance between presentation of the host country, player information and 
biographies, live scores, news and features, game reviews, interviews, live audio and video, high quality pictures, 
exclusive video coverage, games and interactive content, etc.

13.2 The local Web Content Manager
The Organiser shall appoint a Web Content Manager, who will be responsible for managing, updating and controlling 
the local version of the Event website. Ideally, this person should combine: 

Good understanding of the Internet, comfortable use of content management applications and basic 
knowledge of Photoshop;

Strong sense of design;

Good level of English (written and spoken).

In the lead-up to the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup, the local Web Content Manager can propose local stories 
and translate them into English, placing them online. He/she will also fully manage the local version of the website. 
The Web Content Manager shall ensure that content on the website is accurate, up-to-date and consistent, and is 
aligned with FIBA’s communication strategy. No content whatsoever shall be placed online prior to FIBA’s approval.

During the event, the local Web Content Manager will have to translate, or manage translations, of two to five news 
per day as well as other FIBA content, such as video descriptions.

13.3 Event Website and Social Networks

13.3.1 Promotion of the Event Website

The website/domain fiba.com is protected by copyright and the exact URL of the website is defined by FIBA.

The website shall be the reference page for the Event and the URL should be included in all publications and print 
materials (promotional materials, accreditations, programmes, etc…) produced by FIBA and the Organiser. 

The website shall be easily accessible from the websites of the National Federations competing in the Event, by 
means of links or banners, and the URL shall be promoted in all team publications and print materials.

The Organiser and the teams shall be entitled to use certain features of the website, such as the live statistics of 
their games as well as video footage published. 

Any and all use of such features must carry the note: “fiba.com”.
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13.3.2 Social networks: Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, Instagram, Google + and Sina Weibo

The official Event Facebook page, Twitter page, or any other official social media channel of the Event are set up 
by FIBA solely. An official Event hashtag will be defined and should be used as much as possible. It will help fans to 
easily find relevant social shares and take part in the discussion about the Event on social networks. The Organiser 
is not entitled to set up any other Event page on the above-mentioned social networks. Other social media channels 
could also be activated if needed depending on the Event’s region-specific needs and habits. FIBA’s duties and 
responsibilities related to maintenance and development are established as follows:

Creation of the pages and names (if necessary);

Update and promotion of the content related to the Event on these pages;

Validation of the Event’s social media strategy.

FIBA recommends that the Organiser also uses the National Federation’s social networks to share FIBA official 
content and promote its national team.

13.4 FIBA Responsibilities
Set-up and development of the official FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup website in accordance with FIBA 
standards. The Organiser is not entitled to set up any other Event or Event-related website;

Reservation of the domain name (URL), if needed;

Launch of the website no later than the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup Draw Ceremony;

Listing of the website on the different search engines;

Definition of the website structure, features, contents and functionalities;

Implementation of FIBA and competition brand in accordance with FIBA CI NET;

Contracting and management of suppliers retained for the website design and development;

Selection of content provider for texts, photography and videos;

Supplying appropriate and secure server farm;

Implementation of a multi-language CMS (Content Management System) to manage and update online content;

Training of LOC staff on how to use the CMS (content creation, content update, comment moderation);

Managing the English version of the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup website and other languages that 
are not local (if existing), ensuring that relevant content and official information are up-to-date and accessible;

Monitoring traffic and performing final traffic reports;

Insertion of sponsors’ recognition (i.e. banners, logos);

Insertion of sponsored functionalities (i.e. games);

Conducting regular meetings with the LOC web staff. Assuring that relevant content, official information, 
official data, images are displayed before and during the Event;

Hiring/provision of photographers for image content;

Ensuring appropriate security to prevent external unauthorised access (i.e. “hackers”).
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13.5 Organiser Responsibilities
Active participation in the specification of the website features, content and functionality;

Provision of local content both in English and in local language;

Provision of a Web Content Manager responsible for the proper running of the official website in the local 
language. This person should be and should remain the main contact person before, during and after the 
Event. He/she will be responsible for the local version of the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup website, 
ensuring that all relevant content and official information are up-to-date and accessible;

Provision of English-speaking volunteers with a good knowledge of the Internet to help the Web Content 
Manager and FIBA, from at least one (1) month before the Event;

Provision of a working area during the Event with a fast and stable Internet line, allowing access to all 
websites, messaging tools and external ftp servers without any restriction;

Provision of up-to-date and regular content (photos & text) in both English and the local language, particularly 
in regards to the Organiser, local infrastructure, progress in the preparations, organisation and tourism;

Provision of an English version of all content published by the Organiser on the Event website, even in cases 
where the text is not published in English;

Translation into local language and update of all content published by FIBA;

Close cooperation and communication with the FIBA website team to ensure quality and punctual feedback;

Once again, content is vital for the success of the website: FIBA insists on the fact that the Organiser shall assist 
FIBA in gathering top-quality material, in order to provide the Event audience with relevant and useful information 
on the various areas mentioned in the “Organiser responsibilities” section of this chapter.

13.6 Workshops
Regular workshops have proven to be very valuable to improve the cooperation and coordination between FIBA and 
the Organiser, in order to deliver successful websites. To this goal, FIBA will organise with the Organiser as many 
workshops as necessary. In general, these workshops can be divided into two timeframes, namely:

Pre-launch workshops (strategy, workflow, training);

Post-launch workshops (reviews, brainstorming, actions).

The exact date and location of each workshop will be agreed between FIBA and the Organiser in due time.
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14.1 General principles
Information Technology (IT) is crucial at an event as it supports many operational processes and functions, in 
particular for what concerns office operations and accreditation. IT is also the means through which the Organiser 
and FIBA provide efficient and reliable information to the public and the media, through the Event Information 
Systems, the Public Information Systems and the Internet.

IT covers the delivery of equipment and services necessary for the management and distribution of information in 
the following areas:

Office operations;

Accreditation (see chapter 15 “ACCREDITATION”);

Event Information Systems (statistics system, commentators’ information system (CIS), TV graphics, reports, 
etc.);

Public Information Systems (scoreboards, official game clocks, 24-seconds clocks, video screens, etc.);

Internet (including live results/statistics);

Telecommunications (data, fax, telephones, mobile telephones, pagers, walkie-talkies, etc.).

In view of the very rapid evolution of technology, the Organiser and FIBA agree to review this chapter prior to the 
Event in order to ensure that technology at the Event is up-to-date and of an appropriate level. This review shall take 
into consideration:

Latest networking and Internet technologies;

Market trends for engaging with the basketball fans;

The provision of information such as news, results and statistics to the media;

Info system in venue and public viewing areas;

Mobile services;

Other trends in comparable sports and entertainment markets;

Budget;

Resources.

The successful delivery of IT services at the Event shall be the result of a close cooperation between the Organiser 
and FIBA. Therefore, this chapter intends to outline only FIBA’s general requirements.

14.2 Responsibilities
FIBA and the Organiser shall ensure that the common objective of providing outstanding IT services is achieved 
through their respective responsibilities. In order to reach this goal, all activities shall be carefully coordinated by 
both parties.

A fruitful cooperation is first and foremost the result of a clear division of responsibilities. To this goal, each topic 
treated in this chapter is followed by a table recapitulating the responsibilities of the Organiser and FIBA. Generally, 
however, the Organiser shall acknowledge the following principles: FIBA will provide the Event Information and 
Event Accreditation Systems on behalf of the Organiser and at the costs of FIBA. These services might be provided 
by specialist third parties selected by FIBA.
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14.2.1 FIBA responsibilities

Definition of the IT requirements (see section 14.2);

Provision of the Event Information and Accreditation Systems, including selection of third party provider(s) 
delivering those services;

Definition and approval of the equipment, software and telecommunications/IT infrastructure that should be 
provided by the Organiser.

14.2.2 LOC responsibilities

Provision of the local office operations platform and services;

Provision of the Public Information Systems with interfaces to the Event Information Systems;

Provision of the required telecommunications/IT infrastructure, software and other equipment such as 
printers, computers, fax machines, etc.;

Assistance during the technical integration.

14.3 IT requirements
FIBA’s IT requirements are based on the strategic goals defined for the Event as well as on FIBA’s experiences from 
past events. For this reason, FIBA shall be the only provider of Event-related information/data which shall be used 
for any type of publication (Internet, reports, TV graphics, commentators’ information system, team rosters, etc.).

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, considering the fast pace of technology development FIBA may 
amend these requirements during the preparation of the Event. The Organiser may obviously also suggest changes 
and enhancements to take into account particular needs or local specifications. In either case, the Organiser 
and FIBA shall review the impact of such changes and agree on their handling and implementation. In case of 
disagreement, FIBA reserves the right to have the final say.

14.3.1 Local Office Operations platform and services

The Local Office Operations platform and services relate to the computer systems and services required for the local 
operations. The Organiser shall be responsible for the setting up and maintenance of the Local Office Operations 
platform and services, including the part to be used by the FIBA staff.

14.3.2 Local Network

The exact requirements regarding network architecture (network segments, IP addresses, ports configuration, 
Internet connection, bandwidth, etc.) will be defined at a later stage during the Event preparation. At this stage, the 
points described in the following sections have to be considered.

14.3.2.1 NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

One local network must be available in each venue. This shall be segmented either logically or physically into 
several VLANs as per the requirements below. Internet and other major services should be shared between those 
network segments. There is no requirement of connection, VPN or shared networks between venues.
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No VPN connection between venues.

Other venues: similar to venue 1.

14.3.2.2 NETWORK SEGMENTS
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Segment Areas

1) LOC/FIBA organization LOC and FIBA offices, Accreditation Centre

2) Media
Media Working Room, Media Tribune, photographers posi-
tions, Press conference Room

3) Data/Statistics services Statistics Table

4) Commentator Information System (CIS)
Statistics table and TV commentators positions; optional: 
public announcer position (only if CIS devices are installed in 
those areas)

5) Public
Referees and Teams changing rooms, public areas (tribune 
and sponsors stands)



FIBA and services providers will use reserved IP addresses ranges which will be communicated during the Event 
preparation; static public IP addresses are not required.

14.3.2.3 CONNECTION POINTS

The table below summarizes the requirements regarding connection points for each area and segment.

Area Segment  

Cable Wi-Fi

R/O/-
Number of connec-
tion points

R/O/-
Number of connection 
points

Accreditation Centre

1 Organiser/FIBA R
1 per accreditation 
computer and printer 
(4 stations minimum)

R 5

2 Media - - O

10 (depending on num-
ber of accredited media 
potentially waiting for their 
accreditation)

Press Conference 
Room

2 Media - - R
Depending on number of 
accredited media

Media Working Room 2 Media R 1 per position/seat R
Depending on number of 
accredited media

Media Tribune 2 Media R 1 per position/seat R
Depending on number of 
accredited media

Photographers  
positions

2 Media R 1 per position/seat R
Depending on number of 
accredited media

TV/Radio  
commentators  
positions

2 Media R
3 per position 
(1 position = 3 seats)

R 3 per position

4 CIS R 1 per position R *

LOC Office 1 LOC/FIBA R Up to LOC R Up to LOC

FIBA Office
1 LOC/FIBA R 8 + 1 printer R 20

4 CIS - - R *

Statistics Table
3 Data R 5 + 2 printers R 5

4 CIS R 2 R *

Scorer’s Table
5 Public  
(or 2 Media)

- - O 5

Public Announcer 
position

4 CIS O 
1 (only if CIS device is 
installed here)

R *

Referees changing 
room

5 Public - - R 5 / room

4 CIS - - R *

Teams changing rooms
5 Public - - R 15 / room

4 CIS - - R *

VIP Hospitality
5 Public - - R

Depending on number of 
guests

4 CIS - - R Tbd

Spectators tribune and 
other public areas 5 Public - - O

Depending on expected 
attendance

R = required ; O = optional ; - = not required 

* CIS service should be available via Wi-Fi (using the same SSID than for another network segment is ok).
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The competition venues shall be clean of any third-party Wi-Fi access points, for example public “hot-spots”. Other 
radio controlled devices can possibly cause interferences with Wi-Fi networks (for example some equipment used 
by photographers to control remote cameras or strobe lights). The equipment used by professional photographers 
is usually safe, but equipment causing interferences shall not be allowed in the arena.

14.3.3 security

Security is of the utmost importance in order to operate the whole IT infrastructure safely. This applies both to 
access to and from the Internet as well as within the local network (in particular between the different segments 
of the local network). The network shall be protected against viruses, hackers, denial of service and other harmful 
effects. Redundancy of equipment and services shall be ensured so that single points of failure are completely 
eliminated.

The Organiser must be able to analyse network problems, identify them and solve them at any time during the Event. 
On-site support has to be provided from the set-up days (Day -3) until the end of the Event, during all opening hours 
of the venue(s) (on competition days, from 2 hours prior until after each game at least).

14.3.4 internet connection

Access to the Internet must be available through the local network from all areas mentioned above. Due to future 
developments in IT and Internet technology within the next few years, the exact requirements regarding bandwidth 
shall be defined at a later stage.

As of June 2014, those requirements would be:

Minimum 100 Mbits/s for the venue;

Minimum bandwidth of 16 MBits/s guaranteed at all times, regardless of the bandwidth usage in other 
segments, in the LOC/FIBA organization and Data/Statistics services LAN segments;

Minimum bandwidth of 16 MBits/s guaranteed at all times, regardless of the bandwith usage in other 
segments, in the CIS LAN segment.

In case the main Internet connection is not operational, a backup connection shall be offered. Downtime must be no 
longer than 5 minutes. Internet availability must be 99.5% per day (7 minutes/24 hours).

In addition, the Statistics Table shall be equipped with a simple ADSL backup line (minimum 2 Mbits/s) completely 
independent from the main arena network and Internet connection.

Access to the Internet is absolutely critical for the Organiser and FIBA operations, but also for media representatives. 
Problems with Internet connection would seriously affect many operations (accreditations, statistics, etc.) and 
consequently harm the image of the Event, the Organiser, host country and FIBA.

14.3.5 statistics

The Organiser shall be responsible for providing the statisticians staff necessary to collect game statistics during 
the Event. FIBA is responsible for the provision of the equipment and statistics software as well as the definition of 
the statistics criteria to be applied during the Event.

14.3.5.1 Equipment and staff needed for Statistics Services

FIBA is responsible for providing the following:

Hardware and software necessary to collect game statistics;

1 statistics system operator for each game of the Event;
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Guidelines about statistics criteria to be applied during the Event;

Training material and training sessions, in English, for the statisticians via conference calls and/or web-
meetings prior to the Event and on site during the set-up days of the Event in order to enable the statisticians 
to effectively and efficiently use the statistics system.

The official FIBA statistics software, provided by FIBA, shall be used for all games.

The Organiser is responsible for providing the following:

3 trained statisticians for each game of the Event: those statisticians shall be familiar and experienced with 
the collection of basketball statistics according to FIBA guidelines;

Internet connection at the statistics Table, in order to send live data to FIBA systems, including fiba.com (see 
chapter 13 “WEBSITE & SOCIAL NETWORKS”);

Internal communication system between the statisticians if required (e.g. in case of a particularly noisy 
venue);

Printer(s) to print the box score reports after each period directly at the Statistics Table (one fast black & 
white A4 printer is required; a backup printer is optional but recommended);

High-speed photocopy machines with large capacity (to print/copy the reports to be provided to the media in 
paper format).

14.3.5.2 statistics table

The Organiser is responsible for the set-up and provision of the necessary equipment of the Statistics Table. The 
Statistics Table shall accommodate the following persons, as per the schema below:

Statisticians and operator (minimum four (4) seats: 3 LOC, 1 external contractor);

TV graphics operators (minimum two (2) seats: 2 external contractors);

CIS operator (one (1) seat: 1 external contractor);

External IT contractor and FIBA IT supervisors (two (2) seats: 1 FIBA and 1 external contractor).

Additional people (e.g. public announcers) can sit at this table as long as they do not interfere with the work of the 
statisticians, TV graphics and CIS operators and IT supervisors.

Statisticians, TV graphics and CIS operators and IT supervisors need to have a perfect view on the field of play. The 
Statistic Table shall be therefore placed on a platform, at the best angle to see the court, directly behind the Scorer’s 
Table. Each position shall be at least 1.25 m wide and ideally 1 m deep. 

The table has to be equipped with: 

Power supply for all workplaces (220 V, 16 A, separately fused and shock-proof);

LAN connections with Internet access for all workplaces;

CIS LAN connections for at least the TV graphics, CIS operator, Ext. Contractor supervisor and FIBA IT 
supervisor’ workplaces;

Backup ADSL line completely independent from the main arena network and Internet connection;
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TV grfx
operator 1

TV grfx
operator 2

CIS 
operator

Ext. IT 
Contractor 
Supervisor

Stats 1 Stats 2
Stats 

Operator
Stats 3

FIBA IT  
supervisor



Waste paper basket and enough place for 2 printers and their supply (spare toner/paper);

Cable grommets and cover for the front side to hide and protect cables and equipment.

14.3.5.3 Statistics and Information Services - Reports 

The statistics software for the collection of game data, provided by FIBA, shall be integrated with the other Event 
Information Systems, such as FIBA databases, commentators’ information system (CIS), TV graphics, reports, etc.

All statistics and reports must be in accordance with the Olympic Results and Information Services (ORIS) standards.

The Organiser shall produce the following reports, which will form the “daily bulletin” (the exact requirements for 
these reports and their distribution shall be defined at a later stage): 

Games statistics (box score report) of each game played that day (a);

Daily schedule (a);

Results of the previous day and current standings (a);

Training sessions schedule and information (in case there are any changes) (b);

Referees nominations (a);

Top players’ rankings (points, rebounds, assists, etc.) (a); 

Accumulated statistics of the teams (a);

Daily announcements (if any) (b).

NOTE: (a) reports defined and provided by FIBA; (b) reports provided by the Organiser.

The Event logo and the Sponsors’ Recognition Strip shall be included on all reports.

14.3.5.4 distribution of the reports

The exact requirements regarding the distribution of the reports shall be defined at a later stage. The following gives 
an outline of potential requirements:

1. Start lists in paper format

To the Media Tribune, the Public Announcer, the Statistics Table and the Scorer’s Table at the beginning 
of the day and for all games played that day;

2. Games statistics (box score report) in paper format:

To both teams competing in the game and the FIBA IT supervisor, after each period;

To the Media Tribune and the FIBA Commissioner, after the first half;

To the Media Tribune, the FIBA Commissioner and to dedicated statistics boxes for all teams, after the 
game.

3. Daily bulletin (package produced at the end of each day):

To all the teams (heads of delegations / team managers);

To the FIBA Commissioners;

To the FIBA staff;

To the Media Hotel (on the official bulletin board) and in the Media Working Room. 
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The process for the distribution of these reports shall be defined at a later stage (pigeonholes, electronic versions, 
email distribution list, etc.). The Organiser shall provide the necessary number of runners to produce the paper 
copies of those reports and distribute them in the venue(s).

Information boards, Internet access and printers must be available at the Teams’ Hotel(s) for anyone wishing to 
print reports and statistics distributed in electronic format (print on demand service). A similar service is highly 
recommended at the FIBA, Officiating Team and Media Hotels.

14.3.6 Hardware

14.3.6.1 computers

The requirements for the computers to be provided by the Organiser are the following:

Microsoft Office 2010 standard version (Word, Excel, PowerPoint) with latest service packs (trial/demo 
versions are allowed);

Internet Explorer, Firefox, Acrobat Reader and Skype, English latest versions;

CPU: minimum dual core, I5, L3 3mo, 2Ghz;

Memory: minimum 4’096Mo; 

Hard disk: minimum 128Go;

Regional settings: English;

Normal users should not have the permissions to change any setting, configuration or install software on the 
computers.
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Hardware responsibilities

Computers
Organiser (except computers for statistics system, 
provided by FIBA)

Printers Organiser

Photocopy machines Organiser

Number of computers

Statistics Table Provided by FIBA

FIBA office
Organiser - At least two (2) computers. Furthermore, at least 8 (eight) addi-
tional LAN cables have to be available to connect laptops of FIBA staff.

LOC office Up to the Organiser.

Media Working Room
Sufficient number in relation to number of media representatives expected, 
but at least three (3).

Accreditation Centre

Organiser - Complete accreditation stations (computer, webcam, printer, 
laminator) per venue shall be provided by FIBA; the Organiser shall provide 
the equipment for any additional accreditation centre station (for example at 
airports, hotels or for VIPs)



14.3.6.2 Printers / Photocopy Machines

The following requirements and services related to printers have to be fulfilled by the Organiser:

Guarantee support and maintenance of the provided printers (toner, paper, etc.) so that they are “always” 
operational;

Ensure driver(s) for each printer are available on demand and the support requests from FIBA users willing 
to install these printers on their computers accessing the LAN network;

Provide printers which support the European standard paper size A4: 210 x 297 mm.

14.3.7 software

The statistics software will be provided by FIBA. 

Timing software: in the event that the interface from the official timing system to the statistics / TV graphics systems 
does not work, a “timing software” (provided by FIBA) will take over this role.

All other software to be installed on the computers provided by the Organiser has to be provided by the Organiser 
(including valid licences).

FIBA will provide further details in due time regarding the personalization of the computers provided by the Organiser 
(desktop background, favourites and homepage settings, etc.).
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Number of printers Type of printer

Statistics Table 2 (one main and one backup printer)
Network printer, black & white, 
A4, equivalent to Brother 5470N 
or above.

FIBA office 1
Multi-functional printing device 
(fax/scanner/copier/printer).

LOC office Up to the Organiser

Media Working Room

Sufficient number, considering number of 
media representatives expected, but at 
least two (2).

One (1) photocopy machine

Fast network printer/copier for 
mass printing.

Media operations (location 
to be defined)

Sufficient number, considering the number 
of paper copies to be distributed to the 
media, installed in adequate position in the 
venue (ideally close to the Media Tribune).

Fast network printer/copier for 
mass printing.

Accreditation Centre

4 complete accreditation stations (comput-
er, webcam, printer, laminator) per venue 
shall be provided by FIBA; the Organizer 
shall provide the equipment for any ad-
ditional accreditation centre station (for 
example at airports, hotels or for VIPs)

Color, A4, equivalent to Printer 
Canon Pixma IP4800 or above



14.3.8 interfaces

The data captured with the statistics software shall be fed into different systems. Therefore interfaces have to be 
developed:

Data feed to CIS;

Data feed to TV graphics system;

Data feed from/to public scoreboards and public information systems (for example to display statistics on 
video screens in the arena during time-outs or interruptions);

Data download from and upload to FIBA databases;

Clock signal from official time systems (game clock and 24-seconds clock) to statistics / TV graphics systems 
(alternative: from timing software).

14.3.9 telecommunications

In order to ensure efficient communication between all key staff working on the Event, the Organiser shall provide 
FIBA with local mobile phones with international access for all FIBA staff/representatives, staff and IT personnel 
throughout the competition period upon arrival in the country. The phone numbers shall be transmitted to FIBA one 
(1) month prior to the Event start at the latest.

In addition, the LOC will need to supply walkie-talkies or similar to ensure constant communication during the Event. 

In addition, the Organiser shall provide:

ADSL line at the Statistics Table workplaces to serve as a backup Internet connection;
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Software responsibilities

FIBA statistics software FIBA

Other software Organiser

Interfaces responsibilities

Data Feed to CIS FIBA

Data Feed to TV graphics FIBA

Data Feed to scoreboard and public information 
systems

Organiser/FIBA

Upload/Download to FIBA databases FIBA

Clock signal from official time system Organiser/FIBA



Telephone in FIBA Office;

Telephones and faxes for media representatives (requirements shall be defined at a later stage by the FIBA 
Communications department).

14.3.10 power / power redundancy

Power shall be guaranteed for all core systems and areas, such as:

Statistics Table;

Network modules (firewalls, routers, modems, etc.);

Official Scoreboards;

Scorer’s Table;

Time systems.

If necessary, power adapters to Schuko CEE 7/7 plugs need to be provided.

14.3.11 human resources

IT systems and processes are an important component for the organization of an event. Even more important, 
however, are the human resources preparing and operating those systems.

The following describes the staff required for the areas of IT and Accreditation:

One (1) IT Project Manager – This person will carry the overall responsibility for all IT issues of the project 
(English speaking, both in written and oral forms, perfect understanding of complex data/information systems 
as well as networking concepts, management and social skills).

One (1) IT Venue Manager per venue – This person will be responsible for the IT in a particular venue (English 
speaking, perfect understanding of complex data/information systems as well as networking concepts).
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Telecommunication responsibilities

Mobile phones Organiser

Telephone line for statistics system Organiser

Telephone for FIBA office Organiser

Power Redundancy responsibilities

UPS systems Organiser

Adapters for Schuko plugs Organiser



Network and computer staff – Those persons will assist the IT venue manager and carry on activities related 
to the set-up and maintenance of the IT systems and processes; the number of staff required with such skills 
will be defined during the Event preparations.

Help desk / Support specialists – Those persons will be available to support the users of the IT systems in 
the venue (FIBA Officiating Team, media representatives, other users); the number of staff required with such 
skills will be defined during the Event preparations.

Statisticians – Those statisticians will use the statistics software provided by FIBA and capture all game 
related data (points, rebounds, assists, turnovers, substitutions, etc.). The following requirements shall be 
taken into consideration:

1 group of at least 3 experienced statisticians per game;

No group shall do more than one game without a break of at least 1h30;

The maximum number of groups per venue shall not exceed four (4).

Runners – One copy of the box score report will be made available at the Statistics Table shortly after the 
end of each period; runners will then have to produce enough paper copies of this report and distribute them 
to media representatives and VIPs. Runners shall also be available to distribute other reports to those user 
groups (start-lists before games, rosters, etc.). The exact requirements for the distribution of the reports, and 
therefore for the needs of runners, will be defined during the Event preparations.

One (1) Accreditation Manager – This person will carry the overall responsibility for all accreditation issues 
during the Event (English speaking, both in written and oral forms, perfect understanding of accreditations 
concept and processes, management and social skills).

One (1) Accreditation Venue Manager per venue – This person will be responsible for the accreditation 
process in a particular venue (English speaking, perfect understanding of accreditations concept and 
processes).

Accreditation volunteers – Those persons will assist the accreditation venue manager(s) and carry on 
activities related to accreditation (set-up and running of Accreditation Centre, data entry, printing, distribution 
of badges, etc.); the number of staff required with such skills will be defined during the Event preparations.

One (1) timing software operator (if interface not operational, as backup) – One person per venue.

14.3.12 Commentators Information System (CIS)

The CIS provides game- and Event-related data in real time to commentators. When possible (resources, 
infrastructure), this system can also be provided to other media representatives, VIPs (in the VIP Hospitality area), 
Officiating Team and teams.

CIS monitors can either be normal computers or, preferably, touch screens. The exact requirements shall be defined 
at a later stage. The data to be displayed in the CIS comes, via an interface, from the Event Information System. FIBA 
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Human Resources responsibilities

HR – All personnel Organiser

Statisticians selection and training Organiser



shall define which information is relevant and how it should be displayed on the CIS monitors. FIBA shall provide the 
terminals and install them at the commentator positions.

The Organiser shall provide the power supply for the terminals, the cabling of the commentator positions (and any 
other location where CIS terminal might be installed) and the CIS LAN segment. 

14.3.13 tv graphics

The TV graphics system will be supplied and operated by a partner selected by FIBA.

The Organiser and FIBA shall work together in order to ensure efficient communication and cooperation between 
the TV graphics provider and the TV production (host-broadcaster).

The TV graphics system includes the following staff, materials and elements:

TV graphics operators;

TV graphics generators;

Interface to statistics system;

Design of TV graphics as per FIBA requirements;

Interface to TV (responsibility of the Organiser).

FIBA shall provide: 

The implementation of the TV graphics’ elements (in English);

The feed and backup feed (in English)– in either analogue or digital form;

Graphics for both local and remote (simultaneous) games;

Graphic generator per venue when simultaneous games are being played;

Operators per venue when simultaneous games are being played;

Guide and instruction for TV graphics operators;

Meeting with the TV graphics operators and TV producers during the set-up days of the Event.

The Organiser shall provide:

The cabling between the HB/OB van and the graphic generator at each venue;
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CIS responsibilities

CIS system FIBA

CIS monitors FIBA

CIS network cables Organiser



The secured power supply for the graphic generator;

The communication requirements (e.g. cabling, headset and microphone between graphic operator and TV 
producer).

14.3.14 accreditation system

The Accreditation system relates to the technology to manage and produce the various accreditations required 
for the Event. FIBA shall be responsible for providing, on behalf of the Organiser and at the costs of FIBA, an Event 
Accreditation System that fulfils the requirements as defined in chapter 15 “ACCREDITATION SYSTEM”.

14.3.15 Scoreboards and Public Information Systems

Official scoreboards

As mentioned in chapter 7 “VENUE INFRASTRUCTURE”, the official scoreboards, game clocks and shot clocks 
shall only display official data coming directly from the Scorer’s Table. Full details on the data to be displayed on the 
official scoreboards, game and shot clocks shall be found in the abovementioned section.

Public scoreboard(s) and Information Systems

The public scoreboard(s) and Information Systems (for example video screens in the arena) may display additional 
data, similar to the data provided in the CIS or TV graphics systems for example. In such cases, the following points 
are to be considered:

Layout and interface to the statistics software (as unique data source) may be supported by FIBA. In such 
a case, FIBA and the Organiser shall discuss and agree on the development of this interface (including the 
coverage of the costs related to this development);

All outputs and their design require approval by FIBA;

The Organiser shall guarantee all required support for the public scoreboard(s) and Information Systems, 
including their interfaces with the Event Information Systems;

Tests of the fully operational system shall be planned by the Organiser, together with FIBA;

No scoreboard or public Information System shall display any data not coming from a FIBA approved system, 
namely from the FIBA statistics system.
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TV graphics responsibilities

TV graphics generators FIBA

TV graphics operator FIBA

Interface to TV Organiser/FIBA

Interface to statistics system FIBA

Design FIBA



14.3.16 time system

The TV graphics and statistics systems require a data feed from the official time system (game clock, 24-seconds 
clock).

The Organiser shall provide full support to FIBA and FIBA partners’ developers during the Event preparation phase 
(several months before the Event). 

Intensive tests have to be planned by the Organiser to ensure this critical interface is operational. The timing 
software, provided by FIBA, could be used as an alternative solution. In such a case, a volunteer has to be made 
available to operate this system from the Statistics Table (additional seat to be foreseen).

14.4 test and validation
As outlined in chapter 4, the Organiser shall organise a certain number of complete tests games. This shall include 
all IT systems, operators and statisticians, as described in this document.

The main test game will be organised on the evening of the last day before the first game is played in each venue. It 
is mandatory that all technical staff attend the test games.

Requirements in regards to the test games are outlined in chapter 4 “Competition”.
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Scoreboard responsibilities

Scoreboards Organiser

Layout public scoreboard FIBA

Interface from statistics system to public scoreboard 
(if any)

Organiser/FIBA

Support Organiser /FIBA

Tests planning Organiser /FIBA

Time system responsibilities

Official time system Organiser

Interface development FIBA

Development support Organiser/FIBA

Support Organiser/FIBA

Timing software FIBA
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15.1 GENERAL PRINCIPLES
An accreditation is a working tool issued to individuals working on the Event (staff, volunteers, media, TV, etc.) or 
participating in it on a full-time or daily basis. Throughout the timeframe of the Event – including the preparation 
phase – accreditations enable their holders to access the areas where they perform their duties, while preventing 
people without a working function to interfere with the Event operations.

The only exception to this are the accreditations issued to VIPs, providing them access exclusively to the VIP areas 
(VIP Tribune and VIP Hospitality areas).

Accreditations are important as they contribute to the safety and security of the Event.

For these reasons, the following shall always be clearly noted and stated:

An accreditation does not provide its holder with any special social or representative status;

An accreditation is not, and shall not be considered as, a visa or an immigration document whatsoever;

An accreditation is not a gift or souvenir;

Even more importantly, an accreditation is not a ticket or invitation: accreditations do not grant any right to a 
seat in the venue(s), except for VIP accreditations in specific cases.

The concept of accreditations implies first of all the set-up and implementation of venue zoning: this means that each 
venue shall be subdivided into specific zones, which can be accessed only by specific accredited categories (see 
section 15.4 below).

Furthermore, in order for an accreditation system to be effective, meticulous and strict access control by means of 
security staff and/or volunteers is required for all concerned areas but even more so for the most sensitive ones, 
such as:

The Court area;

The Teams area;

The Media area;

The VIP areas.

15.2 Accreditation System
FIBA has developed an accreditation system which supports all processes related to accreditation for all FIBA 
Events. Access to this system – an Internet-based software – will be provided by FIBA; the Organiser will then use 
the system to insert all individuals who shall be accredited in specific categories.

15.3 Responsibilities
The responsibility of entering accreditations into the system and approving individual requests (e.g. media) shall be 
shared between FIBA and the Organiser, each being responsible for different categories of people, as described 
below.
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FIBA will enter and approve accreditations requests for: 

Players;

FIBA Officiating Team;

FIBA staff;

FIBA Supervisory Doctor;

FIBA VIPs, Partners and guests;

Media (unless agreed differently for specific categories of media, e.g. local media).

The Organiser will enter and approve accreditations requests for: 

All members of Team Delegations aside from players;

LOC staff;

Volunteers;

Arena personnel;

External services personnel;

LOC VIPs and guests.

FIBA retains the right to reject accreditation requests entered and approved by the Organiser, in particular for 
accreditations which grant access to sensitive areas such as the court area and changing rooms. FIBA shall approve 
all accreditation requests linked to the technical and commercial aspects of the Event. This especially relates to all 
persons requiring access to the court and changing rooms areas.

The Organiser is responsible for the printing and distribution of all accreditations (via the Accreditation Centre(s), 
see below).
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Accreditation System Responsibilities

Computers, Printers, Laminators
FIBA: 4 stations per venue 
Organiser: additional stations if required

Software FIBA

Paper Organiser

Accreditation matrix FIBA/Organiser

Badge design/layout FIBA

Data insertion Organiser/FIBA, depending on categories

Printing Organiser



15.4 ACCREDITATION MATRIX
The accreditation matrix is a chart which combines the access zones of a venue with the various categories and 
sub-categories of users who will require accreditation, thus defining clearly and easily which access zone(s) shall be 
granted to each user (sub-)category.

Based on its experience from previous events, FIBA has defined several categories and sub-categories of individuals 
who might require accreditation. At the same time, standard access zones have also been defined to subdivide the 
venues.

Default access rights have then been defined for each sub-category, resulting in a standard “accreditation matrix” 
structured as follows:

This standard accreditation matrix, which can usually be applied to most events and venues, will be provided to the 
Organiser in due time. The standard matrix shall be analysed and adapted jointly by FIBA and the Organiser, depending 
on the specificities of each event and venue, in order to produce a final accreditation matrix which provides for the 
needs of all categories that will have to work on the Event.

Once the accreditation matrix has been finalised, FIBA will implement it in the accreditation system and will then 
grant access to the system to the Organiser. All requests for changes to the matrix after it has been finalised need to 
be submitted to FIBA for approval and processing.

Exceptions to this matrix on an individual basis are technically possible, but shall be coordinated with and approved 
by the Accreditation Manager at FIBA.

15.4.1 Access Zones

Access zones shall be designated with numbers/codes, with access strictly controlled by security staff and/or 
volunteers. Only individuals who hold an accreditation badge displaying the correct number/code shall be entitled to 
have access to the respective zone.

The list below provides an example of the basic access zones defined in the standard matrix:

Administration Area – Offices, storage rooms;

Court Area – Field of play, Scorer’s Table, Statistics Table;

Teams Area – Changing rooms, Doping Control Station;

Media Area – Media Tribune, Media Working Room, Press Conference Room, Mixed Zone;
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Category Sub-category Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone ...

Category 1

Sub-category 1.1 X X X

Sub-category 1.2 X X

Sub-category 1.x X

Category 2
Sub-category 2.1 X

Sub-category 2.x X X



VIP areas – VIP Tribune, VIP Hospitality;

Spectators area – Spectators Tribune, corridors;

Etc.

Best practises have shown that it is more efficient to have the same zoning concept in all the competition venues.

15.4.2 User Categories/Sub-Categories 

The following are just a few examples of categories and sub-categories which make up the standard accreditation 
matrix. The Organiser and FIBA may increase the number of categories and sub-categories, taking into consideration 
the venue(s) structure and specificities as well as organisational needs.

FIBA – Event management and staff; VIPs; Guests; etc.

FIBA Officiating Team – Commissioners, Referee Supervisors, Referees, etc.

LOC – Event management and staff; VIPs ; Guests; etc.

Teams – Players; Coaching Staff; Medical Staff; Team Manager; Press Officer; Head of Delegation; etc. (the 
minimum number of accreditations issued per team delegation is 21 and the maximum is 25, among which only 
19 shall have court access).

Media – Media; Photographers; Non-Rights Holders; etc.

Right Holders – Host Broadcaster; Broadcast Partners; etc.

Arena services – Technical staff; Sales in corridors; etc.

Volunteers – Ball boys and girls; Floor sweepers; Table officials; Statisticians; Runners ; Team attachés; 
Referee attachés; etc.

As a general rule, all individuals requesting an accreditation shall provide at least the following mandatory personal 
information:

Last name(s) and first name; 

Date of birth; 

Nationality;

Passport/ID number;

Recent passport picture in color. 

Additional information might be required by FIBA and/or the Organiser, depending on the requested accreditation 
category.

15.4.2.1 NON-PERSONALIZED ACCREDITATIONS 

Some of the defined categories might be open to so-called “non-personalized accreditations”. Those are handed over, 
in limited numbers, to partner companies working in the venue(s) with very high staff rotation (e.g. cleaning staff, 
sales in corridors, etc.). On one hand, such companies might not be in a position to provide the mandatory personal 
information listed above; on the other, the Organiser and FIBA might want to limit access of external personnel 
who shall have access to the venue solely during their official working period; thus the need for “non-personalized 
accreditations”.
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15.5 Accreditation Centres
As outlined in Chapter 7 “VENUE INFRASTRUCTURE”, the Accreditation Centre is the location in each venue where 
all accredited individuals shall go pick up their personal accreditation badge and/or refer to for all matters concerning 
accreditation.

The Accreditation Centre shall ideally be divided into two distinct zones:

A waiting area (with sufficient seats and refreshments);

An accreditation production and printing area.

15.5.1 Technical Requirements

At least one Accreditation Centre should be set-up in each venue and should be equipped in a way to be able to 
produce at least four (4) accreditation badges at the same time, meaning that a minimum of four (4) working stations 
are required.

In addition, the following points have to be considered:

Software – The accreditation system is provided by FIBA; it allows FIBA and LOC accreditation personnel to 
manage all aspects related to accreditations (add/modify/delete individuals, approve/reject requests, print 
accreditations, etc.). In addition, an integrated “online entry form” enables media representatives to register 
through the Internet, with the approval of such requests handled by FIBA through the same centralised system.

Computers/printers – FIBA will provide four (4) fully equipped working stations per venue; additional 
computers and printers for the Accreditations Centres (for example to set-up additional centres in airports or 
hotels) have to be provided by the Organiser, as per the requirements specified in chapter 14 “INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY”.

Internet – The FIBA accreditation system is based on a central database and a web-application, both hosted 
externally and accessed through the Internet. It is therefore crucial that all computers at the Accreditations 
Centre(s) have a fast and reliable Internet connection.

Paper / Pre-printed accreditation badges - The Organiser is responsible for printing all accreditation badges. 
The production process of accreditation badges shall be rehearsed (and optimised in order to ensure the 
fastest possible production and distribution.

Laminators – Accreditation badges must be laminated before being distributed.

15.6 Accreditation badges, lanyards and bibs

15.6.1 Layout

The layout of the accreditation badge is an integral part of the overall branding of the Event, shall include the Sponsors’ 
Recognition Strip, and will be provided by FIBA.

The terms and conditions and any other important information shall be printed on the back of the accreditation badge.

15.6.2 Lanyards

A FIBA lanyard must be attached to the accreditation badge before distribution to the end user. The lanyard allows 
the accredited individual to wear his/her accreditation around the neck, while keeping the badge in position and 
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immediately visible for all security controls. A sufficient number of lanyards will be provided to the Organiser by FIBA 
in due time.

15.6.3 Photographer and TV bibs

While they do not replace the accreditation badge, TV and photographer bibs work as supplementary access devices 
(SAD) to integrate them and simplify security procedures, by clearly identifying individuals who shall be granted 
access to specific access zones (e.g. court area and photographers’ benches, rights-holders areas, etc.) and the 
right to perform specific activities (e.g. filming and taking photographs). TV and photographer bibs will be provided 
by FIBA.

The distribution of the bibs shall be made by the LOC Media Officer in conjunction with the FIBA Media Operations 
Manager. All bibs must be returned, in principle after each game/session. Upon collection, concerned categories 
might be required to exchange their accreditation badge for the bib or to leave a deposit in order to ensure the return 
of all bibs.

For specific information about the Photographer and TV bibs and their usage/distribution, please refer to chapter 8 
“MEDIA” and chapter 9 “TV”.
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16.1 ticketing strategy
Not only are full venues essential for a successful Event, but the revenues generated from the sale of the Event 
tickets are potentially one of the largest sources of income for the Organiser. It is thus important that the Organiser, 
together with FIBA, carefully research and formulate a detailed ticket sales and pricing strategy, which takes 
international ticket sales into account as an essential element. 

The Organiser and FIBA shall agree on a detailed ticket sales programme and pricing policy no later than fifteen (15) 
months before the start of the Event.

FIBA and the Organiser shall also develop a hospitality strategy to maximise revenue without negatively impacting 
the availability of tickets for the fans.

16.1.1 Single-game vs. day tickets

The Organiser and FIBA shall carefully analyse and determine the most effective type of ticket to attract crowds 
and maximise ticket sales. Choosing single-game tickets, session tickets (i.e. for 2 games) or day tickets – each of 
which has pros and cons – will clearly impact attendance and revenues: careful thinking shall be put in place to find 
the right balance.

Tickets must not be issued as multi-day tickets.

16.1.2 Ticket pricing

The factors that determine what ticket price can be charged are:

The more interest there is in the Event, the greater the demand will be for tickets, meaning that they can be 
priced higher. The interest has to be created over a period of time with a structured promotional programme 
which constantly informs and educates the potential ticket buyer on the Event and its most effective selling 
points.

 

A limited number of seats available for a game paired with large interest, means it is possible to charge higher 
prices. However, even if there is interest in a game, this always needs to be considered in relation to the size 
of the venue in which the game is taking place.

 

The Organiser needs to ensure that the times of the games are suitable and adapted to the local customs. It is 
not appropriate to schedule a game at 10:00pm if people are used to attend games at 8:00pm. Similarly, there 
is no point in playing a game in the afternoon when most people are at work unless there is a tremendous 
demand for ticket sales, etc.

 

A potential ticket buyer will always be faced with various options on how to spend his/her time and money and 
it is once again important that the Organiser ensures that the general pricing is affordable and competitive 
with other competing activities. An Event such as the FIBA Women’s Basketball World Cup presents the 
public with a multitude of games, some of which will be more attractive than others. The games of the host 
country will obviously create the highest demand, but a complete strategy needs to be developed that carefully 
consider the games of all other participating countries as well as how tickets can be sold in the event that the 
host country does not qualify for the Final Phase of the Event.
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In terms of ticket pricing, if there are multiple venues in different parts of the country there might be a need for a 
flexible pricing structure. In the event that there are large venues and low ticket sales, FIBA and the Organiser shall 
develop a “contingency plan” to fill the empty seats.

16.2 FIBA complimentary tickets
The Organiser shall provide FIBA with the following complimentary allocation for each session of the Event:

the start of the Event, together with a seating plan of each of the venues indicating the location of the seats.

These complimentary tickets will be used for the “FIBA Family”, including FIBA Commercial, Broadcast and 

of the allocated seats. Should the entire ticket allocation not be needed, FIBA will return any unused tickets to the 
Organiser.

In the event that FIBA or Commercial Partners require additional tickets, the Organiser shall make additional first-
category tickets available for purchase up until a jointly agreed deadline. FIBA and its partners shall have first 
priority in purchasing any additional tickets in comparison to all other bodies in this matter.
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17.1 Sport presentation and in-arena activities 
The sport presentation programme for FIBA events forms an integral part of FIBA’s brand identity. It is FIBA’s aim 
to present its major events in a unique style that will underline FIBA’s brand values and will enhance a compelling 
spectator experience, while setting the ultimate stage for the protagonists of the game. In other words – the 
spectator who buys a ticket to a FIBA Event will get more for his money and will recognise a distinguished FIBA 
style of presentation.

The following are a few key criteria for a successful sport presentation programme at FIBA events:

Consistency with the FIBA brand values and FIBA goals;

Relevance to the culture of the hosting country;

Relevance to the various cultures represented in the Event;

Relevance to the sport of basketball;

Relevance to the spectator (popular entertainment elements) with a special aim to attract families.

Delivering an effective sport presentation will unlock the following benefits:

Generate commercial opportunities;

Create an ambiance for television which underlines the quality of the competition and the high profile of the 
Event, which in turn can generate an increase in tickets sales and attendance;

Provide added value for the spectator’s experience;

Help keep spectators longer in the venue thus potentially increase sales of food & beverage, merchandise, 
etc.

In cooperation with FIBA, the Organiser shall develop an exhaustive programme for sport presentation, entertainment 
and in-arena activities. The aim of such a programme is to ensure that the spectators enjoy a unique experience and 
that the scope of the Event goes beyond the pure sports experience.

The Organiser shall present to FIBA, at least three (3) months before the start of the Event, a detailed plan/timetable 
of all proposed and planned activities taking place in the venues before, during and after the games.

This plan shall include:

Full game day run-down (from 1,5 hours before the first game to 30 minutes after the end of the last game); 

Proposal and run-down for Opening Ceremony;

Proposal and run-down for Closing Ceremony;

Any other side events.

The Opening and Closing Ceremonies, which were mentioned in chapter 4 “COMPETITION”, are an integral part of 
the sport presentation programme, but must comply with the FIBA protocol, with sufficient information given to the 
teams in writing or, at the latest, at the Technical Meeting.

FIBA reserves the right to redefine the standards which are expected at its tournaments. Nevertheless, key elements 
of the sport presentation and entertainment plan shall be:

Professional and English-speaking public announcers (PAs) and MCs;

Professional DJs;
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Up to date AV equipment;

The use of video screens/cubes wherever possible;

On-court performances during game breaks – from dance acts and other kinds of performances to games and 
entertainment activities with the involvement of spectators, event presentation staff, etc.

17.1.1 Opening Ceremony

The Opening Ceremony can be organised either in each competition venue (each arena of the Group Phase) on the 
first day of the Event, or in another location, jointly decided by FIBA and the Organiser, usually on the evening before 
the first game day.

The time, location and programme of the Opening Ceremony shall be agreed between FIBA and the Organiser. 
Details will be announced to the participants in advance, and, in any case, at the Technical Meeting. Team delegation 
representatives shall attend this ceremony if required to and, when the presence of players is required, they must 
be dressed in a uniform manner.

Similarly to the Draw Ceremony described in chapter 4, the Opening Ceremony shall reflect the spirit and “look and 
feel” of the Event.

The exact format and run-down of the Opening Ceremony shall be jointly developed by the Organiser and FIBA and 
finally approved by FIBA. 

17.1.2 Closing Ceremony

The Closing Ceremony includes the medal ceremony and shall take place on the court immediately after the last 
game.

A precise run-down of the ceremony, outlining its key elements, will be provided to the Organiser at a later stage.

17.1.3 Team presentations and game run-down

FIBA will provide the Organiser with its most updated game run-down in due course. This run-down governs a range 
of topics – from entrance of the teams to warm-up, from team presentations to anthems, etc. – and shall work as the 
basis of the sport presentation programme, which should be built around this mandatory timeline.

17.1.4 Public Announcers (PAs) and MCs

The Public Announcer (PA) has a key role in the sport presentation programme. PAs for the 2018 FIBA Women’s 
Basketball World Cup should be experienced announcers, possibly coming from a television or radio background, 
with a good knowledge of basketball and fluent English speakers. All in-game (competition-related) basketball 
announcements as well as any other announcements before the game and during game breaks should be made in 
English followed by the local language. 

Official announcements should be fully scripted, while in-game announcements are not scripted and rely on the 
PA’s knowledge of the game. The working position of the PA should be close to the Scorer’s Table and as close as 
possible to the DJ.

In addition to the PA, the presence of an Master of Ceremony (MC), who will manage all on-court and sport 
presentation activities, moving around the venue and interacting with the spectators, is highly recommended.
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17.1.5 Music

The Organiser should develop a specific Event music selection that will include music from the host country and all 
the participating countries (being collected through National Federations), and secure the clearance of music in the 
host country. All music played should be popular, high-energy and upbeat, and free of political or social commentary.

All music should be stored and operated by a professional DJ and Audio Operator, whose working position would 
be ideally next to the Public Announcer and Game Director. Live music acts are an additional option that could be 
envisaged.

17.1.6 Live Entertainment performances

In principle, the creativity in choosing live performances should have no limits as long as the acts fit within the 
criteria that have been mentioned in the overview of this chapter.

Traditionally, FIBA has invited highly skilled dance groups to bring high energy and choreographies that are relevant 
to the music and culture of the host country and the participating countries.

Acrobatic acts and dunkers are always a winner in basketball or sports in general. Live music acts could perform 
the national anthem or any other theme. The Event mascot should be brought to life in the form of a live entertainer 
wearing the mascot costume and performing all sorts of stunts/activities, interacting with fans and other live 
performers both on court and in the tribunes.

17.1.7 In-Arena Video Production

For such a high profile Event, the sport presentation programme could include a full in-arena video production 
to be displayed on the video screens in the venue. This production could include fully dedicated video camera 
operators, video editors and an in-arena Video Director who will mix in-arena video with the feed from the Host 
Broadcaster. The in-arena video crews will cover the entertainment elements and will focus on the stands and 
the spectators. This production must not disturb the Host Broadcaster’s International Television Broadcast Feed 
production. Additionally, Event-specific in-arena graphics for the giant screens can also be envisioned, to integrate 
the video production and provide and even better experience. 

17.1.8 Event Presentation Staff

In order to deliver a high quality sport presentation programme, the following staff should be envisioned:

Event Producer;

Game Director(s);

Script Supervisor and Script Editor(s);

Stage Manager(s);

DJ and Audio Operator(s);

Public Announcer(s);

MC;

In-Arena Video Director (if applicable);

In-Arena Video Camera Operator(s) and Cable Assistant(s) (if applicable); 
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17.2 Social Functions & Side Events

17.2.1 Welcome Reception

It is highly recommended that a welcome reception, possibly hosted by the Governor or City Mayor, takes place in 
all cities hosting the Event, ideally on the day before the competition starts. Representatives of the LOC, FIBA and 
the team delegations shall be required to attend the reception. In principle, media representatives could also be 
informed and invited too.

17.2.2 Official Dinner 

FIBA encourages the Organiser to host an official dinner, which will also serve as a powerful promotional opportunity 
for the Event. The ideal moment for this official dinner is the evening of the first rest day. The location of the official 
dinner shall be decorated with the FIBA and Event flags and banners/roll ups. 

In principle, this dinner shall see the participation of highly ranked representatives of local/national authorities and 
the following people shall be invited: 

FIBA representatives and FIBA guests;

FIBA Officiating Team;

At least two (2) representatives of each team delegation (in principle, the Head of Delegation and an 
accompanying person).

During this official dinner, the team delegations may wish to present some gifts to the Organiser and/or to the host(s) 
of the dinner; the programme shall be therefore arranged accordingly. 

Furthermore, if the Organiser and/or the host of the dinner plan to prepare and offer gifts to commemorate the Event, 
it is recommended that they do so on this occasion.

17.2.3 Closing Party

Once the Event has reached its conclusion, with the Closing Ceremony and the presentation of the medals and 
awards, the Organiser may wish to arrange a closing party for all the participants of the Event. This closing party can 
be organised in the Teams’ Hotel or in another location (provided that transportation is arranged by the Organiser), 
and shall be an informal, casual event which sees the participation of all the team delegations (players and staff), 
as well as members of the LOC.

Music and entertainment activities, as well as food and beverages, shall be organised. 
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18.1 Safety & Security 
At all FIBA Events, safety and security must be treated as matters of utmost importance. 

To this goal, the Organiser shall appoint a Safety & Security Manager, who will be responsible for all security-related 
issues and will coordinate all parties involved. 

Moreover, the Organiser shall also prepare a Safety & Security Plan, which shall be reviewed by the local authorities 
and approved by FIBA six (6) months before the start of the Event. The Safety & Security Plan will naturally be 
contingent on local security conditions, but shall include:

Security measures at official hotels;

Security measures at all venues used for practice and competitions games;

Security measures at all social events organized around the Event;

If necessary, police escort for all transportation between hotels, airports, venues and host cities;

Entrance and security checks in order to make sure that no prohibited items are introduced in the competition 
venues, paying attention to items specifically forbidden at FIBA events such as: bottles and all other objects 
which could be used as projectiles; laser pointers; fireworks and pyrotechnic devices; flags and banners with 
discriminatory, provocative or offensive content and images; flag poles longer than 1 meter. If necessary, 
metal detector, X-ray and manual bag checks shall be organised at all venue entrances;

Strict control procedures for all access zones inside and outside of the venue;

Security measures to ensure that no unauthorized persons gain access onto the court;

Procedures to prevent and/or react to any inappropriate or violent behaviour by spectators, e.g. with use of 
video surveillance of all areas inside and outside of the venue.

The Safety & Security Manager shall ensure that all the venues used for the 2018 FIBA Women’s Basketball World 
Cup are fully compliant with safety and security regulations. All personnel involved in the Event must be briefed 
on emergency procedures and on how to react in case of an emergency. This briefing shall be undertaken with all 
security personnel no later than 24 hours before the first game of the Event, and may be repeated during the Event 
should new access rules or changes in the access regulations be required. The security personnel shall wear a 
distinctive uniform. 

Safety information for spectators shall be printed on the reverse side of the Event tickets and/or communicated on 
the screens inside the venue before the game. In case of an emergency, the audio system and video screens in the 
venue should be used to display/transmit emergency announcements to the public (appropriate messages to be 
prepared in advance).

The Organiser shall provide, as part of its bid application questionnaire, all necessary technical documents attesting 
that the proposed competition venues are fully compliant with all safety and security standard requirements.

Additionally, any event-specific infrastructure and equipment including but not limited to those listed below must 
also be fully compliant with the relevant safety standard requirements and carry appropriate certifications:

Temporary/removable tribunes;

Podiums and stages;

TV equipment such as platforms, cranes, rails etc;

AV infrastructure;

Additional lighting such as photographer’s strobe lights;
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Cabling;

Advertising signage. 

The Safety & Security Manager shall be responsible for ensuring that all items and areas are compliant.

He/she shall also prepare a crisis scenario no later than six (6) months before the start of the Event to cover the 
following situations:

Fire;

Earthquake, flooding, snowstorm or other natural catastrophes; 

Bomb threat or bomb explosion;

Violence on the stands and/or clashes between two sets of rival spectators; 

Court invasion by the spectators; 

Power cut in the venue;

Any other situations requiring the evacuation of the venue.

The two main considerations for the Crisis Management Plan shall be: 

Preparation of all security personnel, first aid and medical staff in the venue as well as all local and regional 
security and medical authorities through a detailed action plan covering all emergency situations in and 
around the venue. 

Clear internal and external communication policy in case of an emergency, issues in the organisation of the 
event or any other incidents which may reflect badly on the image of FIBA and the Organiser. 

A small Crisis Communication Team with a maximum of two spokespersons (one from the Organiser and one from 
FIBA) shall be established in order to speak with one coordinated voice and work together to achieve the following 
joint goals:

Good internal communication;

Coordinated and fast reaction; 

Use of the media outputs for “official communications”;

Anticipation. 

18.1.1 Venue Zoning and access rules 

The venue zoning and access rules determine who accesses which area and how. The access rules should be 
drawn on a map of the venue with colour codes. The map shall account for all categories and sub-categories 
included in the Accreditation System.

The access rules should be defined by the Organiser in cooperation with the venue management, and shall be 
approved by FIBA (see chapter 15 “ACCREDITATION”).

18.1.2 In-arena product sales

The Organiser shall ensure that all food and beverages or other products sold within the venue cannot be used as 
projectiles by spectators. All items sold in the venue shall be controlled by the Organiser and, where needed, pre-
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approved by the local authorities and FIBA. Dangerous materials and hard objects which can be used as projectiles 
and cause injuries are prohibited. 

The sale of alcoholic beverages shall also be in principle prohibited for security reasons.

18.2 Logistics

18.2.1 Transportation and storage of materials and equipment

FIBA shall coordinate transportation from the country of origin to the host country for the following goods: 

Commercial Partners material (VIK, promotional materials, gifts, signage etc.);

Volunteer and referees’ equipment, if provided by FIBA Partners;

Basketballs and ball carriers, if provided by FIBA Partners;

Accreditation lanyards;

Photographer and TV bibs;

FIBA equipment and decoration material.

The Organiser shall be responsible for the local transportation of the above mentioned goods and other Event-
related materials from the place of arrival to the various Group Phase venues and, where needed, from the Group 
Phase venues to the hotels and venue of the Final Phase. 

All the necessary materials shall be in the venues no later than one (1) week before the start of the Event, ready for 
installation and distribution. 

The Organiser shall provide storage for all the above items from the moment the goods reach customs until the end 
of the Event and cover all storage costs.

There shall be sufficient storage space in the venues for all products and goods of the FIBA Commercial Partners as 
well as any other FIBA equipment and advertising material (see chapter 7 “VENUE INFRASTRUCTURE”).

18.2.2 Customs Procedures and Duties

As stated in chapter 2, the Organiser shall guarantee free import permits for all material and equipment necessary 
for the organisation of the Event from team delegations, FIBA, FIBA Commercial Partners, FIBA Broadcast Partners, 
FIBA IT Partners, media representatives, entertainment and security personnel, and others travelling to the host 
country in conjunction with the Event.

Ideally, the Organiser should obtain by the government customs duties exemption for the importation and exportation 
of all the goods listed above. Should this not be the case, the Organiser remains responsible for all customs 
procedures and duties clearance. There shall be a contact person responsible for all custom matters.

The Organiser shall be prepared to pay a certain amount of custom duties (the sum will depend on the country) for 
receiving Event-related goods. All customs shall be cleared at least 20 days before the start of the Event.

18.2.3 Entry Visas

The local Government shall guarantee the unconditional issuance of entry visas for all team delegations, the entire 
FIBA delegation, FIBA Commercial Partners, FIBA Broadcast Partners, FIBA IT Partners, media representatives, 
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entertainment and security personnel, regardless of nationality, race or creed. The Organiser shall inform the 
respective consulates about the delegations and individuals participating in the Event in order to assist them in 
obtaining visas.

18.3 Health care services

18.3.1 Health Care Services

As stated in chapter 2 “BIDDING FOR THE EVENT”, the Organiser shall contract appropriate insurance to cover 
medical care for all participants in case of illness and/or accident during their entire stay for the Event.

Moreover, the Organiser shall guarantee comprehensive medical service (including 24-hour emergency assistance) 
for each participant accredited for the tournament in each venue. An emergency service shall also be operational, 
especially on game days, to treat anyone inside and outside the Event venues.

The Organiser shall provide the following:

A 24-hour on-call doctor to provide medical assistance to the participants;

The presence of an ambulance and at least two paramedics during games and training sessions. Paramedics 
and first aid personnel shall be located in a clearly visible and easily accessible area, and may also assist the 
spectators if necessary;

The attention to any kind of injury that may occur during games and training sessions and transportation to 
the hospital;

The provision of written information about health care services available during the Event to each team 
delegation, as well as the provision of other information concerning health care issues and financial 
responsibilities to the teams, either in writing or during the technical meeting. 

18.3.2 Doping Control 

Doping control tests will be carried out at the 2019 FIBA Basketball World Cup. The doping control tests will be 
carried out in accordance with Annex 1 of the FIBA Internal Regulations governing Anti-Doping.

The procedure for doping control (the selection of players, collection and analysis of urine and blood samples, 
transmission of results and sanctions, etc.), is clearly defined in the applicable FIBA Internal Regulations governing 
Anti-Doping. The list of prohibited substances is available on the WADA website (www.wada-ama.org) under the 
section “International Standards.” 

The Organiser is responsible for providing the following:

Seats close to the team benches for those involved in the doping control tests;

A security guard to control access to the Doping Control Station;

Assumption of costs for the Doping Control Officer(s) (if possible a female doctor from the organisation or 
agency conducting the controls in the Host Country), whether organised by FIBA or the Organiser;

One staff member for administrative work (completing the forms), although the Doping Control Officer could 
also do this;

Transportation back to the hotel for the players and doctors (team doctor, FIBA Supervisory Doctor) after the 
samples have been collected. Please note that it can sometimes take several hours to complete the testing 
procedures;
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Transportation of the samples to the laboratory, in accordance with FIBA Internal Regulations governing Anti-
Doping and the WADA International Standard for Testing.

The exact procedures on the Anti-Doping control are defined in the FIBA Internal Regulations governing Anti-Doping 
(including its annexes) and further information will be provided if required.

For further details on the Doping Control Station, please refer to the chapter 7 “Venue Infrastructure”. 

18.4 Environmental sustainability
FIBA requires that the Organiser put in place appropriate policies and procedures aimed at reducing/minimizing the 
environmental impact of the Event. 

While acknowledging that there are still great differences throughout the world in regards to environmental policies 
and separate waste collection, where local/national policies do exist in this area FIBA expects the Organiser to 
organize separate waste collection for:

Paper/cardboard;

Aluminum cans;

Glass;

PET.

Furthermore, the use of recyclable materials for serving food and beverages at all concession stands is also strongly 
recommended.
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Groups Job description Persons 
(minimum)

Wipers
4 groups of wipers

24

Ball-boys 12

Team attachés

 

24

Referees attachés 4

Media Centre 36

Runners 36

Accreditation 
Centre 24

Arena services 36

Information Desks 
at Hotels

 

36

TOTAL  
(figures based on 3 venues in 3 different cities)

232

appendix 1 - volunteers chart
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